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Abstract:We propose the Selfish Goal model, which holds that a person’s behavior is driven by psychological processes called goals that
guide his or her behavior, at times in contradictory directions. Goals can operate both consciously and unconsciously, and when activated
they can trigger downstream effects on a person’s information processing and behavioral possibilities that promote only the attainment of
goal end-states (and not necessarily the overall interests of the individual). Hence, goals influence a person as if the goals themselves were
selfish and interested only in their own completion. We argue that there is an evolutionary basis to believe that conscious goals evolved
from unconscious and selfish forms of pursuit. This theoretical framework predicts the existence of unconscious goal processes capable of
guiding behavior in the absence of conscious awareness and control (the automaticity principle), the ability of the most motivating or
active goal to constrain a person’s information processing and behavior toward successful completion of that goal (the reconfiguration
principle), structural similarities between conscious and unconscious goal pursuit (the similarity principle), and goal influences that
produce apparent inconsistencies or counterintuitive behaviors in a person’s behavior extended over time (the inconsistency
principle). Thus, we argue that a person’s behaviors are indirectly selected at the goal level but expressed (and comprehended) at the
individual level.
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Do I contradict myself?
Very well then I contradict myself,
(I am large, I contain multitudes.)
—Walt Whitman, Song of Myself

(from Leaves of Grass, 1855/1960)

1. Introduction

Why do people behave in such contradictory ways? Tra-
ditional psychological approaches have struggled to account
for the problem of cross-situational inconsistency (e.g.,
Mischel & Shoda 1995). Indeed, although the field has ident-
ified numerous factors that potentially influence a person’s
behavior – situational factors and individual differences, phys-
iological need states and philosophies of life, conscious and
unconscious mental processes, group norms and transcen-
dent values – these influences are bound to conflict with
one another, producing apparent inconsistencies in one’s
overt, observable behavior. These inconsistencies must be
managed – rationalized and accounted for – in order to main-
tain the appearance of stability and predictability to others.

The trust that others have in us is the most important deter-
minant of their impressions of and liking for us (Fiske et al.
2007), and inconsistencies lead to the impression of being a
“phony,” the most negatively viewed personality trait of all,
out of 555 traits in Anderson’s (1968) normative ratings.
Here, we present the Selfish Goal model, which holds that

these inconsistencies in judgment and behavior can bemean-
ingfully understood as the output of multiple, and in some
cases, competing goal influences. Whether conscious or
unconscious, every goal essentially programs particular sets
of behaviors to be enacted by the person pursuing that
goal; however, a single person cannot physically express all
of these goal influences simultaneously. Instead, he or she
expresses many of these influences one at a time, thereby
generating behaviors that appear inconsistent across
extended time periods. In otherwords, contradictions in indi-
vidual behavior may occur because a person, as Whitman
acutely observed, contains multitudes of influences.
The inspiration for this target article is interdisciplinary, as

we hope will be its appeal. Our core insight is derived from
a prominent theory in evolutionary biology. In The Selfish
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Gene (1976), Richard Dawkins describes how every organism
is composed of multiple genes, each of which can be seen as
using that organism as a survival machine. Through the
blind processes of natural selection, genes exert an influence
on their host organism’s behavior that maximizes their
chances of propagation into future generations, sometimes
to the detriment of the host organism’s life. We believe it is
useful to describe a person’s psychological structure in an ana-
logous fashion. Thus, we conceptualize each individual as
comprised of multiple, oftentimes conflicting goals, each of
which influences that person in a systematic, “selfish”manner.
As we will argue, human goal pursuit –whether operat-

ing consciously or unconsciously – constrains a person’s
information processing and behaviors in order to increase
the likelihood that he or she will successfully attain that
goal’s end-state. These multiple, sometimes conflicting
goals can produce different behaviors, judgments, and
even self-representations in the same person that may
appear inconsistent or contradictory across time, because
they will vary as a function of which goal happens to be
most active and motivating in the particular situation. Put
another way, observed incoherencies in a person’s actions
may result because behavior is being selected (and is coher-
ent) at a lower, less apparent goal level.
First, we trace the evolution of adaptive human behavior

back to its unconscious and goal-driven roots. We survey
evidence that an unconscious, less integrated system coor-
dinated organism-level behavior prior to the evolution of
conscious processing capabilities. When consciousness did
emerge, we suggest that it was built upon preexisting
unconscious processes, thereby producing the striking
structural and phenomenal similarities observed between
conscious and unconscious goal pursuits in recent psycho-
logical research.
Second, we generate predictions from this framework

regarding the qualities and outcomes of human goal-
driven behavior in the present day. If, as we assume, indi-

vidual behavior arose from a system of unconscious and
selfish processes that predated the evolution of conscious-
ness, we should find contemporary signatures of the uncon-
scious processes operating to guide behavior and judgment
independently of conscious guidance (automaticity). To the
extent that these unconscious systems evolved to facilitate
adaptive responses to the environment, and were the prox-
imate control system over those responses, they should be
found to produce a “full-system” orientation toward specific
end-states – adjusting perceptual, evaluative, cognitive, as
well as motivational, parameters (reconfiguration) to opti-
mize attainment of the desired end-state.
The present model also predicts that the evolution of

consciousness from unconscious processes should be
revealed in the observation of highly similar properties
between the two denominations of goal pursuit (similarity).
In addition to the straightforward prediction that uncon-
scious goal pursuit should be characterized by similar pro-
cesses and outcomes as revealed by a century of research
on conscious goal pursuit, The Selfish Goal model makes
the nonobvious prediction that conscious goal pursuit also
should be found to operate in ways only recently discovered
to be true of unconscious goal pursuit. That is, even con-
scious goals should be found to operate selfishly, even if
doing so produces behavioral inconsistencies for the indi-
vidual (inconsistency). Recent findings from social and
developmental psychology, as well as neuroscience, will
be marshaled in support of each of these principles.
A model such as this, with interdisciplinary theories and

implications, is likely to encounter challenges such as estab-
lishing shared definitions and drawing from areas of relative
inexpertise. Although we acknowledge these challenges, we
believe that our theoretical contribution brings important
recent developments from social psychology to bear in dis-
cussions with other disciplines that share the goal of under-
standing individual human behavior.

2. Who – or what – is in control of an individual’s
behavior?

We all share the intuition that the form and content of our
behaviors are produced through conscious, intentional
choice and internal processes of which we are aware and
able to report on reasonably accurately to others (Wegner
2002). In the past, traditional psychological approaches to
human motivation similarly assumed an agentic, conscious
self at the helm, deliberately forming judgments, making
decisions about which courses of action to take, and then
guiding one’s behavior along those intentional lines (e.g.,
Ajzen & Fishbein 1980; Bandura 1986; Baumeister et al.
1998; Locke & Latham 1990; Mischel 1973). In some pro-
minent models, conscious choice of behaviors or goals to
pursue was conceptualized as a bottleneck – nothing hap-
pened without one’s awareness and conscious consent
(e.g., Bandura 1986; Locke & Latham 2002, p. 705).
Since then, three modern lines of research have cast

doubt on the basic assumptions of conscious-centric
control models. First, studies increasingly highlight the
power of situational variables in determining behavior,
including external influences that override internal sources
of control such as self-values and personality (e.g., Darley
& Latane 1968; Milgram 1963; Mischel 1973; Ross &
Nisbett 1991). Second, research on the limits of
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introspective access demonstrates that people are often
unaware of the reasons behind their actions and the actual
sources of their evaluations and subjective feelings about
the external world (Bar-Anan et al. 2010; Nisbett &
Wilson 1977; Wilson & Brekke 1994) – access they would
be expected to have if they were consciously aware of
making those choices and deciding what to do. Third,
“dual-process”models (e.g., Chaiken & Trope 1999; More-
wedge & Kahneman 2010; Posner & Snyder 1975; Strack &
Deutsch, in press) hold that external situational influences
often operate in an automatic and implicit fashion to directly
instigate the higher mental processes involved in infor-
mation processing and behavior, thereby bypassing the con-
sciousness bottleneck and eliminating the need for an
agentic “self” in the selection of all behavioral and judgmen-
tal responses (Bargh 2007; Bargh et al. 2012).

Research involving the passive activation or priming of
higher-order concepts by contextual features combines
the situational and automatic emphases of contemporary
research. Priming studies have consistently demonstrated
that the mere exposure to environmental events is suffi-
cient to directly trigger higher mental processes, in the
absence of any conscious intentions or awareness that
they operate (see Dijksterhuis et al. 2007; Higgins 1996).
Unconscious processes have been shown to produce evalu-
ation and social judgment (Fazio 1986; Ferguson 2008),
stereotyping and prejudice (Devine 1989), social behavior
(Bargh et al. 1996; Dijksterhuis & van Knippenberg
1998; Loersch & Payne 2012), and goal pursuit (Chartrand
& Bargh 1996; Custers & Aarts 2005; Marien et al. 2012),
with research participants unaware of the role played by
these external stimuli in their decisions and behaviors.

Although important strides have been made, key issues
remain. The environment is a rich source of multiple,
oftentimes simultaneous cues –many of which are linked
to different, often competing behavioral impulses. How
are these parallel environmental influences funneled into
the necessarily serial behavior of a single individual (the
“reduction problem”: Bargh 2006; Merker 2007)? An
important aim of the present model is to address this ques-
tion – namely, to argue that the currently active goal is the
proximate controller of present behavior and judgment,
overriding other conflicting influences in a “single-
minded” fashion if necessary to facilitate goal completion.

2.1. The Selfish Goal

To illustrate how behavior selection might occur at a less-
centralized level than that of the individual person (where
it is overtly expressed), we describe how goals direct and
constrain a person’s behavioral possibilities as if the goals
themselves were selfish.

The Selfish Goal model offers general predictions
regarding individual behavior in the current day. The auto-
maticity principle proposes the existence of unconscious
processes tied to individual judgment and behavior. As
we will review, research has indeed discovered psychologi-
cal processes that are dissociated from individual awareness
or guidance, yet can change how that person sees the world
and behaves in response (Bargh et al. 2012). For example,
priming (passively and temporarily activating) an individ-
ual’s internal goal representation affects subsequent judg-
ments and behaviors in a manner consistent with him or

her being in a motivated state (Bargh et al. 2001; Bargh
et al. 2010; Dijksterhuis & Aarts 2011).
The second principle, reconfiguration, holds that

changes in a person’s judgments and behaviors during
goal operation occur in order to optimize that person’s
chances of completing the goal. In particular, we focus on
experiments featuring unconscious forms of pursuit,
because by definition participants are unaware of the goal
and hence cannot guide their own perceptions and behav-
ior in a goal-congruent way. Nevertheless, research
suggests that people who are unaware that they are pursu-
ing a goal respond to the world in a way that maximizes the
likelihood of goal completion, such as by paying more
attention to objects in the environment that would assist
with goal pursuit and becoming predisposed to like and
physically approach those objects. Goals operate autono-
mously (i.e., independent of guidance from the conscious
individual) through these mechanisms to encourage
achievement of their associated end-states.
Because all goals are selfish, the similarity principle holds

that conscious goal pursuit should resemble its unconscious
counterpart in these regards. Recent research reveals a
number of striking similarities between conscious and
unconscious goal operation, from shared neural correlates
and subprocesses to similar autonomous effects upon indi-
vidual judgment and behavior. Even when a person con-
sciously engages in goal pursuit, one is not necessarily
controlling (or even aware of) how that goal has trans-
formed one’s experience of the world. As an analogy,
when conversing with another person, we are not aware
of how our ideas and thoughts are being transformed into
grammatical and coherent sequences of words.
The inconsistency principle proposes that as multiple

goals within a single individual become active, operate,
and turn off, the person pursuing those goals may appear
to be acting inconsistently, or in a manner that seems con-
trary to his or her interests. This is particularly evident at
the stage of goal completion, where the mental represen-
tation of a goal becomes less accessible but, ironically, the
pursuer becomes more likely than usual to exhibit beha-
viors that contradict the recently completed goal. We will
cast these lines of research in the light of evolutionary the-
ories to argue that the proximate control of individual be-
havior within a situation rests with the currently active
goal, and if more than one goal is currently active, then
with the most incentivized (important) of these.

2.2. Terminology

Before proceeding, it is important to make clear what we
mean by some commonly used terms and concepts. A goal
is a construct of central importance in psychology, yet little
consensus exists regarding its precise definition (Austin &
Vancouver 1996; Elliot & Fryer 2008). For example, goals
are sometimes equated with related concepts such as
needs, motives, biological goals, and drives (e.g., Austin &
Vancouver 1996; Pervin 1989;); others draw distinctions
(e.g., Gollwitzer & Moskowitz 1996). Some perspectives
conceptualize goals as explicit standards for behavior set
and regulated by the individual (e.g., Bandura 1986;
Locke &Latham 1990); others suggest that they can be trig-
gered by environmental contexts and operate independently
of individual awareness through a combination of cognitive
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and affective mechanisms (e.g., Bargh et al. 2001; Custers &
Aarts 2010; Kruglanski et al. 2002).
Here, we follow the standard social-cognitive definition of

goals asmental representations of desired end-states (Aarts &
Dijksterhuis 2000; Bargh 1990; Fishbach & Ferguson 2007;
Kruglanski et al. 2002). We are less interested in long-term,
chronic goals (e.g., raising children; sometimes referred to as
“life tasks”; Cantor & Blanton 1996; Pervin 1989) and more
interested in time-limited instrumental behaviors enacted in
the current situation (e.g., being helpful to others; satisfying
one’s hunger). Our focus is less on the very concrete actions
that can be described in fully objective terms (e.g., pressing a
button; opening a door) and more interested in higher-level
end-states that provide those actions with meaning and that
come in both conscious and unconscious denominations.1 A
person can reach the same end-state by “operating” on the
environment in different ways (e.g., one can be helpful by
taking out the trash or by uttering supportive statements);
the notion that Skinner (1953, p. 65) captured with the
concept of an operant, or a “set of acts” defined by their
effect, Kruglanski et al. (2002; also Austin & Vancouver
1996) termed equifinality and Lashley (1942) referred to
as motor equivalence, in which a motoric action goal can
be realized in a variety of ways.
Historically, there has been high consensus regarding the

features of conscious information processing: a person is
aware of those processes and intends them to occur; they
operate in a serial fashion, are somewhat resource limited
at any given time, and are controllable (e.g., Bargh 1984;
1994; Posner & Snyder 1975). In contrast, views of the
unconscious have arisen out of the study of processes that
do not possess all of these features (see Bargh & Chartrand,
2000). For example, “preconscious” or “preattentive” pro-
cesses operate automatically upon encountering stimuli in
the environment and feed subsequent conscious processes
(Neisser 1967; Posner & Snyder 1975), whereas other
unconscious processes become automatic through a
process of skill acquisition (e.g., Shiffrin & Schneider
1977) given the intent to engage those processes in the
first place, such as when typing or driving.
By unconscious, we refer to information-processing

events in the human nervous system that, although
capable of influencing a person’s behaviors, emotions, cog-
nitions, and motivations, “do not influence subjective
experience in a way that [he or she] can directly detect,
understand, or report the occurrence or nature of these
events” (Godwin et al. 2013; Morsella & Bargh 2011;
Nisbett & Wilson 1977). Note that by this definition, one
can be consciously aware of a stimulus event but uncon-
scious of its influence on oneself (see Bargh 1992).2 A
process is described here as unconscious even if a person
is able to report the presence of a stimulus and respond
to it (e.g., in an experiment, one is judging stockings pre-
sented in an array, deems the right-most choice of highest
quality, and provides reasons why) but lacks awareness
regarding the causes and processes underlying the effect
(e.g., that one may have been biased by a position effect
on evaluation that favored the right-most stocking indepen-
dent of quality-related factors; Nisbett & Wilson 1977).
This use of the term “unconscious” highlights the unin-

tentional nature of the process, along with a lack of aware-
ness of its underlying causes and processes (see Bargh
1992; Bargh et al. 2001). This definition is consonant with
uses of the term “unconscious” in both evolutionary

theory and historically by psychologists. For example,
Darwin (1859), one of the earliest scientists to refer to
unconscious processes, employed the term when describ-
ing how the farmers and stock breeders of his time made
implicit use, without explicit awareness, of the laws of
natural selection in order to produce larger ears of corn
and fatter sheep. Similarly, Dawkins (1976) wrote of
nature as the “blind watchmaker, the unconscious watch-
maker” to signify that there was no agentic, intentional
guiding hand in producing these adaptive designs (see
also Bargh & Morsella 2008; Buss et al. 1998; Dennett
1991; 1995). According to Brill (1938), Sigmund Freud
credited Mesmer and the early hypnotists with the original
discovery of the unconscious when they caused their sub-
jects, through post-hypnotic suggestion, to behave in ways
that they did not intend.

3. The primacy of the unconscious

Why individuals behave as they do within given situations is a
fundamental question of social psychology (Aronson 1995),
and social-psychological answers to this question should,
ideally, be in harmony with relevant knowledge from the
natural sciences (Pinker 1997). Accordingly, we describe lit-
erature on consciousness and evolutionary biology that
provide the theoretical backbone of the Selfish Goal. The
following section is not intended as a comprehensive
review of either topic, which would be outside of the
scope of the present article; rather, areas of consensus are
highlighted because they provide central guiding insights.

3.1. Prior to the evolution of consciousness

Understanding how consciousness evolved remains one of
the greatest scientific mysteries (Kennedy 2005). For
certain portions of the puzzle, however, consensus is begin-
ning to emerge (for review, see Godwin et al. 2013), and
these areas of agreement offer insight regarding present-
day individual behavior. For example, few experts would
object to the claim that, at some point in the evolutionary
past, something unconscious became something that was
conscious (e.g., Corballis 2007; Deacon 1997; Dennett
1991; Donald 1991; Godwin et al. 2013; Macphail 1998).
Much of the activity in the brain and in the rest of the
nervous system operates unconsciously, reinforcing the
argument that consciousness is not an inherent property
of human cognition and likely emerged from an evolution-
ary landscape that had until then been the province of
“not-conscious,” or unconscious processes.
Moreover, the phenomena linked to consciousness are

themselves associated with but a subset of neuroanatomical
regions in the central nervous system (e.g., Dehaene &
Naccache 2001; Morsella et al. 2009). Identifying which
particular regions are responsible for consciousness
remains an issue of active debate, as once-prevalent views
of the cerebral cortex as the “organ of consciousness”
face direct challenge by theories and evidence linking sub-
cortical structures such as the upper brainstem to the
instantiation of conscious states (e.g., Godwin et al. 2013;
Merker 2007; Penfield & Jasper 1954).
The evidence that only a subset of processes and regions

of the brain are associated with consciousness, plus the fact
that humans share much of this unconsciously operating
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nervous system with earlier-evolving members of the
animal kingdom (some of whom arguably lack conscious-
ness), leads to the conclusion that conscious processes
are a phylogenetically later adaptation of the brain. As
Dennett (1991, p. 171) pointed out, “Since there hasn’t
always been human consciousness, it has to have
arisen from prior phenomena that weren’t instances of
consciousness.”

One can infer additional characteristics of the uncon-
scious system guiding behavior. The existing system may
have been unconscious and perhaps less centralized in
the absence of consciousness, but it was nevertheless
capable of guiding an organism’s behavior toward adaptive
outcomes. Borrowing an example from Merker (2007),
there is little reason to believe that the cubomedusa jelly-
fish, with its noncephalized nervous system, experiences
consciousness (i.e., that there is anything it is “like” to be
this jellyfish). Yet, despite the fact that it lacks a brain
even remotely like a human’s, the jellyfish still exhibits
adaptive behaviors, including flexible, goal-driven move-
ments in response to environmental stimuli such as prey.

Put another way, although consciousness is traditionally
associated with behavior selection and coordination, this
does not mean the older, unconscious, and less-centralized
system(s) did not also give rise to adaptive, streamlined
behavior at the level of the individual organism. (For
examples of sophisticated unconscious control and conflict
management, see Morsella 2005; Suhler & Churchland
2009.) Indeed, evidence of behavior directed toward adap-
tive ends is omnipresent in the animal kingdom – even in
creatures not assumed to possess consciousness – so much
so that it is, in the view of one evolutionary biologist,
“perhaps the most characteristic feature of the world of
living organisms” (Mayr 1976, p. 389).

Many behaviors that serve the ultimate “end” goal of all
adaptations (i.e., differential reproduction) are also goal-
driven on a more proximate level. For example, when
Dawkins (1976) identified “apparent purposiveness” as an
important property of adaptive behavior, he clarified, “By
this I do not just mean that it seems to be well calculated
to help the animal’s genes to survive, although of course
it is. I am talking about a closer analogy to human purpose-
ful behavior… [organisms] that behave as if motivated by a
purpose” (p. 50). Indeed, evolutionary biologists and
psychologists alike link motivations or goals to adaptive
outcomes (Campbell 1974; Cosmides & Tooby 2013;
Kenrick et al. 2010; Pinker & Bloom 1990; Popper 1972;
Symons 1992; Tetlock 2002; Tomasello et al. 2005; Tooby
& Cosmides 1992). A bird starting on its migration, a
male displaying to a female, a predator stalking its prey,
and the prey’s subsequent flight – all are acting toward a
specific end-state in the local environment (e.g., reaching
safety and shelter; obtaining food to eat).

Goal-related constructs are prominently featured in
models of adaptive human behavior, further rooting these
behavioral patterns deep in the evolutionary past (Bugental
2000; Cosmides & Tooby 2013; Kenrick et al. 2010;
Neuberg et al. 2004). Similar to its use in social cognitive
literature, these goal constructs involve “if-then” contin-
gencies in which environmental cues trigger psychological
and behavioral phenomena that are designed by natural
selection for a purpose – to facilitate adaptive outcomes.
Accordingly, different goals have their own specific evol-
utionary function (e.g., attaining safety; securing a mating

partner) and are associated with different decision rules,
neuroanatomical regions, and behavioral responses. An
organism that suddenly encounters predators should be
most likely to fight, flee, or freeze; that same creature, in
the company of potential mates, should be compelled to
act differently by approaching and displaying instead.
Although research suggests that adaptive behavior across

the animal kingdom can be organized into goal categories,
it is less clear as to how multiple behavioral impulses – each
designed for specific functions – are funneled into stream-
lined behavior. Evolutionarily adaptive goals require differ-
ent, often incompatible organism-level behaviors for its
pursuit (e.g., fleeing vs. eating), which must be expressed
in serial fashion at critical moments. Kenrick et al. (2010,
p. 303) emphasized this tension as a “continual interplay
between motivational systems and the perception of affor-
dances (fitness-relevant threats and opportunities) in the
immediate environment.” What, then, are the character-
istics of an evolutionarily ancient system that could inte-
grate multiple, sometimes competing influences into
overt behavior expressed at the level of the individual
organism – particularly in the absence of overarching con-
scious processing to integrate and prioritize these goals?

3.2. The selfish gene and the Selfish Goal

Understanding the component pieces of the puzzle offers a
preliminary step toward an answer, and evolutionary
biology provides a useful metaphor with which to describe
their operation. As previously stated, in The Selfish Gene,
Dawkins (1976) described how genes, through the blind
process of natural selection, influence the design of their
host organism in order to maximize their chances of propa-
gation into future generations. This theory characterizes
genes as essentially “selfish” in that their only concern is
their own replication, not the welfare of their host organ-
ism, except as it might impact on replication. (Note that
this selfish influence on one level can also be seen as coop-
erative at another level, as Dawkins [1976] pointed out,
insofar as multiple genes must coexist and be expressed
within a single individual.)
We argue that the dynamic between genes and their host

organism is analogous to the relationship between goals and
the individual pursuing them. Every organism is comprised
of multiple genes, all using that organism as their survival
machine into the next generation. Similarly, a person
comprises many different goals, each of which operates
on that individual to produce successful pursuit of a specific
end-state.
Supporting the notion that unconsciously operating goal

processes are capable of influencing individual-level out-
comes, experiments from both evolutionary psychology
and social cognition highlight early-stage orienting mechan-
isms (e.g., selective attention and perception) that serve as
“building blocks” for subsequent human behavior (Balcetis
& Dunning 2006; Maner et al. 2008; Neuberg et al. 2004).
Given that a person is effectively steered toward particular
sets of actions (and simultaneously away from others), these
processes can be seen as operating in self-interested ways,
as a gene encodes organism-level behavior that reliably pro-
motes replication of that gene, and not necessarily the
health or well-being of the host organism itself.
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3.3. After the evolution of consciousness

Although little consensus exists regarding how conscious-
ness evolved, even the basic claim that consciousness
evolved in a nervous system comprosed of unconscious,
less centralized processes can be informative. Evolutionary
theorists note that given the constraints of building costs
and materials, evolution behaves as a “tinkerer,” modifying
existing structures in a gradual, incremental fashion,
instead of creating entirely new ones each time from
scratch (Allman 2000; Dawkins 1976; Jacob 1977). Sol-
utions created from this process may not be perfect, but
nevertheless satisfice (Dennett 1995; Simon 1956).
As the process of natural selection uses old elements and

alters them for new functions, traces of the original struc-
ture and function often remain in the end-product. Evi-
dence of this co-option process can also be found across
the animal kingdom, as when the vibration-sensitive repti-
lian jaw evolved into mammalian middle-ear bones, fish
fins morphed into forelimbs for land-dwelling creatures,
and the esophagi of freshwater fish expanded to serve ter-
restrial lung functions (for more examples, see Jacob 1977;
Pinker 1997).
The human nervous system also bears marks of evol-

utionary tinkering (e.g., Anderson 2010; Buss et al. 1998;
Jacob 1977; Morsella 2005), which suggests that conscious
processes were likely shaped by the preexisting uncon-
scious behavioral control system (see Bargh & Morsella
2010). One would expect to see, as one does, that conscious
states are selectively integrated into the existing uncon-
scious system, while many behavioral processes remain
unaffected. Conscious processes should also retain features
of the preexisting elements integrated into its design. Con-
sequently, one might also expect conscious processes to
function in a similarly “selfish” manner as do their uncon-
scious counterparts, because both operate on the nervous
system in the service of adaptive, individual-level behavior.

3.4. Summary

Inherent in any attempt to integrate fields is the risk of
drawing too many assumptions. For this reason, the
Selfish Goal relies on a limited number of claims about
the evolution and function of consciousness: (1) the rela-
tively late evolutionary emergence of consciousness,
leading to the further assumption that (2) some other,
unconscious, less centralized system(s) must have been
guiding serially expressed, adaptive behavior prior to that
point in evolutionary history. Finally, we assume a basic
principle of evolution through natural selection, that (3) it
occurs through gradual changes to the existing machinery
(e.g., Allman 2000), and not via dramatic, complete over-
hauls of that machinery. In other words, less integrated
unconscious goal processes lay down the landscape upon
which their conscious counterparts operate today.
Given the theoretical evidence to support these assump-

tions, we surmise that at a hypothetical Time 1, a less
centralized system of unconscious, adaptive processes,
including goals, drove behavior within the same biological
entity. At Time 2, consciousness evolved within the nervous
system and was likely shaped in structure and function by
its integration with the preexisting unconscious landscape.
By theoretical Time 3 (the present day), we see events indi-
cating further development of conscious processes (e.g.,

expansion of cortical matter; metacognitive abilities; rep-
resentation of self; and tighter executive control over the
initial impulses to action). Nonetheless, some original uncon-
scious processes from Time 1 remain, operating in concert
with and independent of later arriving conscious processes.
In the next section, we consider the implications of this

model for behavior in current-day contexts. Evidence for
four principles will be offered in support of the claim that
a person’s judgments and behaviors can be meaningfully
examined from the perspective of which goals he or she is
currently pursuing. In so doing, we hope to clarify how
inconsistencies in a person’s behavior might result from a be-
havioral guidance system comprised of selfishly acting goals.

4. The active goal as proximal cause of human
behavior

My thinking is first and last and always
for the sake of my doing,

and I can only do one thing at a time.
—William James (1890/1981)

Figuratively put, the Selfish Goal model posits a system
wherein multiple goals engage in the selection of behavior
while the individual person is actually “expressing” it. As
multiple conscious and unconscious goals operate, each
steering the individual toward specific (and oftentimes con-
flicting) end-states, inconsistencies in individual behaviors
will arise. Note that goals often can and do encourage beha-
viors that are consistent with (or at least not opposed to)
other goals’ end-states, or one’s consciously preferred out-
comes (e.g., exercising self-control by declining dessert is
consonant with a dieter’s self-reported preferences). We
focus on telling instances when the two interests are incon-
sistent or at odds with each other.
In extreme cases, the tension between the behavioral

imperatives issued by the currently active goal and the
other priorities of the person pursuing that goal (over
time and across situations) can produce trade-offs
between what is “good” for the goal being pursued versus
what is “good” for the individual. This dynamic is most
evident in addictions (e.g., Baker et al. 2004) where the
addict reports feeling helpless to resist the urge to
consume the drug and may engage in self-destructive be-
havior (as well as behavior that typically contradicts his or
her important self-values, such as lying and stealing) in
order to acquire the drug. Decades of research on drug
abuse substantiate the similarity between addictions and
more standard goal pursuits (e.g., Loewenstein 1996), as
expressed colloquially by the phrase, “addiction hijacks
the motivational system.”
The pursuit of everyday goals has “selfish” effects as well

and may cause an individual to desire things that he or she
might not have wanted if not actively pursuing the goal. For
example, young women primed with the mating goal
express more positive attitudes toward and stronger inten-
tions to engage in attractiveness-enhancing yet dangerously
unhealthy behaviors such as spending time in tanning
booths and taking diet pills (Hill & Durante 2011).
Those behaviors may facilitate the currently active goal of
mating (by increasing one’s sex appeal) but operate to the
long-term detriment of the individual. Indeed, participants’
attitudes toward these behaviors when the mating goal was
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not currently active were considerably more negative. In a
similar vein, males who are unconsciously pursuing status
goals express greater hostility to other males (Griskevicius
et al. 2009). In this case, increased willingness to aggress
furthers the active goal (by physically intimidating one’s
competition) but ultimately jeopardizes the health of the
individual pursuing that goal, both during pursuit and
afterwards.

The Selfish Goal perspective is in harmony with other
motivational models in social psychology, particularly
the Evolved Hierarchy of Needs (Kenrick et al. 2010)
and Functionalist Social-mindset theory (Tetlock 2002).
We take a complementary perspective to Kenrick et al.
(2010) by focusing on the general structure of goal influ-
ence, as opposed to domain-specific content, and offering
more proximate explanations for behavior rather than the
ultimate causes of it (see Killeen 2001). Tetlock’s (2002)
theory posits the existence of evolved complex mindsets
associated with different social motives depending on the
individual’s current situation and contextual role. When
perceived as misbehaving according to group norms, an
individual adopts a “defense attorney” mindset that
focuses on external reasons for the socially negative
action in order to maintain or restore one’s good standing
in the group; however, the same individual faced with
another person’s misbehavior adopts a very different “pro-
secutorial” mindset, with the opposing goal of holding the
miscreant’s feet to the fire in order to uphold those impor-
tant group norms.

This model is also inspired by extensive research on Goal
Systems Theory (GST; Kruglanski et al. 2002). GST holds
that goals aremental representations with cognitive andmoti-
vational properties and exist within systems of interconnected
goals. Within this goal system, limited cognitive resources are
distributed in a constant-sum fashion, which can lead to
mental resources being pulled toward and away from particu-
lar goals, depending on which is active. For example, the acti-
vation of a goal to seek entertainment or to eat a yummy
calorie-rich food (i.e., temptations) can trigger self-regulatory
goals to get some work done or to eat something healthy
instead (Fishbach et al. 2003). We similarly highlight conflict
among goals. Whereas GST attributes this tension to limited
cognitive resources, our evolutionarily inspired model
focuses on conflict within an evolved system that must
funnel multiple impulses operating in parallel into stream-
lined behaviors within a single physical body.

4.1. Predictions from the present model

In section 3 we reviewed theories that hold that uncon-
scious, selfish goals lay the evolutionary foundation for
the operation of their conscious counterparts. Specifically,
the Selfish Goal model holds that multiple, selfish goals
indirectly guide the streamlined behaviors expressed by a
single individual. This framework predicts the following
about individual judgment and behavior in current-day
contexts:

1. The automaticity principle. Unconscious processes
can influence behavior in the absence of individual aware-
ness or guidance.

2. The reconfiguration principle. The most motivating or
“active” goal should constrain the individual’s information

processing and behavioral possibilities in a way that
encourages achievement of the goal’s end-state.
3. The similarity principle. Conscious goal pursuit

should recruit similar processes and produce similar out-
comes as unconscious goals.
4. The inconsistency principle. Temporarily active goals

can produce outcomes for the individual that appear incon-
sistent over time or contrary to the individual’s interests.

4.2. The automaticity principle

We will first review evidence for the existence and qualities
of unconscious processes that are tied to overt human behav-
ior yet dissociated from individual awareness. Dawkins
(1976) notes that adaptive behavior in the animal kingdom
“works on a time-scale not of months but of seconds and
fractions of seconds. Something happens in the world …
in milliseconds nervous systems crackle into action,
muscles leap, and someone’s life is saved – or lost” (p. 55).
The past quarter century of psychological research docu-
ments similar, lightning-fast psychological mechanisms in
humans (e.g., automatic evaluations and preferences, auto-
matic influences of the perceived environment on behavioral
responses, and an automatic mode of goal pursuit; Bargh
et al. 2012; Bargh & Ferguson 2000; Greenwald & Banaji
1995), which were observed through methodological
advances such as sequential priming and the Implicit Associ-
ation Test. For example, the affective sequential priming
task allows researchers to measure the implicit value of a
target (and its associated goal) in terms of the extent to
which it automatically facilitates response time to positive
or negative concepts. Because less time is needed to categor-
ize a target stimulus as positive or negative when it is pre-
ceded by a concept of the same valence (but not otherwise
semantically related; e.g., Fazio 1986), researchers using
this task are able to examine attitude activation and influence
occurring outside of the individual’s awareness and control.
Automatic evaluations play an important role in guiding

both cognition (Ferguson et al. 2005; Niedenthal 1990;
Cantor & Blanton 1996) and overt behavior (the latter sup-
porting the idea that these mechanisms may have served
adaptive roles in the past; Roe & Simpson 1958). For
example, implicit positive evaluations automatically create
approach behavioral dispositions (muscular readiness)
toward stimuli and negative automatic evaluations to avoid-
ance (withdrawal) behaviors (Chen & Bargh 1999). Indeed,
Ferguson (2008) revealed that positive automatic evalu-
ations toward cooperation-related primes predicted partici-
pants’ actual helping behaviors on a subsequent task (e.g.,
volunteering time to assist another person). Moreover,
this link between automatic evaluation and muscular readi-
ness has recently been successfully exploited in therapeutic
techniques for the treatment of addictions, with patients
making incidental avoidance arm movements in response
to addiction-related stimuli across hundreds of trials,
which has the consequence of significantly reducing their
cravings and use of the substance (Wiers et al. 2010).

4.2.1. Conscious awareness or intention is not required
for goal pursuit. In one of the initial experimental demon-
strations of unconscious goal pursuit, Bargh and colleagues
(2001; see also Chartrand & Bargh 1996) found that merely
exposing participants to words related to cooperation (e.g.,
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help, assist) in the guise of an ostensible language test
increased cooperative behavior compared to another con-
dition in which participants were explicitly instructed to
cooperate. Following the experimental task, participants
were explicitly asked the extent to which they had tried
to cooperate during the task. In the explicit cooperation
condition, these estimates correlated positively with
actual cooperative behaviors (indicating some degree of
conscious awareness of the reason for their behavior in
the task). The estimates provided by participants who had
been unconsciously primed, however, were uncorrelated
with their actual cooperative behaviors, suggesting that
they had been pursuing the cooperation goal without
knowing they were doing so at the time.
Other research has consistently linked goal priming with

downstream effects on judgment and behavior that are
characteristic of a person in a motivated state. Phenomenal
qualities once considered exclusive to conscious, deliberate
goal pursuit, such as persistence in the face of obstacles,
increase in goal strength over time, and changes in mood
and goal strength depending on the fate of the goal
attempt (Atkinson & Birch 1970; Bandura 1986; Gollwitzer
& Moskowitz 1996; Goschke & Kuhl 1993; Heckhausen
1991; Lewin 1926) have been demonstrated as well for
unconsciously operating goals (e.g., Aarts et al. 2007;
Bargh et al. 2012; Bargh et al. 2010; Bongers et al. 2009;
Custers & Aarts 2005; Custers et al. 2008; Dijksterhuis &
Aarts 2011; Ferguson 2008; Förster et al. 2007).
In their review of goal-priming studies, Custers and

Aarts (2010) noted that the traditional determinants of
whether a conscious goal is pursued, attainability and desir-
ability (e.g., Austin & Vancouver 1996), also increase the
chances that an unconscious goal will be pursued. First,
priming the mental representation of a goal activates the
skeletomotor impulses connected to execution of that par-
ticular action; the researchers note that this essentially
“readies” a person for pursuit, thus increasing the attain-
ability of that goal (i.e., facilitating action on time-limited
opportunities).
A wide variety of situational features have been shown

experimentally to prime or unconsciously activate relevant
goals, from social contexts such as having power (Chen
et al. 2001; Custers et al. 2008), to material objects such
as dollar bills or briefcases (Kay et al. 2004; Vohs et al.
2006), scents (Holland et al. 2005), and even the names
of significant others in one’s life (Fitzsimons & Bargh
2003; Shah 2003). In the everyday world, the presence
of a goal-relevant object usually signals the presence of
an opportunity for pursuit (e.g., when a person encoun-
ters a piece of cake, usually, he or she has an opportunity
to eat it). The context-sensitivity of goal activation high-
lights how goal processes can unconsciously prepare a
person for pursuit the instant that potential opportunities
arise.
Second, Custers and Aarts (2010) note the mental rep-

resentation of a goal can become associated with positive
affect; this “tagging” signals goal desirability, which sub-
sequently guides individual behavior toward the desired
end-state. In one experiment, participants were exposed
to either goal (puzzle-related) words subliminally paired
with either positive words (e.g., friend; beach), negative
words (e.g., garbage; disease), or neutral words (Custers
& Aarts 2005). Participants were most interested in com-
pleting puzzles if they had been seen the puzzle-related

words subliminally paired with positive words. Conversely,
subliminally pairing goal representations with negative
affective stimuli decreased the effort people expended
toward associated end-states (Aarts et al. 2007; for similar
results with subliminal monetary reward cues, see
Schmidt et al. 2010).
Theoretically, a self-perpetuating cycle of goal pursuit

could occur under certain circumstances. Similar to how
a successful selfish gene replicates itself into future gene-
rations (Dawkins 1976), goal representations become
more likely to be pursued in the future, through mecha-
nisms that operate independent of individual awareness
or guidance. Once a goal representation becomes associa-
tively linked to the situations in which it is frequently and
consistently pursued (Bargh 1990), this link increases the
likelihood that the goal will be pursued through those
specific means instead of others (e.g., Bargh 1990;
Gollwitzer 1999; Veltkamp et al. 2008). Similarly, Strack
and Deutsch (2004) concluded that need states become
strongly linked in memory with the behaviors and situations
in which the need was satisfied, so that subsequent experi-
ences of that need activate a bias in attention, or perceptual
readiness (Bruner 1957) for those same situational cues.
Hence, unconscious goals may become active at precisely
those situations in which the individual has historically
attained the goal, such that with each successful attempt,
the original cues become more reliable triggers of pursuit
in the future.
Affective processes may also reinforce the pursuit of suc-

cessful unconscious goals. Research suggests that when
people pursue conscious goals successfully (versus unsuc-
cessfully), naturally occurring positive (versus negative)
affect produces a strengthening versus weakening of that
goal-pursuit tendency (selecting that goal over other possi-
bilities) in future situations (e.g., Bandura 1977; 1986). A
similar positive conditioning effect occurred during the
selection of unconscious goals, as shown by Aarts et al.
(2007). Consequently, it is possible that a snowballing or
virtuous-cycle effect is possible wherein goals activated
unconsciously by environmental cues that are successful
in their pursuit will naturally become stronger (i.e., more
likely to be pursued in the future), whereas those not as
successful became weaker based on performance feedback
(success vs. failure) from the environments frequented by
the person.

4.2.2. Dissociation between active goal operation and
individual awareness. Neuroscientific evidence also sup-
ports the dissociation of action systems from awareness.
That executive control structures can operate without the
person’s awareness of their operation would require the
existence of dissociable component processes within execu-
tive control or working memory structures (Baddeley 2003;
Baddeley & Hitch 1974; Buchsbaum & D’Esposito 2008).
Evidence of such dissociations has been reported in
stroke patients with “environmental dependency syn-
drome” caused by lesions in the frontal cortical lobes
(Bogen 1995; Lhermitte 1986). The behavior of these
patients was almost entirely driven by situational cues –
for example, gardening in a public park (for hours) upon
sight of a rake, drinking a glass of water every time the
glass was filled despite complaining about being painfully
full –with the patients entirely unaware of the oddity and
irrationality of their behavior.
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Moreover, patients with lesions in the ventral-visual
system are unable to consciously report the visual proper-
ties of an object, yet are able to incorporate the inexplicable
information into movements to grasp the object; whereas
those with lesions in the parietal lobe can report on the
object but are unable to reach for it successfully (Goodale
et al. 1991). Brain damage associated with anarchic hand
syndrome results in autonomous, goal-directed movements
of a limb that cannot be consciously inhibited (e.g., one
patient, M.P., reportedly would use one hand to select a
channel on the television remote while the other hand –
against his will –would immediately press another button;
Marchetti & Della Sala 1998).

This evidence has led some to conclude that conscious
intentions are represented in the prefrontal and premotor
cortex, whereas the parietal cortex houses the represen-
tation used to guide action (Frith et al. 2000). (For additional
evidence of the operation of action systems dissociated from
conscious awareness, see Dijksterhuis & Aarts [2011],
Milner and Goodale [1995], Morsella & Bargh [2011], and
Wegner [2002].) We take such findings as additional
support for the notion that the mechanisms guiding individ-
ual behavior evolved separately from the mechanisms fur-
nishing conscious awareness of their operation.

4.2.3. Unconscious goal conflict. Moreover, to the extent
that individual behavior was originally driven by multiple,
unconscious goals, research should reveal the presence of
goal conflict that occurs in the absence of awareness.
Kleiman and Hassin (2011) replicated procedures and find-
ings from the earlier goal-priming studies (Bargh et al.
2001) to study whether cooperation and wealth accumu-
lation goals could come into conflict with each other,
while the person remains unaware of this tension. Partici-
pants were exposed to either cooperation-related or
goal-neutral words in an ostensible language test before
completing a Commons Dilemma exercise in which partici-
pants’ usual responses are to compete and thus to accumu-
late wealth (although they could cooperate instead). The
experimenters reasoned that unconsciously priming parti-
cipants with the goal to cooperate would give rise to goal
conflict. Consistent with this prediction, goal-primed
participants manifested signs of goal conflict, displaying
increased arousal through higher skin conductance levels,
requiring more time to reach their decisions, and vacillating
more between cooperative and selfish behaviors, as com-
pared to control participants. Moreover, these implicit
markers of goal conflict persisted over a five-minute delay
and were uncorrelated with participants’ self-reported
experiences of conflict, thus supporting the notion that con-
flict can be goal-driven but can occur outside of awareness.

Yet another prediction that follows is that goal conflicts
can be resolved independently from conscious guidance.
Although social psychological research has yet to directly
address this question, there is reason to believe that uncon-
scious conflict resolution is possible. As described above,
psychological research has revealed unconscious mechan-
isms that function to preemptively minimize goal conflict.
An active, unconscious goal may dominate other goals by
superseding conflict altogether, similar to the manner
with which people physically remove temptations from
their surroundings to bolster their chances of successful
self-regulation (e.g., Kuhl 1984; Kuhl & Weiss 1994).
Indeed, a phenomenon called goal shielding demonstrates

how an active goal can unconsciously interfere with how
opposing goals come to mind (and thus subsequently influ-
ence perceptions and behavior; Shah et al. 2002). In exper-
iments on this topic, participants are slower to recognize
words related to one goal (e.g., diet) if they are first sublim-
inally primed with a word related to a competing, yet desir-
able goal (e.g., cake, which is eaten for enjoyment; Shah
et al. 2002; see also Fishbach & Shah 2006; Veling & van
Knippenberg 2006).
Research also suggests that people who are good at self-

regulating are particularly effective at inhibiting tempta-
tion-related stimuli: these participants are actually faster
to recognize goal-related words (e.g., work) if those
words are subliminally preceded by temptation-related
words (e.g., basketball; Fishbach et al. 2003). According
to Counteractive Control Theory (Fishbach & Trope
2005), temptations preemptively bolster people’s higher-
order goals and diminish the appeal of the temptation,
thereby driving effective self-regulation. Such findings
and theories are in harmony with the premise that uncon-
scious goals are associated with mechanisms that negotiate
conflict in the absence of awareness. Stated another way,
self-control (or control of the self in situations of potential
goal conflict) can be exerted unconsciously.
In the study of complicated goal systems, social cognitive

experiments may best contribute by documenting phenom-
ena observed in the activity of a single goal (or a few goals),
whereas other areas of science (e.g., computer science)
may be better suited to examine how goals interact within
dynamic, larger systems. We offer here a preliminary con-
jecture regarding the resolution of goal conflict that, follow-
ing a period of goal conflict (signified by processes similar to
those documented in Kleiman and Hassin [2011]) and res-
olution, the output might involve phenomena described by
Counteractive Control Theory, wherein the strongest or
most motivating goal eventually “wins out” in the self-
control conflict and eventually steers the individual’s behav-
ior within that particular situation or in others like it.

4.3. The reconfiguration principle

The reconfiguration principle predicts that the downstream
constellation of goal-priming effects observed in social cog-
nitive research can be understood as constraining the
person’s cognitive and affective machinery for the purposes
of facilitating goal pursuit. A stronger version of this
hypothesis holds that the active goal is powerful enough
to reconfigure that mental machinery, to the point of
making typically effortful processes efficient and automatic
if this is necessary for successful goal pursuit, and by inhi-
biting the normally chronic, automatic effects if they
would serve to interfere with successful goal completion.

4.3.1. Attention and perception. Once active, the goal
directs one’s attention toward some (i.e., goal-instrumental)
stimuli and away from others; in effect, the world is seen
through goal-colored glasses. Salient, unusual events can
be missed entirely when a person is pursuing a goal, as in
the “inattentional blindness” research (Mack 2003; Simons
& Chabris 1999). In one well-known study, many partici-
pants who were busy with the explicit, conscious task of
counting the number of ball tosses between actors on a
computer display actually failed to notice a gorilla walking
right through the ball-tossing game.
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Indeed, similar to its conscious counterpart (Anderson &
Pichert 1978; Hastie & Park 1986), an unconsciously oper-
ating impression formation goal causes greater selective
attention to behavioral information inconsistent with the
target’s general and emerging pattern of behavior (Char-
trand & Bargh 1996; McCulloch et al. 2008). Highly
accessible goal constructs provide “orienting value,” auto-
matically guiding the individual’s attention to relevant
stimuli in the environment (Bruner 1957; Roskos-Ewold-
sen & Fazio 1992), which increases the probability that
these objects will be used to achieve that goal.
Goal-facilitating objects can also appear more accessible

along different dimensions, for example, by appearing
closer in proximity to the pursuer or even larger in size.
Balcetis and Dunning (2010) demonstrated that people per-
ceive the spatial orientation of desirable objects (which are
the objects that help people achieve their goals; Ferguson
& Bargh 2004) as being closer, compared to undesirable
objects that are the same actual distance away. Similarly,
Veltkamp and colleagues (2008) established that participants
who were subliminally primed with a gardening goal overes-
timated the size (height) of goal-instrumental objects (e.g., a
shovel), but not of goal-irrelevant objects (e.g., a pen).
These recent findings are consonant with a long-standing

research tradition in social psychology on the motivated
perceptual interpretation of events (e.g., Kunda 1990).
For example, at sporting events, fans of both teams
involved are certain that the referees are against them
(Hastorf & Cantril 1954), and people consider studies
that produce evidence consistent with their existing
beliefs (e.g., concerning the death penalty) as being objec-
tive and properly conducted, whereas those studies produ-
cing findings contradicting their beliefs are believed to be
flawed and biased (Lord et al. 1979). Self-protective motiv-
ations transform ego-threatening outcomes (e.g., failure on
a test) into more palatable versions that place the blame on
external factors (e.g., blaming others; Crocker & Park
2004). One might consider one’s teacher to be fair and
competent until she gives one a bad grade, and thereafter
one might consider her to be biased and incompetent (Sin-
clair & Kunda 2000). In each of these examples, infor-
mation processing occurs in the service of the goal,
regardless of whether the individual is aware of it.

4.3.2. Evaluation. People’s everyday judgments of other
people, objects, and events are strongly influenced by
how those stimuli relate to the goals they are pursuing.
This principle has been a staple of social and motivational
psychology since the seminal writings of Kurt Lewin
(1935, p. 78) who defined the valence of an environmental
object or event in terms of whether it helps or hinders the
attainment of one’s current goals and the satisfaction of
one’s current needs. Experimental findings continue to
substantiate Lewin’s dictum (Ferguson & Bargh 2004). In
one such experiment involving the sequential priming para-
digm (Ferguson 2008), participants were subliminally
exposed to either cooperation goal primes (giving, nice)
or control primes. Afterwards, their implicit positivity
toward either goal-relevant (help and generous) or control
words was measured. Participants who were subliminally
primed to cooperate displayed increased positive attitudes
toward goal-instrumental words but not control words;
and in a subsequent experiment, participants’ implicit

positivity toward goal-related primes predicted the degree
to which they actually helped another person.
Active goal influence is so powerful that it can change

evaluations of friends, enemies, and even significant
others – the very people about whom one’s opinions pre-
sumably remain stable over time. Fitzsimons and Shah
(2008) found that participants who were unconsciously
primed with an achievement goal evaluated friends who
had helped them with their academic pursuits more
positively compared to friends who had not helped them
academically. This momentary favoritism toward goal-
instrumental friends was not observed for unprimed
control participants (see also Fitzsimons & Fishbach 2010).
The goal-driven nature of these interpersonal evalu-

ations is reminiscent of the successful intervention by
Sherif and colleagues (1961) in the classic “Robbers’
Cave” study. The Rattlers and the Eagles, two warring
groups of boys at a summer camp, antagonized each
other with increasing violence until they were given an
important shared goal. In a situation where everyone’s
cooperation was needed (e.g., freeing a truck that was
stuck in the mud to get food for the entire camp), a Rat-
tler’s help became instrumental for an Eagle’s goals (and
vice versa). Changing the campers’ goals dramatically
changed how Rattlers and Eagles perceived one another
and transformed summer-long rivals into close friends.

4.3.3. Overriding automatic processes that conflict with
the active goal pursuit. The transformational power of
the active goal over cognitive and affective processes is
further indicated by its ability to override otherwise
chronic, automatic encoding tendencies. For example,
there is much evidence of the automatic manner in which
other people are automatically encoded or categorized in
terms of their race, age, and gender (e.g., Bargh 1999;
Brewer 1988). Recent research, however, suggests that
chronic goals assumed to be egalitarian inhibit the same
prejudicial biases previously assumed to be automatic and
uncontrollable (e.g., Kunda & Spencer 2003; Maddux
et al. 2005; Moskowitz et al. 1999).
A similar overriding effect of automatic, prejudicial pro-

cesses occurs with temporarily active goals as well. Macrae
and colleagues (1997) found that giving participants a task
goal to detect the presence or absence of dots on facial
photographs eliminated any automatic stereotype acti-
vation effects when minority faces were shown (since
stereotype activation was irrelevant to participants’ proces-
sing objective). Research also suggests that default negative
racial responses to African-American faces on the Implicit
Association Test (IAT) can be flipped into positive evalu-
ations when participants are informed that those same
faces belong to their online teammates (Van Bavel & Cun-
ningham 2009). These findings are consistent with the
notion that joint goals (which are introduced by new alli-
ances) can override automatic processes, causing the reca-
tegorization of out-group members into in-group members.

4.3.4. Creation of temporary automatic processes. Goal
operation can give rise to novel and temporarily automatic
effects as well. For example, implementation intentions, in
which one commits oneself to a goal-furthering action in
advance by mentally associating a specific concrete goal-
pursuit action with an expected future event (“when,
where, and how” the action will take place), have been
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shown to be highly effective means to attain otherwise dif-
ficult ends (diet, exercise, difficult health regimens; Goll-
witzer 1999; Webb & Sheeran 2006). Implementation
intentions effectively delegate control over one’s future be-
havior to the environment, so that a specified, reliably
occurring (e.g., routine) future event becomes the auto-
matic trigger of that desired behavior (Gollwitzer 1999).
In this way a temporary or strategic automatic effect is
created in the service of conscious goal pursuit.

Many so-called automatic effects are in fact goal-depen-
dent (Bargh 1989), in that they only occur in the context of
a specific active goal, such as in many automated acquired
skills (e.g. Shiffrin & Schneider 1977). Driving a car is com-
monly understood as an automatic skill for the experienced
driver, but this depends on the individual having the goal of
driving somewhere in the first place. Stimuli that produce
an immediate and unintended reaction under one active
goal do not do so under a different active goal, such as
when driving a car and kicking one’s right foot out to hit
the brakes upon suddenly seeing a red light, but not kicking
out that foot when seeing the same red light while walking
on the sidewalk (Asch 1952, p. 105; Bargh 1992).

Spencer and colleagues (1998) provide perhaps the most
dramatic example of a nonautomatic process becoming
automatic when it facilitates the current goal pursuit.
Research suggests that conditions such as attentional load
can prevent people from engaging in negative stereotyping
processes. Spencer and colleagues (1998) reasoned, how-
ever, that negative stereotyping is a means through which
one can enhance one’s own self-esteem (at the expense
of others), and therefore should persist even in conditions
that normally impede stereotyping effects given partici-
pants’ active needs to restore their self-esteems. Indeed,
by providing (bogus) feedback that participants had done
very poorly on a task, the experimenters were able to
elicit automatic stereotyping effects under conditions
where such processes normally do not occur, thereby pro-
viding a particularly powerful demonstration of the active
goal’s ability to “selfishly” reconfigure a person’s cognitive
machinery in the service of its own pursuit.

4.4. The similarity principle

If conscious and unconscious goal pursuits make use of the
same underlying motivational circuits and system, one
would expect a high degree of similarity between conscious
and unconscious goals in terms of the various component
processes recruited, as well as the outcomes produced.
An even stronger hypothesis is that conscious goal oper-
ation will share the autonomy of operation that is necess-
arily observed with unconscious goals (because the latter
operate outside of conscious self-control). Thus, even
when an individual is consciously pursuing a goal, that
person is not necessarily in control of or even aware how
engaging in goal pursuit has transformed his or her behav-
ior and experience of the world. Recent experiments
directly bear on this prediction.

4.4.1. Similarity in processes and neural structures. As
previously mentioned, in the original goal-priming
studies, unconsciously operating goals produced similar
outcomes as when those same goals are pursued con-
sciously, as well as with the same phenomenal qualities
(Bargh et al. 2001; Chartrand & Bargh 1996). Since then,

research continues to demonstrate similarities between
both varieties of pursuit, including the recruitment and
use of similar affective processes (Custers & Aarts 2010).
Lending further credence to the notion that conscious

and unconscious goals operate using similar processes,
McCulloch and colleagues (2008) demonstrated that
a primed, unconsciously operating goal to form an
impression of a target person follows the same processing
stages as was long known for the case of conscious
impression formation (see Hamilton et al. 1980; Srull &
Wyer 1979; also Chartrand & Bargh, 1996). Compared
with a nonprimed control group, in separate experiments,
priming the impression formation goal caused participants
to (a) be faster to encode behaviors in trait-categorical
terms, (b) be more likely to form associations between
behaviors, and (c) notice and remember impression-incon-
sistent behaviors, all well-established subprocesses of con-
scious impression formation.
Indeed, cognitive neuroscience studies of the brain

regions involved in motivated behavior support a model
wherein the same underlying mechanisms govern both
unconscious and conscious forms of goal pursuit. Pessi-
glione and colleagues (2007) showed that people automati-
cally increased effort on a hand-grip task when the reward
cue (amount of money to be won on that trial) was pre-
sented subliminally, the same as what occurred when the
reward cue was presented to conscious awareness. They
also found that the same region of the basal forebrain mod-
erated task effort level in response to both the consciously
perceived and the subliminally presented reward signals.
The authors concluded that “the motivational processes
involved in boosting behavior are qualitatively similar,
whether subjects are conscious or not of the reward at
stake” (Pessiglione et al. 2007, p. 906).
Mainstream accounts of executive control or working

memory within cognitive science long held that all of the
contents of working memory were accessible to conscious
awareness – indeed, until recently, “working memory” and
“conscious awareness” were used as synonymous terms
(e.g., Smith & Jonides 1998). Yet for goal pursuits to
operate unconsciously, in real-time interaction with the
fluid and dynamic external environment, active goals
must make use of flexible working memory structures
that operate on and often transform incoming informa-
tional input to serve the goal’s agenda (Cohen et al. 1990).
Participants in studies in which goals are primed and acti-

vated unbeknown to them cannot know in advance which
goal-relevant stimuli might be presented; in fact, they are
not even aware of which stimuli are goal-relevant and
which are not. Nevertheless, in each experimental demon-
stration of unconscious goal pursuit, the primed goal
produced the goal-appropriate outcomes, just as with con-
scious goal pursuit. For the obtained results to have
occurred, the active goal had to be ready for whatever
goal-relevant environmental input might arise and then
operate on it when it did occur; unconscious goal pursuit
therefore must involve the use of executive control and
working memory functions as used in conscious goal
pursuit (Frith et al. 2000; Hassin 2005).
Direct evidence on this point has been provided recently

by Marien et al (2012). In six experiments, the researchers
subliminally primed a variety of different goals (e.g., socia-
lizing, academic performance) and demonstrated that the
unconsciously activated goal “hijacked” the executive
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control functions of the mind, as revealed by their taking
attentional capacity away from an ongoing conscious task
such as proofreading.
In this way, unconsciously operating goals can produce the

same flexibility of responding to a given set of stimuli that
traditionally has been considered the exclusive province of
conscious processes (cf. Morewedge & Kahneman 2010).

4.4.2. Autonomy of conscious goal operation. If con-
scious and unconscious goals are similar, then the auton-
omy with which unconscious goals operate (which is
clearly demonstrated when unconscious goals reconfigure
judgment and behavior, with the individual unaware of
the goal and thus unable to guide its progress) should
also characterize the pursuit of conscious goals. That is,
even the goals one intends to pursue, and of which one is
aware, are capable of producing information processing
and behavioral effects consistent with the goal’s agenda
but not necessarily with the individual’s self-related values
and/or overall interests, thus potentially leading to unin-
tended consequences of intended (conscious) pursuits.
Accordingly, Bargh et al. (2008) hypothesized that con-

scious goal pursuit would operate on any relevant or appli-
cable (Higgins 1996) information in the environment
regardless of whether the individual intends or is aware
of this operation. Participants watched a videotaped inter-
action with the goal of evaluating the interviewee’s suit-
ability for a specified job – either as a restaurant waiter or
a newspaper crime reporter. These jobs were included
because the desired personality characteristics of a waiter –
deferential and polite – and a crime reporter – tough and
aggressive – are opposites of each other. In a control con-
dition, participants were told merely that they were watch-
ing two people getting reacquainted.
During the taped interview, the two conversation part-

ners were interrupted by a person named Mike, who
behaved either politely or rudely. After viewing the tape,
participants were given a surprise impression task in
which they rated Mike, and not the job candidate on
whom they had consciously focused. Not surprisingly, par-
ticipants in the waiter and control conditions liked the
interrupter significantly more if he were polite than if he
were rude, but participants in the reporter-goal condition
actually showed the reverse preference: They liked rude
Mike more than polite Mike. Intuitively, these results
may appear surprising. As shown by the ratings of partici-
pants in the control condition, people do not normally
find rude, aggressive people likable. This research suggests,
however, that people will actually like such offensive people
if such traits are valued within their currently active goal
pursuits – even if the consciously intended focus of that
goal pursuit had been another person entirely.
In the next section, we explore how conscious goals not

only operate, but also turn off in ways that create inconsis-
tencies in a person’s behavior over time. The following
evidence for the inconsistency principle is thus further evi-
dence for similarities in operation and outcomes between
conscious and unconscious goals.

4.5. The inconsistency principle

As multiple goals within a single individual operate auton-
omously, becoming activated, operating, and turning off
with achievement of their associated end-states, a

person’s behaviors and judgments will continue to vary as
a function of which goals are most motivating. To an outsi-
der, that person’s behavior may appear inconsistent over
time and, at extremes, even contrary to his or her general
self-interests.
As previously mentioned, multiple goals operate by

changing a person’s perceptions and behaviors in ways
that encourage the attainment of their own end-states. A
person may pursue a goal even if doing so jeopardizes his
or her physical health (Griskevicius et al. 2009; Hill &
Durante 2011), and even to the point of feeling helpless
to prevent the goal pursuit (Loewenstein 1996). Indeed,
many of the ways through which goal operation influences
information processing and behavior (i.e., operating
outside of a person’s awareness and guidance; changing
how he or she perceives and behaves in the world) help
explain why that person’s actions may map inconsistently,
weakly, or at times not at all, onto what is clearly beneficial
for that person.

4.5.1. Effects of goal turn-off. Attainment of the goal’s
end-state can also produce inconsistent effects for the indi-
vidual holding that goal, as when goal completion leads to
behaviors that are contrary to expressed important values.
In the “goal turn-off effect,” once a goal pursuit attempt
is completed, the goal deactivates (e.g., Atkinson & Birch
1970; Lewin 1926) and then for a time inhibits the
mental representations used to attain that goal (Förster
et al. 2005; Marsh et al. 1998), theoretically in order to
allow other important goals to be pursued. When a goal
is achieved, its downstream influence on cognition and be-
havior disappears for a time, which can ironically produce
behaviors contrary to those originally encouraged by that
goal.
For example, research on “moral licensing effects”

(Monin & Miller 2001) demonstrates how the operation
and completion of conscious goals can produce judgments
that can appear inconsistent with that individual’s recent
behaviors or self-professed values (also Bargh et al. 2008).
In one study, participants who were given the opportunity
to disagree with blatantly sexist comments were ironically
more likely than a control group to recommend a man
than a woman for a stereotypically male job (Monin &
Miller 2001). Similarly, in another study, supporters of
then-U.S. presidential candidate Barack Obama were first
given the opportunity to publicly endorse him (or not, in
the control condition; Effron et al. 2009). Afterwards, all
participants judged the suitability of a job for white
versus black people and allocated funds to organizations
serving white or black people. Compared to the control
group, endorsing Obama caused participants to rate the
job as more suitable for whites than blacks and to allocate
funding to white causes at the expense of black causes.
This latter effect held only for those participants who had
scored high on a measure of racial prejudice.

4.5.2. Relation to self-deception phenomena. The capa-
bility of active goals to operate and become completed
independently from the individual’s conscious desires can
be seen as “self-deceptive’ insofar as the individual
remains unaware – or inconsistently aware – of his or her
motives. If participants do not know the actual reasons
for their behavior when it is influenced by unconscious
means (such as through priming manipulations), they
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should be prone to misattribute the reasons for their behav-
ior to plausible (oftentimes desirable) reasons that are
accessible to their conscious awareness. Just such an
effect was reliably demonstrated in a series of studies by
Bar-Anan et al. (2010). Compared to a control condition,
male participants primed with the mating goal were more
likely to choose to work with a female tutor on Topic A
than a male tutor on Topic B; however, they later explained
their choice in terms of greater interest in that topic (which
had been randomly paired with either the male or female
tutor).

Recent theories identify occurrences of self-deception as
an evolutionarily adaptive strategy (e.g., McKay & Dennett
2009; von Hippel & Trivers 2011), because if one is not
aware of pursuing a particular goal, one will be less likely
to display subtle but telling cues of lying (such as looking
nervous or being cognitively overloaded). The Selfish
Goal model suggests an alternative, or at least an additional,
perspective: To the extent that human judgment and be-
havior were driven by goal processes before a central
“self” even evolved, many instances of “self-deception”
can be seen as a result of the autonomous nature of all
goal pursuits. Both conscious and unconscious goals encou-
rage single-minded pursuit of the end-state and are capable
of producing effects that appear on the surface to be in the
service of “deceiving” the individual, such as a “study
buddy” being a best friend before, but not following, a
big exam.

5. Conclusions

When viewing a person’s judgments across time and situ-
ations, observers tend to see that person as a coherent
whole – as a single agent selecting behaviors expressed in
a complementary single body. In this article we argued
for a change in perspective. Our central claim here is that
an individual comprises multiple goals, each of which
exerts a “selfish” influence on how that person sees the
world and behaves in it, guiding judgments and behavior
in the service of the current goal but not necessarily in
the service of the individual’s actual, overall best interests.

The Selfish Goal model predicts widespread automati-
city of higher mental processes and reconfiguration of a
person’s perceptual and behavioral processes according to
which goals are most motivating in the current situation.
Consistent with the notion that they guided behavior in
the evolutionary past prior to consciousness, goals operate
by steering an individual’s behavior toward goal-specified
end-states, even in the absence of that individual’s aware-
ness or consent. Hypothesized similarities between con-
scious and unconscious goals led to the observation that,
indeed, both forms of pursuit recruit similar processes
and are capable of operating and turning off without gui-
dance or even awareness of the individual. As a person tem-
porarily acts in alignment with one goal and then suddenly
does not when that goal is completed, inconsistencies to be-
havior as well as unintended effects arise.

5.1. Future directions

Important future directions include clarifying the relation-
ship between the present model and contemporary moti-
vational models in psychology, particularly as they apply

to conscious and unconscious goals. Although we have
highlighted the similarities between conscious and uncon-
scious goals, recent work is focusing on the key differences
between varieties of thought. Notably, however, one recent
review has concluded that the difference between con-
scious and unconscious processes is not in the relative
role played in the guidance and production of behavior
(Baumeister & Masicampo 2010), consistent with our
present argument that much of behavior is governed by
unconsciously operating mechanisms. The growing consen-
sus appears to be that conscious processes are superior in
serving integrative functions (see Morsella 2005 regarding
phenomenal awareness; Baumeister & Masicampo 2010
regarding conscious thought), especially regarding certain
types of information such as simulating future scenarios
and the perspectives of other people (Baumeister & Masi-
campo 2010; see also Dijksterhuis & Aarts 2011). This is
clearly a fruitful avenue for further comparative research
in order to determine even more precisely the uniquely
important functions we gain from conscious processing
capabilities.
Given the generativeness of the analogy professed herein

between genes and goals, another direction for future
research involves understanding the precise nature of that
link. Indeed, Ernst Mayr (1976) argued that this link was
critical for the expression in present time of genetic influ-
ences from the very distant past: how genes both pre-
and post-natally influence the content, emergence, and
structure of programs that guide adaptive attentional, judg-
mental, motivational, and behavioral responses to one’s
environment.

5.2. Implications

Today, just as did Freud (1901) more than a century
ago in The Psychopathology of Everyday Life, contem-
porary psychological theorists are invoking the concept of
motivation (unconscious or conscious) in their explana-
tions for why people behave in ways that seem to run
against their self-interest and values. The Selfish Goal
model offers potential theoretical insight and implications
for motivationally based research at multiple levels of
analysis.
For example, people often experience self-control fail-

ures in health-related domains (e.g., smoking, drug
abuse). In these cases, people are aware that certain
actions are detrimental to their physical health, yet they
somehow fail to act on that available information. Goal-
related interventions might highlight the importance of
changing the environment to activate intervention-consist-
ent goals and understanding the dynamic relationship
between opposing goals in situations of self-conflict (for
example, a dieter is more likely to eat calorie-rich foods
after exercising; Fishbach & Dhar 2005). Indeed, models
of goal conflict have been used to predict people’s
success at managing the competing goals of eating for
enjoyment and dieting (Stroebe et al. 2008). Strengthening
the automatic activation of motoric avoidance goals in the
presence of addiction-related stimuli is proving an effective
method for reducing intensity of cravings for the addictive
substance (Wiers et al. 2010). Using strategically automatic
implementation intentions, in which goal pursuits are auto-
matically activated at a future point in time by concretely
specified (in advance) future situational conditions, is
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proving a boon to overcoming difficulties in engaging in
healthy behaviors across a variety of domains (Sheeran
et al. 2013).
Future research might view self or relationally destruc-

tive thoughts and behaviors through the lens of autono-
mously operating goals. Understanding how a goal may
become associated with particular behavioral patterns can
inform clinical topics as from self-injury to dysfunctional
relationships. Indeed, the pervasive and seemingly para-
mount needs to protect one’s self-esteem (Crocker &
Park 2004) and to negotiate self-protection and connected-
ness goals in one’s interpersonal relationships (e.g., Murray
et al. 2008) ironically lead people to avoid potential sources
of social support. Identifying which goals are most motivat-
ing for these self-sabotaging individuals and understanding
how goal operation can affect self-concepts and interperso-
nal judgments may provide new directions for therapeutic
interventions.
Another intriguing research possibility involves integrat-

ing systems-based approaches to the study of goals. For
example, goals may encourage behaviors toward their
own end-state that can be seen as contrary to the individ-
ual’s best interests (e.g., self-injurious behavior); but what
of the goals that also promote specific social structures?
In political psychology, Jost et al. (2008) have focused on
system justification effects, in which people perceive the
current status quo regarding political power and division
of resources as legitimate and fair – even those who are
low status and for whom the system actually operates
against their self-interests. The researchers explicitly
appealed to the operation of an unconscious system-justifi-
cation motive in order to account for these “relatively puz-
zling cases of conservatism, right-wing allegiance, and out-
group favoritism among members of low-status groups,”
which can only be understood if they are “not even aware
of the extent to which they are privileging the status quo
and resisting change” (Jost et al. 2008, p. 596). Thus,
viewing human behavior from the perspective of the
selfish goal may deepen understanding of social structures
wherein individuals behave in ways that seem clearly con-
trary to their own best interests.
Just as had Dawkins (1976) with the “Selfish Gene”

theory, we should emphasize that The Selfish Goal model
does not necessitate selfishness at the level of the individual
person. The individual or “self” is composed of many
goals – self-interested ones to be sure, but prosocial and
morally principled ones as well (e.g., Mansbridge 1990;
Miller 1999). Studies of children as young as 18 months
old suggest that they can represent the intention of their
caretakers and use the knowledge to help themselves
(Tomasello et al. 2005); that this is an early emerging
human capacity supports the idea that it is the active goal
that is selfish, not necessarily the person.
Additionally, more communal goals such as cooperation,

egalitarianism, helping, and putting the welfare of others
over one’s own have been shown to operate entirely auto-
matically and unconsciously (Bargh et al. 2001; Moskowitz
et al. 1999; Over & Carpenter 2009), demonstrating a
moral implication of the Selfish Goal: that selfishly operat-
ing goals can produce unselfish outcomes at the level of the
individual person.
As selfishness, in common parlance, means putting one’s

own welfare and needs above those of other people (Elster
1990; Jencks 1990), one telling demonstration of a “selfless”

(at the level of the individual) selfish goal comes from the
Chen and colleagues’ (2001) study in which participants
unconsciously primed with power were given a choice of
experimental tasks to complete, with full knowledge that
another participant would have to do the remaining tasks.
For participants with a communal relationship orientation
(who tend to care more about the welfare of those over
which they have power; see Clark & Mills 1993), being
primed with power actually activated their communal or
altruistic goals, causing them, under the influence of
having power, to selflessly shoulder more, not less, of the
task burden for the other participant. (For other partici-
pants without this communal orientation, power indeed
had the effect of producing more selfish, self-interested
behavior at the expense of others.) Furthermore, these
participants subsequently also reported a greater
concern with social approval and expressed fewer racist
attitudes.
When examining behavior from the perspective of the

individual, people can appear inconsistent by thinking,
feeling, and acting in contradictory fashion over time.
The Selfish Goal model addresses this puzzle, examining
behavior from a goal-pursuit perspective. Specifically, be-
havior selection at the goal level reconfigures the individ-
ual’s information processing and behaviors, produces
person-level behavior that can be unconscious and auton-
omous, and results in tension between what is “good” for
the individual versus what is “good” for the goal. Together,
these outcomes explain how contradictions – such as being
capable of both selfish and altruistic judgments and beha-
viors – can arise in a single individual across time and
situations.
Yet, these inconsistencies do pose a problem for individ-

uals in a social world in which trust and predictability of be-
havior are at a premium and are essential for positive,
cooperative relations with one’s peers (e.g., Fiske et al.
2007; Tetlock 2002). Thus we note in closing that several
recent accounts of the purpose of conscious thought have
argued that it evolved (was selected for as an adaptive
advantage) in order to manage these same public inconsis-
tencies that are produced by selfish-goal operations (Bau-
meister & Masicampo 2010; Mercier & Sperber 2011;
see also Gazzaniga 1984). The conscious self, in this view,
is not so much involved in the guidance of our purposive
behavior so much as it is in the business of producing
rationalizations and socially acceptable accounts for the
actions produced at the goal level. Tetlock (2002) has
argued that our accountability to others was so important
over evolutionary time that we evolved the “politician” (or
“defense attorney”) social mindset in order to maintain
good relations within our group.
In a zinger often credited to Woody Allen, a character in

the classic movie The Big Chill (1983) remarks that ration-
alizations were more important than sex, because he had
gone months without sex but hardly a day without a good
rationalization. That’s no small potatoes: not being able to
explain or justify any negative outcomes one was involved
in to one’s peers could come at the cost of ostracism or
worse; being able to give a plausible positive account
would thus have strong survival value (e.g., Panksepp,
1998). In assigning this valuable politician role to conscious
thought and the conscious self, room is thus made for
autonomous goal processes as the proximal determinant
of human judgment and behavior.
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NOTES
1. To Skinner (1953), goals were inferences made by actors or

observers about variables responsible for behavior, and thus not a
property of the behavior itself. According to this view, knowing
why a person is opening a door (e.g., to help a person whose
arms are full of groceries) does not enhance objective descriptions
of the person’s physical behaviors (e.g., grasping the knob
between the thumb and fingers; twisting the wrist and pushing
with one’s body weight).

2. In contrast, a different contemporary definition carves the
unconscious along the dimension of awareness (e.g., Dehaene &
Naccache 2001; Loftus & Klinger 1992). Unconscious processes
are seen as those that operate in the absence of conscious aware-
ness of even the triggering environmental stimuli. In our view,
such definitions may inadvertently lead to impoverished views
regarding the actual role of unconscious processes in daily life
(as in “the dumb unconscious”; Loftus & Klinger 1992). Uncon-
scious evaluative, behavioral, and motivational processes very
likely did not evolve to process solely subliminal-strength
stimuli; they evolved and were selected for in terms of how well
and adaptively they guided overt behavioral responses to stimuli
of variable normal intensity and duration.
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Abstract: Selfish Goal Theory is compatible with a behaviorally based
theory that recognizes mental processes as behaviors. Both envision
choices as made by the competition of purposive processes, which are
autonomous in that they are not coordinated by an agentic “self.”
However, the survival of mental processes – termed “goals” or
“interests,” respectively – depends on a well-documented active
mechanism: reward.

Selfish Goal Theory is a step toward bridging the conspicuous
gap between cognitive and behavioral psychology that has
existed since the “cognitive revolution” of the 1970s (Baars
1986). A key tenet of the cognitive approach has been to avoid
positing a directly selective mechanism for choice, such as
reward, reinforcement, or utility – a reaction against the behavior-
ists’ total substitution of such mechanisms for explanatory mental
constructs (as in Rachlin 1985). Between avoiding selective
mechanisms on one hand and avoiding mental constructs on the
other, theorists have not developed the obvious possibility that
mental processes compete with one another on the basis of pro-
spective reward. Interestingly, Bargh’s earlier writings proposed
that much of our “thinking, feeling, and doing … is driven by
current features of the environment” (1997, p. 2), leading to
the suggestion that he was essentially a behaviorist who recog-
nized internal behaviors (Mischel 1997). Huang’s and his
current proposal interposes a market-like mediating process
between environmental features and behavioral output, based
on the competition of goals. This is clearly an advance, but it
suffers from ambiguity about the basis on which the goals
compete.

Huang & Bargh (H&B) analogize the internal selection of goals
to the natural selection of organisms. This is an apt comparison,
but whereas genes are selected for differential survival by adap-
tiveness, the selective process for goals is not specified. H&B
are clear (and bold, for cognitivists) in stating that an overarching
faculty of choice is not necessary – that the conscious self serves
mainly a public relations function (sect. 5.2) – but they are
vague about their alternative. H&B have it in mind that goals
are “incentivized,” and they name B. F. Skinner’s “operant” as a
synonym of “goal” (sect. 4). They note that “representation of a
goal can become associated with positive affect” (sect. 4.2.1,
para. 5), but this only “signals” goal desirability, rather than creat-
ing it. The most important determinant of selection is said to be
“the passive activation or priming of higher-order concepts by
contextual features” (sect. 2, para. 3; authors’ italics), but there
is no mention of how, in a conflict, some contextual features get
more priming power than others.

All H&B’s examples of conflicts involve long-term versus short-
term payoffs: behaviors that are “contrary to his or her general
self-interests” (sect. 4.5, para. 1) such as “dangerously unhealthy”
sexual attractants, putting off work and eating tempting foods
(sect. 4, para. 3), and “self-control failures” (sect. 5.2, para. 2).
Such actions are said not to “map… onto” the person’s own
well-being, “even to the point of feeling helpless to prevent the
goal pursuit” (sect. 4.5, para. 2). The lack of a clear hypothesis
about goal selection leads to trouble in explaining why the
mapping fails, that is, why contradictory goal pursuits endure
over time rather than resulting in simple preference for one
over the other. Given the authors’ extensive documentation of
unconscious processes in all phases of choice, we might have
thought that they were building an explanation for such conflicts
using Freudian repression. But no. H&B’s evidence is that uncon-
scious processes are capable of the same operations as conscious
ones, including such self-control procedures as “activation of
motoric avoidance goals” against addictive stimuli, and “strategi-
cally automatic implementation intentions” to promote healthy
behaviors (sect. 5.2, para. 2), so the dimension of consciousness
is unimportant. H&B suggest that there is an underlying coher-
ence to these contradictory behaviors, which may only appear
inconsistent “to an outsider” (sect. 4.5, para. 1), but they go no
further.

On the other side of the behavioral-cognitive gap, a behaviorism
that recognizes internal behaviors has no problem with selfish
goals. It calls them interests, the set of behaviors (and thoughts)
that are based on a particular source of reward (Ainslie 1992,
pp. 88–94). Reward is the process that selects for the mental
activity that led to it. Far from being a hypothetical construct,
reward performs in controlled experiments with mathematical
precision (e.g., Daw & Doya 2006) and can be directly visualized
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with magnetic resonance imagery in specific coordinated brain
centers (e.g., Kable & Glimcher 2007). Like the selection of
selfish goals, selection by reward has been compared to natural
selection (e.g., Gilbert 1972; Vaughan & Herrnstein 1987). The
reward process shapes interests – or goals – as a proxy for the evol-
utionary adaptiveness that must have led to the selection of its
mechanism in turn (Ainslie 1992, pp. 179–84). Although the cog-
nitive revolution rightly faulted classical behaviorism for requiring
reward to come from external events, cognitivists might not object
to endogenous (self-generated) reward. Expected reward is deva-
lued according to a hyperbolic or hyperboloid function of delay
(Berns et al. 2007), which, among other effects, could prevent
endogenous reward from short-circuiting the behavioral selection
process (Ainslie 2013), and might govern “higher-order goals”
(sect. 4.2.3). The finding of hyperbolic discounting is especially
relevant to the recurrent dominance of “temporarily active
goals” such as unhealthy behaviors (sect. 4.1), because it predicts
a disproportionately increased forcefulness of goals when they can
be imminently fulfilled. As in Selfish Goal Theory, the property of
consciousness is not important.

Hyperbolic discounting also predicts a self-control phenom-
enon not envisioned here: bargaining among separately motivated
interests (or goals) that are expected to be dominant at different
times, a variant of repeated prisoner’s dilemma (Ainslie 1992;
2012). In such intertemporal bargaining, the perception of a
current choice as a test case for similar choices in the future
recruits incentive for a long-term goal against a short-term one.
Like the interaction of autonomous goals, intertemporal bargain-
ing takes place mostly at an intuitive (or unconscious) level, as
demonstrated indirectly by thought experiments (Ainslie 2007),
and generates familiar ego functions from the bottom up, “elimi-
nating the need for an agentic ‘self’” (sect. 2, para. 3). When such
bargaining is taking place, rationalization serves to maintain not
only public consistency (sect. 5.2), but also intertemporal trust,
avoiding the agent’s perception of a defection that would under-
mine intertemporal cooperation.

Thus, two lines of development, one from behaviorism, the
other from social-cognitive psychology, lead to a description of
the apparent self as a population of autonomously competing
processes. However, the two models operate differently. The
main determinant of choice in intertemporal bargaining theory
is contingent reward, a process that used to be thought of as
strictly external and thus too narrow for human behavior. Selfish
Goal Theory seems to view the main determinant of choice as
priming, a natural variant of hypnotic suggestion (Bargh 2006,
p. 155), which has been unrecognized for the very reason that
it is largely unconscious. Certainly the great contribution of
priming research has been to show how much choice-making
occurs without awareness; but this does not mean that the result-
ing choices escape the influence of prevailing incentives in
any major way. Unhealthy behaviors persist because they are
attractive in the short run, and, perhaps tellingly, they respond
poorly to hypnotic therapies (Barnes et al. 2010). Conversely,
hypnotists cannot impose repugnant behaviors on subjects. To
account for disruptive impulses and strong defenses, Selfish
Goal Theory needs to take account of how goals bargain with
each other in terms of a common currency, best characterized
as reward.
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Abstract: The selfish goal, at some point in evolution, gave rise to a selfish
self. In humans, this selfish self might exert influence over goals, deciding
upon which to execute and which to inhibit. This, in fact, may be one of the
chief functions of the self.

Huang & Bargh (H&B) propose that viewing goals as “selfish,”
autonomous agents vying for instantiation in the human (and non-
human animal) nervous system allows researchers and curious
observers to make better sense of goal-seeking behavior. Person-
ality psychologists have long bemoaned the fact that people are
not reliably consistent from situation to situation (Mischel
2004). H&B contend that such inconsistencies can be explained
by attending to the level of the goal within the person rather
than to the level of the person. Competing goals jostle for
control of behavior, and so different ones take precedence on
different occasions, thereby producing inconsistency.
Our interest is in the self. H&B quote Whitman’s line “I contain

multitudes,” but theories of multiple selfhood have never lasted
very long. A single person may contain multiple, conflicting
goals, yet the person acts “as a single entity (e.g., both feet
walking in the same direction) and as a unified moral agent who
takes responsibility for his or her actions. It is rarely acceptable
for a person to break a promise with the justification that, “I
was a different person three weeks ago.”
H&B argue that traditional approaches that posit “an agentic,

conscious self at the helm, deliberately forming judgments,
making decisions about which courses of action to take, and
then guiding one’s behavior along those intentional lines” (sect.
2, para. 1) are flawed. We agree that such models are inadequate.
In this brief commentary, we wish to explore how to revise it (and
preserve some shreds of reality for the conscious, agentic self at
the helm) within the context of the Selfish Goal model.
Where do goals come from? Some arise from ancient evolution-

ary systems (and are generated by unconscious processes),
especially perhaps ones close to the requirements of survival
and reproduction. Becoming hungry does not begin with a con-
scious decision. Other goals, however, may require conscious
assistance. A chess game strategy is typically reasoned out con-
sciously based on rules that were learned consciously. We strongly
suspect that the rules of chess cannot be taught unconsciously.
(Machines that can learn chess without consciousness are possible
only because conscious beings carefully crafted them.)
Hence, perhaps it is most useful to think of the conscious self as

consisting partly of the process by which some goals are favored
over others. A selfish goal to, say, take a vacation trip to Zurich
might find that its best chance for success is to engage conscious
processes to plan and arrange the trip. In consciousness, it may
have to compete with other goals, such as to save money. It may
have to persuade a romantic partner who is hankering toward
Aruba, and such discussions invoke selves of persons. (We also
suspect that goals do not have interpersonal conversations inde-
pendent of their persons!) It may have to arrange payment to air-
lines, and that requires using credit cards that belong to a
particular self.
Indeed, the very concept of a selfish goal problematizes the

relationship between self and goal. Can a goal be selfish (or
behave selfishly) while still being utterly free of and indifferent
to all selves? Selfishness would seem to presuppose at least
some rudimentary notion of selfhood. The goal of eating is
almost never indifferent as far as who eats: My hunger is not
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satisfied by your munching. Thus, the goal is not eating per se, but
eating by a particular person (that is, a self).

In their conclusion section, H&B say it is a fallacy for people to
perceive someone as a coherent whole. Yet the selfishness of goals
presupposes a coherent whole in some respects, as long as the goal
is not indifferent as to which body achieves fulfillment. H&B
propose that many goals are “selfless,” but those goals do not
seem truly selfless to us. A selfless goal would not care who eats
and who goes hungry, or even whose feet the shoes are put on,
or whose career is advanced by some particular success. (We
assume H&B really did want their own names on their very nice
publication!)

The self may well be partly unconscious. As point of reference,
at least, a minimal version of self seems indispensable even for
much animal behavior. (An animal too may have the goal of
eating, but the animal cares very much whether it or another
animal eats.) Thus, the argument that goals precede selfhood in
evolution is debatable. Some aspects of selfhood seem implicit
in most goals. Only the complex, overgrown human self is a late
arrival, though H&B are right to question the extent of its prag-
matic efficacy.

The idea of the selfish goal thus does not solve but relocates the
problem of the unity and emergence of self. The human self is
unique in nature and has many new and complex properties.
Goals existed long before such a self emerged. Yet the selfishness
of goals was presumably there much earlier in evolution, because
living things care deeply about the difference between their own
survival and that of a rival. (The same holds for reproduction:
people are often quite persnickety about specifically who sleeps
with whom.) To be sure, the difference between me and you is
a minimal form of selfhood – yet one without which much of
natural behavior is incomprehensible. The elaborate, remarkable
human self is quite another matter, and we concur with H&B that
much goal striving occurs without needing advanced, complex
selfhood. To us, however, the challenge is to understand how
the elaborate structure of the human self evolved out of that
minimal version. We suspect, moreover, that it evolved precisely
because it facilitated the pursuit and fulfillment of goals –
especially in the context of civilized society and multiple, compet-
ing goals and constraints.

Selfish goals serve more fundamental social
and biological goals
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Abstract: Proximate selfish goals reflect the machinations of more
fundamental goals such as self-protection and reproduction.
Evolutionary life history theory allows us to make predictions about
which goals are prioritized over others, which stimuli release which
goals, and how the stages of cognitive processing are selectively
influenced to better achieve the aims of those goals.

Reason is, and ought always to be, the slave of the passions.
—David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature (1739)

The idea that goals can function as autonomous agents, and that
conscious and controlled processes are often merely along for
the ride, is a thought-provoking one, with some honored historical
antecedents. In his 1739 A Treatise of Human Nature, David

Hume penned his famous line about reason being the slave of
the passions, and in 1986 Marvin Minsky argued along similar
lines in his The Society of Mind. Critically, though, Minsky also
postulated hierarchical organization of control. Goals are not
just arbitrarily activated by situational ephemera willy-nilly, but
are more likely to be activated according to an evolved system
of goal priorities. Being primed with words connoting “elderly”
might make us walk down the hall a little slower, but if we sud-
denly had to run from a hatchet wielding madman, we suspect
that the running would be just as fast. Avoiding murder is a man-
datory goal, whereas other goals, such as egalitarianism or the
avoidance of age-discrimination, are optional luxuries, emerging
only when more basic goals are satisfied.

We have argued, based on considerations of evolutionary life
history, that goals can be organized into a natural taxonomy
(e.g., Kenrick et al. 2010). Fundamental biological and social
goals dominate many more ephemeral or easily delayed goals,
which can only be selfish when the big players are quiet. Goals
like self-protection, social affiliation, and mating are prioritized
and can seize control of our behavior even when we are con-
sciously trying to pursue a different task. These goals reflect fun-
damental motivational systems, which can be conceptualized in
terms of Martindale’s (1980) notion of “subselves” – sets of sub-
programs for dealing with general categories of adaptive pro-
blems. This view entails a critical role for environmental inputs.
Certain stimuli elicit stronger reactions than others, because
they have more significant and/or consistent consequences in
the ancestral (or developmental) past. Cognitive systems have
thus evolved (or are biologically prepared to learn) a vigilance
for stimuli relevant to fundamental goals. Neither the stimuli
nor the goals exist in isolation; the psychological system has coe-
volved with features of the ecology.

By thinking in terms of a hierarchy of evolved, stimulus-specific
goals, predictions can begin to address: (1) how goal priorities shift
in real-world tasks (which vary systematically with developmental
stage and/or ecological threats and opportunities), and (2) how
these goals reconfigure cognitive processing to achieve their aims.

Haung & Bargh (H&B) are quite right to emphasize the auto-
maticity of such goals, and their ability to override more controlled
processes, but evolutionary theory suggests a pecking order. I
might enter the room looking for a colleague, but the presence
of a highly attractive person or someone who appears unstable
and dangerous will reliably divert my attention from this goal.
Of course, we should not expect that a single hierarchy exists
for all people at all times. Even within a person, goals shift with
time – standing up to an aggressor to impress a potential mate
might characterize a man’s modus operandi when young and
single, but not at all a few years later when he has a family. On
this view, different motivational systems have a natural develop-
mental hierarchy, as depicted in Figure 1. Following Maslow’s
scheme, motives lower in the pyramid unfold earlier in life and
also take priority over higher goals later in life.

It is the fundamental social goals that will be more likely to
reconfigure cognitive processing, doing so in ways that are func-
tionally tuned to the outcomes they seek. Although people
typically remember others of the same race better than racial
out-group members, for example, that pattern is reversed when
people’s self-protective goals have been activated (Becker et al.
2010). Furthermore, although activating self-protective goals
leads to better memory for out-group men, it does so without
an increase in overt visual attention to those men, because
people pursuing a self-protective goal need to encode potential
threats without staring at those threatening individuals, lest they
invite the very peril they strive to avoid. On the other hand, prox-
imate disease threats lead to the opposite disjunction of attention
and memory: we find it difficult to look away from people whose
faces appear to have disease symptoms, but this does not translate
to greater memory for those people (Ackerman et al. 2009).

In both of these studies, fundamental goals appeared to channel
more cognitive effort into one process versus another, but goals
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might also more generally boost or undermine accuracy by liber-
ating more cognitive resources. For example, we found that acti-
vating the goal of self-protection with a guided visualization
enhanced people’s accuracy at detecting enemies (Becker et al.
2011). In contrast, activating the goal of revenge/anger (absent
self-protection goals) undermined accuracy in favor of a bias to
identify slightly angry or foreign-looking faces as enemies. This
suggests that fear liberates more cognitive resources than anger,
sensitizing perception to maximize the benefits of detecting
threats while minimizing the costs of false alarms when no
threat is present. One of the most basic findings in social cognition
is that people are miserly with their cognitive resources, and the
studies above suggest that people may instinctively be saving
these resources for occasions when more fundamental goals arise.

In conclusion, selfish goals are a good start, but it is critical to
consider how different goals are organized into an adaptive
system. The society of mind is just that – a society – it is not a Hob-
besian state of nature with all goals being brutish and short with
one another. We instead propose a hereditary oligarchy, a hierar-
chy of fundamental goals that work together to maximize repro-
ductive fitness across highly variable environments.

Tag, you’re it: Affect tagging promotes goal
formation and selection
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Abstract: Building upon Huang & Bargh’s (H&B’s) theory, we propose a
complementary view that goal formation and selection are both supported
by affect. We suggest that goals may form when affect “tags” discrete

behaviors and their outcomes. Further, we propose that goal-associated
affect may help guide selection between competing goals, for example,
in the case of short-term and long-term goals.

Huang & Bargh (H&B) provide a compelling view regarding the
“selfish” nature of goals. Two important questions are left unad-
dressed. First, how are behaviors prioritized such that they
become goals in the first place? Second, how is competition
between short-term and long-term goals reconciled? We
propose that affect supports both processes. Affect is an omnipre-
sent neuropsychological state generated via the integration of
sensory information with interoceptive information; it is charac-
terized by hedonicity and arousal (e.g., Barrett & Bliss-Moreau
2009; Barrett & Russell 1999; Russell 2003). In this commentary,
we first propose that affect “tags” behaviors such that they become
organized into goals (i.e., goal formation). Second, we propose
that affect “tags” existing goals, allowing for the resolution of
goal competition (i.e., goal selection).
Affect is broadly involved in many psychological phenomena,

including but not exclusive to, emotion (e.g., Barrett 2006;
Russell 2003), personality (e.g., Revelle 1995; Yik & Russell
2001), stereotyping (e.g., Mackie & Hamilton 1993; Moreno &
Bodenhausen 2001), and the formation of implicit associations
(e.g., Payne et al. 2005; 2007). Affect guides behavior (e.g.,
Martin et al. 1993; Raghunathan & Pham 1999), directs deploy-
ment of cognitive resources (e.g., Gable & Harmon-Jones 2010;
Wegener et al. 1995), and even influences the content of conscious-
ness (e.g., Anderson et al. 2011b; 2011a). As such, affect is a prime
candidate for being involved in goal formation and selection.
H&B acknowledge the possible role for affect in goal processes

when they state, “a goal can become associated with positive
affect; this ‘tagging’ signals goal desirability” (sect. 4.2.1, para. 5).
In this and similar views (e.g., Aarts 2007), affect perpetuates
goals, which presumably already exist. A complementary perspec-
tive addresses goal formation. In our view, affect becomes associ-
ated with particular behaviors, thus influencing the likelihood
that those behaviors occur on future occasions. Goals form
over repeated behavior-outcome sequences. For example, the
repeated association between physical affection and its associated
positive affective state leads to a goal to pursue social relationships
that may include physical affection. Thus, affect plays a critical

Figure 1 (Becker & Kenrick). A hierarchy of fundamental goals. Following Maslow’s classic scheme, those lower in the pyramid are
presumed to develop earlier in life, and, at a proximate level, to take priority over those higher up. Following evolutionary life history
considerations, the lower goals are linked to somatic effort, followed by mating effort, and finally parenting effort (see Kenrick et al. 2010).
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role in goal formation: when positive affect accompanies a behav-
ior-outcome link, that link is prioritized for formation into a goal.
Likewise, when a behavior results in negative affect, the likelihood
of that behavior occurring in the future decreases (possibly sub-
serving “avoidance” goal formation; Carver & Scheier 1990;
Higgins 1997). The linking of affect with behaviors likely occurs
via associative learning (Bliss-Moreau & Barrett 2009). These pro-
cesses can occur either consciously or unconsciously and may
become automatized according to the rules set forth by H&B.
Our view does not require that goals become mentally rep-
resented in a formal sense, though this is likely the case in
humans. In sum, we propose that behavior-outcome patterns
become organized into goals because of affect.

Affect may also help prioritize goals when selection between
different goals is necessary (in the “predecisional phase” of goal
sequencing; Heckhausen & Gollwitzer 1987). Often, goals are
pursued serially rather than in parallel, requiring that a particular
goal be selected over another. Goal selection is particularly impor-
tant when selecting between short-term goals (discussed in the
target article) and long-term goals (not discussed in the target
article). Pursuing the most desirable goal now (e.g., eating a deli-
cious but not nutritious snack) may negatively impact future goals
and states (e.g., losing weight). Thus, competition arises: Should
one pursue short- or long-term goals in the given moment?
Affect may aid in the resolution of this conflict by “tagging”
goals for selection. For example, if a highly positive affective
state is associated with a long-term goal, that long-term goal is
more likely to be selected than a short-term goal tagged with
less positive affect. Affect may also support favoring long-term
gain (positive experiences conferred in the future; e.g., losing
weight) in the face of short-term pain (negative experiences in
the present; e.g., achy muscles after a hard workout) (Williams
& DeSteno 2014). Over time, this process likely becomes antici-
patory in nature: goals that are anticipated to create more positive
states are selected (Bagozzi & Pieters 1998).

We are not alone in suggesting that affect and goals are related.
Others have proposed that affect arises from and shapes goal-
relevant processes (e.g., Aarts 2007; Carver & Scheier 1990;
Schwarz & Bohner 1996). Notably, our focus on the importance
of affect’s “tagging” role in goal formation and selection guides a
number of testable hypotheses. For example, when our perspec-
tive is applied to understanding evolution, one could deduce that
animals that have affect should also have goals. In this view, it
is possible for organisms to have goals without sophisticated
cognitive resources or the sorts of mental representations that
humans have. Further, the differentiation of affect should track
the differentiation of goals. Animals with affect alone (e.g., who
feel pleasure) would have relatively more global goals (e.g.,
moving toward that which produces pleasure) than animals with
highly differentiated affect (e.g., discrete emotions such as
pride), who should have correspondingly differentiated goals
(e.g., achieving personal success). In our view, the process of
differentiation occurred across evolutionary history. Analysis of
the affect-goal relationship across phylogeny should, therefore,
reveal a progressive change from nondifferentiated affect support-
ing nondifferentiated goals to differentiated affect supporting dif-
ferentiated goals.

Although cross-species evaluation of this process needs to be
performed, it is notable that many theories of discrete emotion
in humans utilize similar logic (e.g., Bagozzi & Pieters 1998; Cos-
mides & Tooby 2000; Frijda 1986; Keltner & Gross 1999).
Another testable hypothesis highlights the relatively flexible
nature of goals, which is inherently the case as the result of the
fluidity of the affect system. For example, it should be possible
to shift goal formation and selection by manipulating an individ-
ual’s affective state. Indeed, support for this idea has been
found in humans (Aarts 2007; Schwarz & Bohner 1996).

We hope that focusing on the role of affect in goal formation
and selection should allow for greater understanding of the mech-
anisms that subserve goals in humans and nonhuman animals.

Unconsciously competing goals can
collaborate or compromise as well as win or
lose
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Abstract: This commentary offers a friendly extension of Huang &
Bargh’s (H&B’s) account. Not only do active goals sometimes operate
unconsciously to dominate or preempt others, but simultaneously active
goals can also collaborate or compromise in shaping behavior. Because
neither goal wins complete control of behavior, the result may be that
each is only partly satisfied.

Huang & Bargh (H&B) provide powerful arguments for the claim
that goals can be active and influence behavior outside of aware-
ness. I concur fully. Indeed, I go further and claim that goals (as
opposed to felt desires) are never conscious and always operate
outside of awareness. For our access to our own goals and
decisions is always interpretive in nature, much like our access
to the goals of other people (Carruthers 2011). H&B focus
mostly on the ways in which unconscious goals can preempt con-
scious ones, however, and in their official statement of their view,
they propose that behavior is always controlled by the strongest
currently active goal. I suggest a complimentary perspective:
goals can also cooperate or compromise outside of awareness, sim-
ultaneously shaping a single behavior (in cases of compromise in
such a way as to partially satisfy each while fully satisfying
none). For example, in answering a question, one might have
the goal of saying honestly what one believes, but one might
also have the goal of making a good impression on the questioner,
or of enhancing one’s own self-image. As a result, what, precisely,
one says may be different from what one would have said had
either one of these goals been active individually. I will illustrate
and substantiate this claim with reference to the counterattitudi-
nal essay paradigm used extensively by social psychologists study-
ing so-called “cognitive dissonance.”

The basic finding in this literature is that participants induced to
write an essay arguing for the opposite of what they believe will
thereafter shift their expressed attitudes quite markedly (provided
that their freedom of choice in writing the essay had been empha-
sized to them). For example, students who are known to be
strongly opposed to a rise in tuition (as measured in an unrelated
questionnaire taken some weeks previously, perhaps) will say that
they are neutral on the issue, or even moderately in favor, after
writing an essay under conditions of “free choice” arguing that
tuition should be raised. For many years it was believed that
writing a counterattitudinal essay induced a negative feeling
(called “dissonance”) resulting from the perceived inconsistency
between one’s underlying attitude and one’s freely undertaken be-
havior (Bem 1967; Festinger 1957). But there is good reason to
think that this explanation is incorrect. Although the negative
emotional component of the account is well established (Elliot
& Devine 1994), it turns out that similar shifts in expressed atti-
tude can be caused by pro-attitude essay writing, provided that
people believe their action is likely to be harmful. This was ele-
gantly demonstrated by Scher and Cooper (1989) who told partici-
pants of a newly discovered (but fictitious) “boomerang effect,”
according to which essays read early in a sequence of messages
would tend to have counterpersuasive effects. Hence, an essay
arguing against a rise in tuition would be apt to induce the univer-
sity committee dealing with the issue to raise tuition if that essay
were read first or second in the series of essays they consult when
considering the question. Under these conditions people who had
written proattitudinal essays (arguing that tuition should not be
raised) shifted their expressed attitudes quite markedly having
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learned that their essay would be read second, just as did those
who wrote counterattitudinal essays (arguing that tuition should
be raised) who learned that their essay would be read second-
to-last.

The best explanation of these and many similar findings is as
follows (Carruthers 2011). People who have had their freedom
of choice made salient to them appraise their essay-writing
action as having been bad, and this makes them feel bad. When
asked later about their attitudes on the topic, they rehearse the be-
havioral alternatives open to them in the manner of Damasio
(1994) and select the one that they appraise as presenting their
action as not bad, thereby ameliorating their negative affective
state. This will often involve saying something other than they
believe. Indeed, people will embrace any one of a number of be-
havioral strategies to rid themselves of negative affect in these
experiments, including not only shifting their expressed attitude
on the subject matter of the essay, but also denying responsibility
for the action or denigrating the importance of the issue. More-
over, they adopt the first such opportunity that is offered to
them, and thereafter their responses to the remaining questions
are unchanged (Gosling et al. 2006; Simon et al. 1995). As a
result, it is implausible that any of their attitudes had really
changed in advance of the questions being asked.

What happens, then, when free-choice participants in standard
(nonboomerang) counterattitudinal essay-writing experiments are
later questioned about their attitudes is this. The question acti-
vates their standing attitude (e.g., that raising tuition would be
bad) while also activating the goal of saying what one believes,
or saying what is true. This goal on its own would lead them to
say “Strongly opposed.” But they also have the goal of making
themselves feel better (or perhaps: the goal of presenting their
previous action as having been a good one). This second goal on
its own would lead them to say “Strongly in favor” (because in
that case their action of arguing in support of a rise in tuition
would be appraised positively, and not merely neutrally). But in
fact participants tend to answer around the midpoint, thereby
partly satisfying each goal while fully satisfying neither. Moreover,
it is quite unlikely that either of these goals operates consciously.
(For example, participants surely could not be aware of their atti-
tude that raising tuition would be bad, or they would then be
aware that their answer is a dishonest one, and this would make
them feel worse, not better.)

I conclude, then, that not only do goals initiate behavior in ways
that are unconscious, with some goals preempting the activity of
others (as H&B claim), but sometimes competing goals can
cooperate or compromise unconsciously; in the latter case, to
the partial satisfaction of each.

A deeper integration of Selfish Goal Theory
and modern evolutionary psychology
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Abstract: Conceptually integrating Selfish Goal Theory with modern
evolutionary psychology amplifies theoretical power. Inconsistency, a key
principle of Selfish Goal Theory, illustrates this insight. Conflicting goals
of seeking sexual variety and successful mate retention furnish one
example. Siblings have evolved goals to cooperate and compete, a
second example. Integrating Selfish Goal Theory with evolutionary
theory can explain much inconsistent goal-directed behavior.

Huang & Bargh (H&B) present a novel meta-theory of human be-
havior that draws from the success of the genes-eye perspective,
the dominant paradigm within modern evolutionary theory. It is

inspiring that mainstream psychologists are increasingly acknowl-
edging some of the central tenets of evolutionary psychology.
These include: (1) that evolution by selection is the fundamental
creative force behind the origins of human psychological mechan-
isms (Buss 1995; Tooby & Cosmides 1992); (2) that theories of
human psychology inconsistent with known principles of evol-
utionary biology stand little chance of being scientifically correct
(Symons 1992); and (3) that because many adaptations, including
evolved goals, are somewhat specialized for different functional
behavioral output, their manifestations will sometimes be in con-
flict with each other and individuals will consequently be, or
appear to be, inconsistent (Buss 2012; Kurzban 2012).
We propose that the utility of Selfish Goal Theory will be

strengthened by even fuller conceptual integration with the prin-
ciples of evolutionary psychology. Evolution by selection is an
essential and logically necessary explanation of the origin of the
psychological mechanisms that underlie human behavior. Evol-
utionary theory provides not merely a metaphor for explaining be-
havior, but rather an indispensable set of causal principles for
explaining why humans have the goals toward which they strive.
When properly applied, the genes-eye perspective can be useful
in predicting not only specific human goals, but also the “design
features” of the underlying mechanisms, including the many prop-
erties of goals that H&B describe.
A concrete example from evolutionary psychology illustrates

this important point. H&B highlight inconsistency in behavior
over time as one of the key principles of Selfish Goal Theory.
Inconsistency serves as a useful test case for demonstrating the
utility of an increased emphasis on evolutionary principles
because identifying inconsistencies follows from identifying
specific goals and their manifestations. A more complete ground-
ing of Selfish Goal Theory in evolutionary psychological principles
would facilitate the identification of inconsistency because an
evolutionary perspective guides researchers to specific evolved
goals, as well as the behavioral inconsistencies that may exist
when these goals conflict.
Consider two plausible evolved goals within the mating domain

for which there is abundant empirical evidence: (1) the desire for
sexual variety (e.g., Schmitt et al. 2003; Symons 1979), and (2) the
goal of keeping a long-term mate sexually faithful (e.g., Buss et al.
1992; Daly et al. 1982). Acting on a desire for sexual variety by
having an extra-pair copulation seems inconsistent with endorsing
moral and political condemnations of adultery and promiscuity in
others, which is hypothesized to function in promoting long-term
sexual fidelity in one’s partner (Kurzban et al. 2010). But these
apparent behavioral inconsistencies are not psychologically incon-
sistent because they derive from two separate evolved psychologi-
cal adaptations.
A qualitatively different form of inconsistency highlighted by

evolutionary psychology occurs in human sibling relationships.
Human siblings share, on average, 50% of their genes by descent,
poising sibling relationships to be highly cooperative according to
inclusive fitness theory (Hamilton 1964). However, given their
50% lack of genetic relatedness, their similar age, and their
shared environments, siblings are also sometimes in competition
for major resources such as parental investment, social status, and
availablemates. These facts combine to suggest that sibling relation-
ships will simultaneously be among the most cooperative and con-
flictual human relationships (Buss 2012). One sibling might rush to
the other’s aid in a battle with a common enemy at one time, while
attempting to monopolize a larger share of parental resources at the
expense of the other at another time. The often conflicting evolved
goals of investing in close kin and securing resources from shared
environments furnish precise predictions about the forms see-
mingly inconsistent behavior will take.
Conflicting mating goals and conflicting goals within kinship

relationships are just two of the many domains in which evolved
psychological mechanisms give rise to inconsistency or apparent
inconsistency (Buss 2012; see also Kurzban 2012). The key
point is that knowledge of evolved goals and their potentially
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contradictory manifestations is enhanced by analysis of the adap-
tive functions of goals. A closer conceptual integration of Selfish
Goal Theory with evolutionary psychology furnishes the theoreti-
cal power required to generate very specific predictions about the
domains in which different goals generate inconsistent, or see-
mingly inconsistent, behavior.

In sum, we believe that Selfish Goal Theory, which draws from
modern evolutionary biology and psychology, is an important con-
ceptual step in the right direction.We suggest that a deeper concep-
tual integration with evolutionary psychology will provide an even
richer set of empirical predictions about the ways in which selection
has forged the psychological mechanisms thatmake humans behave
in ways that seem highly goal-driven, and the design features of
goals that lead to apparent or real behavioral inconsistencies. We
hope that other psychologists will follow the lead of H&B and
build upon the important first steps their theory provides in creating
psychological theories not just consistent with, but explicitly driven
by, known principles of evolutionary theory.

Unconscious habit systems in compulsive
and impulsive disorders
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Abstract: It may be useful to consider the application of Huang & Bargh’s
(H&B’s) theory of unconscious motivational processes to psychopathology.
In disorders of compulsivity and impulsivity, an unconscious habit system
may play a key role in explaining ego-dystonic or self-destructive
behaviour. H&B’s theory may provide some insights into understanding
conditions such as obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) and drug
addiction; however, additional work is needed to address the
neurocircuitry and neurochemistry mediating their abnormal underlying
motivational processes.

Huang & Bargh (H&B) propose an interesting theory of uncon-
scious motivation, based in part on evolutionary principles.
Early clinical notions of unconscious processes highlighted their
importance in compulsive and impulsive disorders, and the
target article does refer on occasion to such conditions (e.g.,
drug addiction). It may, however, be useful to pay additional
emphasis to such psychopathology, with particular reference to
the question of whether H&B’s arguments are valuable in explain-
ing not only normal, but also abnormal motivational processes.

The inconsistency principle, for example, seems particularly
apparent in individuals with compulsive and impulsive disorders,
such as obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) and addiction.
Early on Freud emphasized the important contrast between
obsessional and hysterical neurosis. More recent work continues
to describe how individuals with OCD engage in repetitive behav-
iour despite acknowledging the absurdity of such compulsions
(Foa et al. 1995); similarly, individuals with addiction are unable
to cease drug consumption despite being aware that this is not
in their bests interests (Loewenstein 1996).

There is growing evidence that an unconscious habit system
may play a crucial role in explaining the inconsistency seen in

both OCD and drug addiction. OCD may be characterized by
an underlying vulnerability to habit formation (Gillan et al.
2013). Although drug addiction may be precipitated by an under-
lying vulnerability to impulsivity, the addiction process is stimulus-
driven and characterized by repetitive, inflexible, and persistent
behaviour despite associated negative consequences (Everitt &
Robbins 2005; Volkow & Fowler 2000). Put differently, habits
restrict agency by prompting automatic responses to environ-
mental cues (e.g., a dirty toilet in OCD, an inviting pub in alcohol-
ism), regardless of whether or not the outcome is detrimental to
the individual (Dickinson 1985). Crucially, habits may be a
driving mechanism in both avoidant (e.g., OCD) and appetitive
(e.g., drug addiction) motivational processes (Gillan et al. 2013).
Typically, behavioural control is maintained through a balance
between the goal-directed system and the habitual system (Dick-
inson 1985; de Wit & Dickinson 2009). The appropriation of
control away from the goal-directed system toward the habitual
system in OCD and drug addiction may be underpinned by
anomalies in the frontostriatal circuits governing these functions
(Balleine & O’Doherty 2010; de Wit et al. 2012).

Although habitual behaviour in drug addiction and OCD seems
to be defined by a relative lack of goal-directedness, H&B’s theory
of the “selfish” nature of goals may well have some application to
abnormal motivational processes in these disorders. Specifically,
one may consider habits characterizing OCD and drug addiction
to be “selfish,” insofar as they involve adaptive systems. Thus,
several authors have emphasized that precautionary behaviours
and reward-seeking behaviours have an evolutionary basis
(Nesse & Berridge 1997).

We suggest that H&B’s theory provides some useful insights
into understanding compulsive and impulsive disorders insofar
as it emphasizes continuity between unconscious and conscious
motivational processes, in addition to the notion of the “selfish”
or adaptive nature of habitual processes. However, we would
argue that additional work is needed in order to address the neu-
rocircuitry and neurochemistry that characterize the relevant
motivational processes; there is a good deal of relevant literature
(e.g., Everitt & Robbins 2005; Graybiel & Rauch 2000) that
may contribute to delineating the precise way in which such pro-
cesses operate, and which may be of specific value in the treat-
ment of psychopathology.

What’s in a goal? The role of motivational
relevance in cognition and action
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Abstract: We argue that it is possible to go beyond the “selfish goal”
metaphor and make an even stronger case for the role of unconscious
motivation in cognition and action. Through the relevance of a
representation (ROAR) framework, we describe how not only value
motivation, which relates to “selfish goals,” but also truth motivation and
control motivation impact cognition and action.

Huang & Bargh (H&B) present an impressive review of research
on unconscious sources of cognition and action. From our per-
spective, however, in their resolve to clear the path for the
“selfish goal” metaphor, they may have missed an opportunity to
make an even stronger case for the role that unconscious motiva-
tional processes play in cognition and action. Here, we outline
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such a framework (Eitam & Higgins 2010; Eitam et al. 2013) and
discuss its implications for the selfish goal metaphor.

The framework, relevance of a representation (ROAR), adds a
second, motivational layer –which we called relevance – to one of
the basic pieces of conceptual machinery in cognitive and social
cognitive psychology: mental representations and their dynamics.
The principal tenet of ROAR is that the activation of mental rep-
resentations (externally or internally stimulated), and hence the
accessibility of the concepts they represent, will be a function of
the motivational relevance of those concepts.

In line with Higgins’ (2012) analysis of motivation, within
ROAR we (Eitam & Higgins 2010) named this “goal” source of
motivational relevance, that is, obtaining desired results, “value
relevance.” As H&B convincingly demonstrate, this source of rel-
evance is indeed pervasive. ROAR nicely accommodates the
effects of goal activation described by H&B by specifying, for
example, how so-called positive tags of an action representation
(Custers & Aarts 2005) could lead to action selection. ROAR
goes further to explain how, although many goal relevant
objects exist in the environment, only a few (relevant) goals are
activated (see Ferguson 2007) because goals (and their activation)
are themselves subject to the same relevance computation as any
other knowledge representation.

But pursuing valued end-states, that is, goals, does not exhaust
what motivates humans or other animals. Following Higgins
(2012), we specified two additional sources of motivational rel-
evance – truth relevance (knowing what is real, what is correct)
and control relevance (managing what happens), each of which
affects activation independent of value relevance.

Truth relevance implements the mind’s need to know what
is really “out there.” If the mind is expecting something (see
Bruner’s 1957 “perceptual readiness”), once a sufficiently similar
signal appears, the corresponding representation will be more
strongly activated because of its high truth relevance. Through its
effects on mental activation, truth relevance also impacts memory.
This has been helpful in explaining the effects of “shared reality”
(e.g., Echterhoff et al. 2005). In these studies, participants are
asked to read evaluatively ambiguous information about a target
person and then present that person to an audience that likes or dis-
likes that person. Multiple studies have established that, although
asked to reproduce the original (ambiguous) description, recall is
biased towards the “shared reality” audience-tuned message.
When participants are told later that the audience could not
(vs. could) identify the target on the basis of the description they sup-
plied, this “saying is believing” memory effect disappears. ROAR
accounts for this disappearance in the failed communication con-
dition in terms of reducing the truth relevance, and thus the acces-
sibility, of the previously shared, and now “un-shared,” message.

The third source of relevance we proposed was relevance from
control. This source of relevance implements the mind’s necessity
to know what can be successfully done/affected/controlled by the
organism (or by other agents) in the environment. It enables inte-
grating dissimilar results. For example, dopaminergic cells’ phasic
response is thought to be influenced by the degree of control the
stimulus is associated with (Redgrave & Gurney 2006); task (i.e.,
goal) irrelevant stimuli that are contingent on one’s action are
nonetheless registered in humans (Band et al. 2009); and action
contingent effects are registered in babies prior to any association
with goal-directed control (Verschoor et al. 2013).

One could argue that the concept of a goal, selfish or not, could
assimilate both the truth and control sources of relevance as being
merely highly abstract goals. But this would make the notion of
goal representation rather useless as an explanatory construct
because it would always be possible to impute an even more
abstract goal (such as “be part of God’s universe”). Moreover,
for any valued goal, there are still motivational questions regarding
how real or imaginary that goal is (truth) or how its pursuit can be
managed (control), and thus the need for distinguishing value rel-
evance from truth and control relevance remains (see Higgins
2012; Silvestrini & Gendolla 2013).

We want to stress that in ROAR relevance is not a metaphor.
Indeed, there are indications that a number of brain structures
are involved in computing such relevance (for a review, see
Eitam&Higgins 2010). Importantly, the computation of relevance
is affected by the organism’s current state, including current
needs and current knowledge. Thus, even if an activation goal
may be selfish once activated, whether it is activated at all and
how long it remains activated depends on its current and sub-
sequent motivational relevance to the organism. In other words,
per ROAR, the organism has “relevance control” over its goals as
it does over other activated knowledge, whether it is aware of
it or not.
We conclude with a note on stability (“consistency”) of behav-

ior. We have documented the existence of representations that
have cross-situational value relevance (faces; Eitam et al. 2013)
and showed that these will operate regardless of a person’s
current task. Nonetheless, many representations have only transi-
ent relevance. Given that relevance determines activation, chronic
relevance will lead to chronic activation and hence similar cogni-
tions and actions across situations (consistency). Representations
with transient relevance will make their appearance “inconsist-
ently” or, rather, in a manner that is highly dependant on their
current relevance to the situation at hand.
To summarize, although H&B highlight the central role of

motivation in cognition and action, whether conscious or not,
the chosen metaphor, that is, selfish goal, may unnecessarily
limit their case in terms of capturing the scope of motivational
effects on action and cognition and the degree of integration
between cognitive and motivational influences. Unpacking their
metaphor in terms of its underlying motivational-cognitive mech-
anisms could further strengthen its dominion.

Development links psychological causes
to evolutionary explanations
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Abstract: Our conscious abilities are learned in environments that
have evolved to support them. This insight provides an alternative way
of framing Huang & Bargh’s (H&B’s) provocative hypothesis. To
understand the conflict between unconscious goals and consciousness,
we can study the emergence of conscious thought and control in
childhood. These developmental processes are also central to the best
available current evolutionary theories.

Huang & Bargh (H&B) draw an analogy between the role that
“selfish” genes play in Dawkins’s account of evolution and
“selfish,” unconscious goals play in organizing behavior, and on
this basis, propose a novel hypothesis about the proximate proper-
ties of unconscious goals. We argue that H&B’s analogy risks the
misleading impression that there is some kind of positive evol-
utionary evidence for their proximate hypothesis. Nevertheless,
we find the proximate hypothesis is plausible in its own right
and suggest an alternative way that its evolutionary significance
can be defended without relying on the problematic analogy.
Our alternative rests on two related ideas: First, to better under-
stand the conflict between unconscious goals and conscious
states, we can study the emergence of conscious thought and
effortful control in childhood. This places more emphasis on
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developmental processes rather than on teleological metaphors.
Second, developmental processes are central to the best available
current evolutionary theories – in particular, theories that link
evolution across multiple levels. H&B’s admirable attempt to
situate complex human behaviors into an evolutionary framework
would be better served by these newer ideas.

H&B use Dawkins’s “selfish-gene” metaphor to highlight their
views about the functional organization of a person’s unconscious
goals. They also use the metaphor to ground their original proxi-
mate hypothesis, namely, that (in humans at least) goals are dis-
crete mental states that give themselves their own “ends.” But
the only thing that H&B’s goals and Dawkins’s metaphorical
view have in common is that both have their ends immanently.
That is, for H&B, at least some unconscious goals are not given
their ends from exogenous sources, like a higher-order conscious
self, other goals, or environmental states. Yet, the commonalities
between the two theories end with this structural similarity. Once
an end is achieved, a goal does not necessarily recreate motivation
for the same end, whereas no matter how many times they repli-
cate, genes continue to “want” to do so by Dawkins’s lights. Fur-
thermore, unlike genes, there are no biochemical laws that specify
when and under what conditions goals will be active; goals do not
lay dormant for generations and only become active when
“paired” with other goals. Genes do not compete with one
another to produce developmental inconsistencies analogous to
the behavioral “inconsistencies” that H&B find so striking. On
these grounds, the analogy with Dawkins’s is more misleading
than helpful.

But there is a deeper problem. Resting their theory on this
analogy risks making it appear that there is an argument from
evolutionary premises to a conclusion stating the unconscious
goal theory. There can be no such argument. This follows from
the familiar distinction between proximate and ultimate expla-
nations (Alcock 2001). Proximate explanations refer to organisms’
“internal” properties, structural, and causal pathways that obtain
during the life span of an organism, and they largely exhaust the
types of explanations used in psychology, physiology, biochemis-
try, and neuroscience. By contrast, ultimate explanations refer
to the environmental “external” factors, the causal influence of
which is spread over generations, and as a result ultimate expla-
nations are central to evolutionary biology and other historically
focused sciences.

Proximate and ultimate explanations stand in a many-to-many
relationship. Knowing the correct ultimate explanation for a trait
or behaviour does not normally yield any meaningful inferences
about which proximate explanations of the behaviour is correct;
and the same is true in the other direction (Fedyk 2014). Here
is the intuitive case for this: imagine a pattern of behaviour that
is adaptive for some species in some environment, like cooperat-
ing with conspecifics. Then list several different proximate causes
of the pattern of behaviour, like inherent prosociality or repu-
tation management. Natural selection will not care which of
these causes is the right one, and so generally speaking there is
no inference from the fact that a pattern of behaviour is adaptive
to any particular proximate conclusion. This is what explains the
methodological separation of the psychological and biological
sciences. More importantly, it also means that it is not possible
to argue from ultimate explanations (e.g., genes replicate across
generations) to proximate conclusions (e.g., goals are immanently
selfish).

There is, however, much to be gained by exploring the evol-
utionary significance of unconscious goals. There is also much to
be gained by better understanding why such goals persist in the
face of our conscious abilities to metalize, plan, and deliberate,
as well as our conscious skills (e.g., executive functions). To find
proximate causes for H&B’s most interesting examples of the con-
flict, we should trace its emergence, as unconscious goals of chil-
dren begin to conflict with their developing abilities for conscious
thought, effortful control, and self-regulation. Research on chil-
dren’s understanding of agency and intentionality, including

their emerging beliefs about actions as free, autonomous
choices, is especially relevant to H&B’s aims (Kushnir 2012).
This research helps us understand the influence of conscious
goals on an organism that has already developed many uncon-
scious goals. Importantly, this research can be undertaken
without relying upon ultimate explanations.

That is not to say that these proximate explanations, once con-
firmed, cannot be linked up with equally well-confirmed ultimate
hypotheses. If proximate causes for many of the phenomena
described in this target article are better understood in develop-
mental terms, then they are also better framed by more recent
accounts that link evolution across multiple levels (genetic
through social) and, as a result, have development as a central
explanatory category (Jablonka & Lamb 2005; West-Eberhard
2003) . These theories use developmental explanations to empha-
size the interaction of organisms with their environments. Con-
cepts such as plasticity and niche construction become central.
These ideas comport with our understanding of emerging con-
sciousness in children, a process we know to be incredibly envir-
onmentally sensitive. Children learn about their minds and the
minds of others through conversation, social interaction, and
active cultural participation. In other words, our conscious abil-
ities and skills are learned in environments that have evolved to
support them.

The motivational self is more than the sum
of its goals
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Abstract: I present evidence in favor of an overarching motivational self: a
mental function that regulates expression of multiple goals. Goals often
conflict with each other, and the role of a motivational self is to
consciously or unconsciously prioritize pursuit of these goals. When
observing inconsistency in expression of goals, it is therefore useful to
consider whether the motivational self is attempting to balance between
conflicting goals or if such inconsistency results from temporary self-
control weakness.

In explaining the interplay between multiple goals, one theoretical
approach assumes an overarching entity that organizes expression
of different goals: the “motivational self.” In contrast, another
approach assumes an unorganized and unguided competition
between goals of different importance (e.g., goal shielding
theory, Shah et al. 2002; the planner-doer model, Thaler &
Shefrin 1981). The “Selfish Goal” model fits within the latter
approach. It assumes goals operate autonomously in a somewhat
random and chaotic order. The metaphor of genes competing
for expression leads to the thought-provoking conclusion that
there is no organization, coordination, or for that matter, a moti-
vational self.

Huang & Bargh (H&B) present compelling evidence in favor of
a Selfish Goal model. However, it might be also useful to consider
the evidence in favor of a motivational self – that is, a centralized
self-regulatory function that coordinates multiple goal pursuit,
often outside of conscious awareness. Let me clarify that indeed
people hold coexisting, often conflicting goals, and these goals
compete with each other for limited resources (i.e., time, effort,
and attention). The multiple goals people hold are also often
inconsistent with each other (e.g., work and family goals) or
directly undermine each other (e.g., saving and spending goals).
I further agree with the assumption that situational cues (i.e.,
primes) trigger the activation of goals and influence judgment,
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feelings, and behavior. Thus, goal expression is subject to contex-
tual cues, and because multiple goals coexist and people respond
to different contextual cues, their goal pursuits often appear
erratic.

However, there is evidence pointing at a motivational self that
guides regulation of multiple goals. In what follows, I present
three sources of evidence in favor of a motivational (centralized)
self: the quest for multifinal means, the order of goal expression,
and the exercise of self-control.
1. The quest for multifinal means. Goal Systems Theory

suggests a guiding principle in action selection is the desire to
find multifinal means, defined as means that serve multiple
goals simultaneously (Kruglanski et al. 2002). For example, the
task of choosing lunch food is often guided by (and a com-
promise between) several conflicting goals (e.g., hedonic
pleasure, saving time and money, etc. Köpetz et al. 2011). Thus,
individuals do not simply juggle between their goals. Rather, the
motivational self searches for a compromise all goals can “live
with.”
2. Order of goals expression. Research on the expression of

multiple goals suggests that what seems erratic is often orderly.
There are two basic patterns of coordination between multiple
goals: expression of one goal can increase the likelihood of expres-
sing this goal again and inhibits competing goals, or expression of
one goal leads to expression of another goal. The first pattern –
“highlighting” goals – promotes consistency, whereas the second
pattern – “balancing” between goals – promotes inconsistency.
Indeed, consistency theories (Bem 1972; Festinger 1957; see
also Bandura 1991) document a pattern of highlighting goals,
whereas research on cybernetic self-regulation (Carver &
Scheier 1998; Higgins 1987) and licensing (Monin & Miller
2001) documents a pattern of balancing goals (e.g., discriminating
after expressing egalitarian views).

Research on Dynamics of Self-Regulation theory explores some
of the variables that lead people to follow one order versus
another. This research documented, for example, that uncom-
mitted individuals and novices tend to highlight goal pursuit –
they are more likely to adhere to a goal after they have pursued
it. In contrast, committed individuals and experts balance their
goals – they are more likely to adhere to a goal if they have pre-
viously pursued a different goal, in a dynamic of balancing (Fish-
bach et al. 2010). Research on learning goals makes a similar
distinction: people respond to success by either increasing or
decreasing academic pursuits, depending on people’s implicit
theory (Dweck & Leggett 1988).

Exploring the psychological variables that lead people to follow
one pattern versus the other suggests an order in multiple goal
pursuit, which implies a centralized motivational self. What
appears to be inconsistency in goal expression often reflects a par-
ticular pattern: highlighting or balancing goals. And when
researchers observe inconsistency, it is useful to ask if the goals
were selected with respect to each other and if it is the
pursuit of one goal that justifies pursuing another, inconsistent
goal – for example, whether saving justifies subsequent spending
behavior.
3. Self-control. Self-control research provides another source of

evidence for a motivational self. According to self-control theory,
individuals are not passive or helpless in pursuing multiple goals.
These goals are often of varied importance: an individual would
like to be financially responsible but is tempted to splurge, or
she wishes to maintain good health while also feeling tempted
by unhealthy foods. In these situations, self-control facilitates
the pursuit of the more important goal and inhibit the tempting
goal, often without conscious awareness (Fishbach & Converse
2010). Self-control is a limited resource (Baumeister et al. 1998)
and people vary in their self-control ability (Mischel et al. 1989).
Both temporary and personality weaknesses can explain giving
in to temptation, in particular after a period of overriding goal
pursuit. Thus, the motivational self’s limitations, rather than its
absence, often accounts for the pursuit of conflicting goals.

When the motivational self is strong, behavior is often more
orderly.
In summary, what appears as inconsistency often reflects a

certain pattern of goal expression and coordination. There is evi-
dence for a guiding, overarching self-regulatory system, which
organizes multiple goal pursuit: the motivational self. It some-
times fails but nonetheless exists, and it is more than the sum of
one’s goals.

Mapping the goal space: Personality
integration and higher-order goals
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Abstract: By situating goals at the heart of human cognitive function,
Huang & Bargh (H&B) provide a useful platform for understanding the
process of personality integration as the gradual mapping of implicit
motives into a coherently organized self-system. This integrative process
is a critical feature of human development that must be accounted for
by any complete goal theory.

In their target article, Huang & Bargh (H&B) describe goals as
autonomously operating motivational structures that direct
human cognition and behavior. Such goals often operate uncon-
sciously, shaping an individual’s experience of the world without
any explicit awareness. Importantly, these goals are argued to
function in a “selfish” manner, as if each goal structure was con-
cerned only with its own completion. The present commentary
examines the implications of Selfish Goal Theory for models of
personality integration and highlights the importance of the inte-
grative process for H&B’s framework.
Personality integration, reflecting the extent to which the

various aspects of one’s psyche function as an integrated whole,
has long been regarded as a core process in psychodynamic and
humanistic theories of development (Allport 1937; Jung 1939;
Maslow 1970; Rogers 1951). The developmental process of recog-
nizing one’s diverse motives and incorporating them into a fully
elaborated self-concept has been described variously as individua-
tion, self-actualization, self-realization, or self-discovery. More
recent formulations of personality integration define it as the
extent to which an individual’s explicit goals are aligned with
each other and with basic human needs (Emmons 1986;
Sheldon & Kasser 1995). The integrative process of identifying
and aligning one’s goals is important to understand because it is
directly related to psychological well-being: greater personality
integration and goal alignment can reduce conflict-related stress
while increasing vitality, motivation, and personal meaning
(Emmons & King 1988; Hirsh et al. 2012; McGregor & Little
1998).
Integrating personal goals into a coherent self-system can

require a great deal of effort and self-reflection. Because implicit
motives are often pursued in the absence of explicit goal represen-
tations, many people have only a partial understanding of the goals
that shape their behavior (Bargh & Barndollar 1996). During
development, children only gradually come to a conscious under-
standing of their implicit motives as the self-concept is elaborated
over time (Damon & Hart 1982). Prior to the explicit recognition
of these desires, an individual’s motives will be pursued largely
unconsciously (Hoffree & Winkielman 2012). Even among
adults, the elaboration of implicit goals into a fully articulated
self-understanding can be a lifelong learning process. Within
any given person, some goals will have been clearly articulated
and incorporated into the self-concept, while others will remain
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outside the realm of conscious awareness (where they nonetheless
have a strong impact, as H&B argue).

By emphasizing the central role that goal constructs play in
shaping human thought and action, Selfish Goal Theory provides
a useful platform for modeling the process of personality inte-
gration and self-development. In particular, this process can be
fruitfully understood as the gradual mapping of implicit goal
space and the alignment of these goals within the self-system.
An individual thus begins his or her journey to personhood as a
jumble of motivational impulses that direct cognition and behavior
with minimal self-awareness. Such a person would clearly demon-
strate H&B’s “selfish” goal effects, including behavioral inconsis-
tency and poor self-insight, amid the multitude of implicit goals
vying for control of the behavioral system. As the process of
self-development and personality integration unfolds, however,
these implicit goals will eventually be elaborated into explicit rep-
resentations that are incorporated into the self-concept. This
developmental process is equivalent to the psychodynamic inte-
gration of the unconscious mind into the conscious mind (Jung
1939) and the humanistic striving for authenticity as reflected in
congruence between organismic needs and conscious behavior
(Rogers 1951).

An important implication of this process is that individual goals
will become less “selfish” after being integrated within a larger
self-system. In its current form, Selfish Goal Theory focuses on
the competition between autonomous goals, each of which oper-
ates as a functionally segregated behavioral control system.
Although a completely unintegrated person might indeed shift
from one salient goal to the next with no behavioral consistency,
the coordination of human goals can be characterized by a
much greater degree of order and self-regulation. In particular,
the process of personality integration binds an individual’s dispa-
rate motives into a single integrated goal structure, such that
the engagement of various goals can be regulated in the service
of long-term plans and higher-order values (Austin & Vancouver
1996; Carver & Scheier 1998; Peterson 1999). These higher-
order goal systems can influence the relative salience of different
lower-order goals and are thus critical for understanding the self-
regulation of human thought and behavior (Kruglanski et al.
2002). For example, the distinct goals of being productive at
work and sticking to a fitness plan can both be integrated within
the higher-order goal of being a successful person. The ability
to effectively regulate basic goals within higher-order goal
systems is in fact one of the distinguishing characteristics of the
human nervous system, as instantiated by the integrative functions
of the anterior prefrontal cortex (Hirsh 2010; Koechlin et al.
1999).

Individuals with a more fully elaborated self-understanding and
explicitly articulated value system are thus more likely to experi-
ence identity coherence and behavioral consistency, owing to
their more deeply integrated goal structures. By incorporating
basic motives within higher-order goal systems, more integrated
individuals will also alleviate the stress and anxiety that arises
from conflicts between otherwise competing goals (Emmons &
King 1988; Hirsh et al. 2012; Nash et al. 2011).

Selfish Goal Theory presents an intriguing framework for
understanding the tremendous power that goals have in shaping
cognitive-behavioral dynamics. In order for it to provide a com-
plete account of goals and their substantial cognitive impact,
however, the theory could benefit by more directly addressing
the role of integrative processes and higher-order goal systems
in the global organization and self-regulation of human behavior.
In its current form, the theory appears to be most effective at
describing goal dynamics in the limiting case in which a person’s
goals are functionally segregated from one another and unrepre-
sented by the self-system. As these goals become explicitly
linked within a hierarchical system for behavioral control during
the process of personality integration, the competition between
multiple “selfish” goals may no longer provide a complete descrip-
tion of human goal dynamics.

Massively representational minds are not
always driven by goals, conscious or
otherwise
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Abstract: The language of conscious and unconscious goals is rooted in a
folk-taxonomy that is likely to inhibit progress in cognitive science.
Severing the commitment to this taxonomy would allow Huang & Bargh
(H&B) to consider a wider variety of representational forms with
motivational force and to entertain the intriguing possibility that
variations in the number of active-but-redundant representations
account for variance in social behavior.

Social psychologists often avoid questions about cognitive mech-
anism – and for good reason. Socially significant behavior is com-
plicated, and it is fiendishly difficult to pull apart the relative
contribution of environmental factors, representational states,
and computational processes. The hypothesis that variations in be-
havior can be “meaningfully understood as the output of multiple,
and in some cases, competing goal influences” (sect. 1, para. 2)
promises to advance our understanding of the mechanistic under-
pinnings of social cognition. But understanding these “goal influ-
ences” in their full generality requires looking beyond winner-
take-all competitions between “selfish goals” and “representations
of desired end-states” (sect. 2.2, para. 2). We encourage Huang &
Bargh (H&B) to follow their logic to a natural, if more radical,
conclusion – to recognize that various forms of representation
have motivational force and that the language of conscious and
unconscious goals is rooted in a taxonomy likely to inhibit progress
in cognitive science. We embrace the thought that numerous,
competing influences run in parallel and collectively affect behav-
ior, but this thought is best pursued without the constraints
imposed by the folk notion of goals, Dawkinsian metaphors of self-
ishness, and the assumption that conscious goal pursuit is particu-
larly distinctive.

There is growing evidence that human cognition relies on
numerous, sometimes redundant, sometimes overlapping rep-
resentational systems, and that it trades in multiple represen-
tations of the same thing (e.g., properties, situations, objects; cf,
Huebner, 2013; Rupert 2011). Some of these representations
are abstract and linguistic, others are action-oriented represen-
tations (Clark 1997; Millikan 1995), and still others appear as
parts of emulator-circuits and forward-models (Grush 2004;
Shultz et al. 1997). All of these types of representation seem to
contribute to the production of goal-directed behavior, and their
heterogeneous nature suggests that it is unwise to treat represen-
tations of end-states as the mind’s ultimate motivational
foundation.

Consider the representation “do A, if condition C is met.”
Neither A nor C is an end-state, and it is unclear whether this rep-
resentation counts as a goal (or whether it matters). H&B (sect.
4.3) rightly note that a person will recognize that C is met more
quickly in tasks that are associated with C, and they take this
fact to support reconfiguration. Specifically, they claim that the
desire to follow instructions primes a subject to recognize C,
thereby facilitating the recognition of C. But in a parallel proces-
sing system that utilizes competition, it is equally likely that the
prime-related words appearing in the instructions activate more
representations of C than would be active at baseline (cf
Gendler 2008a; 2008b; Schröder & Thagard 2013), that visual
stimuli activate additional representations of C, and that this
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parallel activity pushes the cognitive system past the threshold for
A-production more quickly than would visual processing on its
own. This does not appear to be a process by which a represen-
tation of an end-state commandeers cognitive resources. In
general, fast and accurate biological motion is likely to require
the integration of multiple representations from emulation-
circuits, as well as perceptual and goal-driven systems; thus,
manipulating an object in a way that violates sensory expectations
generates conflicts between visual and motor representations,
resulting in incompatible task-demands, as well as slower
behavior, even where there are no representation of end-
states, or of such goals as pleasing an experimenter (Wexler
et al. 1998).

We contend that human behavior is often affected by the
accumulation of redundant representations, some of which are
produced by independent subsystems and some of which are
produced within the same subsystem. Admittedly, this talk of
multiple, redundant representations is likely to sound strange,
and this is part of our point. The claim that goals reconfigure
cognitive states presupposes a folk-psychological taxonomy,
but the operation of cognitive mechanisms often outstrips the
capacities readily described in such terms. This fact becomes
especially clear in cases where competitive algorithms integrate,
strengthen, inhibit, and recode the various representations
distributed throughout a cognitive system (Akins 1996). By sever-
ing the commitment to traditional folk-taxonomies, we can
examine the theoretically and computationally important possi-
bility that variations in the number of active-but-redundant
representations might account for variance in reaction times and
error rates.

Traditional assumptions about psychological processing also
make conceptual mischief in the discussion of similarity. H&B
(sect. 4.4) embrace standard assumptions about our awareness
of goals, our conscious intentions to pursue them, and our
experience of control over the goals that we pursue. Thus,
they find it striking that both conscious and unconscious
behavior manifest deep similarities. Yet, they also acknowledge
that the conscious self “is not so much involved in the guidance
of our purposive behavior so much as it is in the business of pro-
ducing rationalizations and socially acceptable accounts for the
actions produced at the goal level” (sect. 5.2, para. 9). This
latter view yields similarity almost for free. As H&B note,
conscious goal pursuit relies on the mechanisms that guide
unconscious goal pursuit (conscious states are “built upon preex-
isting unconscious processes” [sect. 1, para. 5]), with the addition
of mechanisms for rationalization. But if goal pursuit is
implemented by the same mechanisms – regardless of whether
the subject can report accurately on her motivation – similarity
holds trivially. Admittedly, conscious goal pursuit might
engage working memory and meta-cognition in distinctive
ways, but, primarily, this reflects the activity of a processing
stream that independently produces representations grounding
verbal report, rationalization, and the experience of conscious
will. Sometimes these representations match the content of
the processes that produce behavior (and sometimes this yields
facilitation); sometimes they do not (and sometimes this
yields inhibition); and sometimes conscious representations are
absent altogether.

It is at least a rhetorical mistake to distinguish two fundamental
forms of goal pursuit – conscious and unconscious – and to note
their similarities; better to think of a single, perhaps complex,
form of motivational processing, and to ask how motivational pro-
cesses interact with systems that produce verbal report. Although
we agree that numerous motivational states collectively affect be-
havior, we think that H&B could strengthen their position by
adopting a broader taxonomy of state-types. By abandoning the
emphasis on (selfish) goals and the distinction between their con-
scious and unconscious forms, H&B might pursue a massively
representational model of mind that fully harnesses the resources
afforded by the cognitive sciences.

Theoretical integration inmotivational science:
System justification as one of many
“autonomous motivational structures”
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Abstract: Recognizing that there is a multiplicity of motives – and that the
accessibility and strength of each one varies chronically and temporarily –
is essential if motivational scientists are to achieve genuine theoretical and
empirical integration. We agree that system justification is a case of
nonconscious goal pursuit and discuss implications of the fact that it
conflicts with many other psychological goals.

Social psychologists have gained considerable traction in studying
the epistemic, existential, and relational underpinnings of attitudes
and behavior (Greenberg et al. 2004; Jost et al. 2009). Diverse, see-
mingly incongruous programs of research have helped to illuminate
the structure and function of human needs and the causes of see-
mingly paradoxical, self-defeating behavior –why, for example,
“the freed bird finds a new cage” (Pyszczynski et al. 1995).
Unfortunately, researchers are often drawn into unhelpful

debates about which single theory or motive – for example,
social identification, terror management, system justification,
social dominance, or meaning maintenance – subsumes the
others or is otherwise more “basic” or “fundamental.” The
problem is that competition among “rival” theories tends to be
illusory, and such debates are rarely, if ever, resolved (Greenwald
2004; Sullivan et al. 2012). Another, quite different approach is to
distill a common denominator (such as inconsistency compen-
sation) and conclude that seemingly disparate theories are really
all saying the same thing (Proulx et al. 2012). We share the scien-
tific values of parsimony and unification, but this approach is also
unsatisfying, insofar as it obscures important differences in theor-
etical insight and diminishes our ability to distinguish between
(sometimes vastly) different behavioral outcomes.
Far more promising is Huang & Bargh’s (H&B’s) proposal that

the motivational system is itself composed of multiple, potentially
conflicting goals that vary chronically and temporarily in terms of
activation and strength. We share the authors’ supposition that
system justification – defined as the motivation to defend,
bolster, and justify aspects of the societal status quo – is one of
many “autonomously operating motivational structures.” The
basic idea is that people are generally unaware that they possess
the goal of imbuing social, economic, and political systems with
legitimacy – but they do so anyway (Jost et al. 2008).
Evidence is accumulating that system justification operates as a

largely nonconscious goal. For example, we know that exposure to
criticism of the system stimulates defensive motivation (Kay et al.
2009), as well as automatic positive evaluation of societal symbols
and heightened accessibility of concepts related to legitimacy and
social stability (Liviatan & Jost 2014). These effects persist only as
long as the system justification goal is active; they tend to disap-
pear when the goal is satiated through acts of direct system-
affirmation. Otherwise, system justification persists even in the
face of obstacles, so that individuals work hard (even on imposs-
ible tasks) in an effort to affirm the legitimacy of “the American
dream” (Ledgerwood et al. 2011).
At the same time, system justification frequently conflicts with

other goals that the individual possesses, including goals to maintain
self-esteem (ego justification) and to defend the interests or actions
of fellow group members (group justification). Members of disad-
vantaged groups, such as women and minorities, appear to suffer
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from motivational conflicts involving ego, group, and system justifi-
cation concerns. Indeed, system justification is a perfect example of
what H&B refer to as a “self-defeating” goal. For example, African
Americans who justify the status quo possess lower levels of self-
esteem and higher levels of depression and neuroticism (Jost &
Thompson 2000), and women who justify the status quo exhibit a
depressed sense of entitlement, coming to believe that they
deserve inferior wages (McCoy &Major 2007; O’Brien et al. 2012).

The point of system justification theory is not to suggest that
everyone always justifies the societal status quo (cf. Reynolds,
et al., in press) – or that those who are disadvantaged are necess-
arily the ones who justify it the most (cf. Brandt 2013). Often, the
goal to defend or bolster personal or collective self-esteem is
stronger or more active than the goal to defend or bolster the
social system. The point is that nearly everyone – including
members of disadvantaged as well as advantaged groups – pos-
sesses some (variable) degree of motivation to believe that the
systems on which he or she depends are fair, legitimate, and so
on. There is no reason to assume that people will always justify
the status quo because they may also possess other goals (in
addition to ego and group justification), such as goals to be egali-
tarian, fair, accurate, innovative, contrarian, or vengeful.

This has been illustrated vividly in experiments demonstrating
that people respond to the same social or political stimulus (such
as proposed legislation that infringes upon personal freedom) by
either rationalizing (Kay et al. 2002) or reacting against it (Brehm
1966). Laurin et al. (2012) demonstrated that reactance and ration-
alization are both motivational structures that operate autono-
mously in different sets of circumstances. Individuals strive to
resist infringements upon freedom of choice when the possibility
remains that the new restrictions will not be enacted. When the
same infringements are described as inevitable, however, individ-
uals tend to accept and begin justifying the new regime.

The fact that human beings are capable of divergent responses
to the same stimulus event makes evolutionary sense. It may be
that investing resources to resist external forces (such as the impo-
sitions of social or political systems) is adaptive only when there is
some chance, however remote, that the impositions can be
avoided. When this is impossible, it may be more adaptive to
accommodate new realities and focus on “silver linings” rather
than committing resources to a fight that appears to be unwin-
nable. This is a useful, integrative conclusion that would have
been excluded from typical forms of theory competition, such as
the search for a “critical test.”

Rather than debating, perhaps indefinitely, which motive is the
strongest or most fundamental for human behavior, we believe
that researchers would be better off using their prodigious theor-
etical and methodological skills to determine how and why a given
goal-state operates autonomously and when it is especially likely to
guide behavior. We applaud H&B for helping to show us the way
forward. Recognizing that there is a multiplicity of (sometimes
conflicting) motives – and that each one varies in terms of accessi-
bility and strength as a function of the person and the situation – is
essential if we are to achieve genuine theoretical and empirical
integration in motivational science.

On the selection and balancing of multiple
selfish goals
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Abstract: The selfish goal metaphor is interesting and intriguing. It
accounts for the idiosyncrasies and inconsistencies in peoples’ goal
pursuits without invoking free will, self-regulatory, or self-control
failures. However, people pursue multiple goals, sometimes
simultaneously. We argue that the model proposed in the target article
may gain significant theoretical and practical value if the principles
underlying goal selection and/or balancing on a moment-to-moment
basis are clearly specified and integrated with the notion of the selfish goal.

Huang & Bargh (H&B) propose a metaphor whereby, just like
genes, goals operate autonomously according to their own
agenda even when doing so may not be in the overall interest of
their host/individual. Although this metaphor is interesting and
intriguing, we believe that the story of goal pursuit is more com-
plicated than one goal selfishly pursuing its agenda at the expense
of other goals. Goals do not come in isolation, but rather in con-
figurations of multiple goals. They may become simultaneously
active and may facilitate or inhibit each other, with different con-
sequences for action, as well as for individuals’ phenomenological
experience (Kruglanski et al. 2002). Once a goal is selected, it may
pursue its agenda selfishly. However, H&B’s metaphor may result
in an overly simplistic portrayal of human action without (1) spe-
cifying the principles and consequences (i.e., the experience of
goal conflict) of goal selection and (2) acknowledging that some-
times people may pursue multiple goals simultaneously whereby
no goal selection is needed.

Regarding the issue of goal selection, H&B argue that each and
every goal may pursue its agenda selfishly. But, given that individ-
uals have a multitude of goals that are often activated simul-
taneously, it is important to understand the principles through
which a particular goal takes priority and gets to pursue its
agenda. Although the criterion is very clear for genetic selection
(i.e., survival), it is not as clear for goal selection. H&B propose
that when more than one goal is currently active, “the most incen-
tivized” (sect. 2.1, para. 5) of these wins. However, it remains
unclear (1) how “incentivization” is defined and operationalized,
(2) and what mechanisms are responsible for selecting the most
incentivized goal. Without clarifying these issues, the argument
becomes almost circular (the winning goal must have been the
most incentivized one) and specific predictions about an individ-
ual’s behavior can be neither made nor tested.

H&B do talk about unconscious inter-goal inhibition and intro-
duce “the reconfiguration principle” (sect. 4.1, para. 1) to explain
goal selection. However, such selection seems to be accounted
for solely by goal activation. “The most motivating or ‘active’ goal
should constrain … behavioral possibilities in a way that
encourages achievement of the goal’s end-state” (sect. 4.1,
para.1). However, goal pursuit is not only a function of goal acti-
vation. The value attached to that particular end-state, as well as
the expectancy of attaining it, determines goal-directed behavior,
in addition to goal activation. More important, both the value
and the expectancy of goal attainment, on a moment-to-moment
basis, are relative to the other goals that may be currently active
(Atkinson 1964). For example, an active goal of smoking may
lose its value and may not result in smoking behavior when the
negative consequences of smoking (and presumably a health-
related goal) become active. (Kober et al. 2010). Active goals
may inhibit competing alternatives resulting in goal shielding (as
acknowledged by H&B). But goal shielding is a function of goal
value (i.e., importance), not only of goal activation (Shah et al.
2002). Furthermore, goal shielding is not a necessary consequence
of having multiple goals activated simultaneously. Indeed, goals
may sometimes facilitate each other resulting in goal co-activation,
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rather than goal shielding (Shah et al. 2002.). This raises the intri-
guing issue that, whereas goals may appear selfish when viewed in
isolation, they may under certain conditions benefit associated, but
distinct goals (e.g., the goal to eat healthily could activate the goal
to exercise). The selfish goal account appears to neglect the possi-
bility of mutually supporting goal architectures.

Secondly, the selfish goal metaphor fails to predict behavior in
situations when multiple goals of equal importance are activated.
In such situations, people will strive to pursue them simul-
taneously by finding multifinal means (Kopetz et al. 2011;
Kruglanski et al. 2013). This may explain why someone who is
hungry and therefore has the goal of eating, but who is also on
a diet (pursues the goal of weight watching) may go for a salad
rather than a double cheeseburger with fries. However, when
the expectancy of finding multifinal means is low, individuals
will engage in goal selection and pursue the goal of highest
value (Kopetz et al. 2011).

Finally, the selfish gene approach has been criticized for failure
to consider higher levels of selection (i.e., group level) (Goodwin
2001). An analogous criticism may apply to the notion of selfish
goals. Goals may selfishly pursue their agenda at the expense of
other goals on a moment-to-moment basis. Furthermore, con-
scious choice or free will does not need to be invoked to explain
behavior. However, such selfish pursuit may result (post hoc) in
experienced goal conflict, which has known negative conse-
quences (Emmons & King 1988). Such negative consequences,
whether experienced or anticipated, may prompt people to
develop strategies to avoid goal conflict (Fishbach et al. 2009;
Kopetz et al. 2011). Individuals may differ with regard to how
they balance, integrate, and make sense of their multiple selfish
goals. Individuals with more balanced goals may have a selective
advantage because they advance their goals in a better-coordi-
nated manner on multiple domains in life (Bélanger et al.
2013). In contrast, a poorly concerted set of selfish goals may
lead to psychopathology. From this perspective, the metaphor
of the selfish goal may be misleading and shortsighted insofar as
it does not concern itself with aspects of higher-order integration.

To summarize, we believe that the selfish goal metaphor is inter-
esting and intriguing. It acknowledges that people do what they do
for a reason (an active goal) even if the momentary behavior may
appear in contradiction with the persons’ long-term best interest.
In that, it explains many aspects of goal pursuit and accounts for
the idiosyncrasies and inconsistencies in people’s behavior
without invoking free will, self-regulatory or self-control failures.
However, given the multitude of goals that people pursue, some-
times simultaneously, the model may gain significant theoretical
and practical value if the principles that account for goal selection
and/or balancing on a moment-to moment basis are clearly speci-
fied and integrated with the notion of the selfish goal.

The validity of Dawkins’s selfish gene theory
and the role of the unconscious in decision
making
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Abstract: Although the proposed Selfish Goal Theory constitutes a major
theoretical tour de force for addressing the issue of inconsistencies
in human actions and the role of motivational goals in behavior, as it is
based on an unproven biological paradigm (Dawkins’s selfish gene
theory) and overemphasizes the role of unconscious processes in
decision making, it provides a questionable model of the underlying
psychological structure of human agency.

Huang & Bargh (H&B) propose a theory for interpretation of
human behavior based on a psychological analogy of Dawkins’s
selfish gene paradigm. According to such framework, instead of
a unitary and coherent multitasking coordination apparatus,
human beings would operate under the continuous (and, in
most cases, unconscious) influence of a dynamic selection
process among multiple task-generating goals, which would be
constantly competing for psychological resources from different
cognitive faculties such as attention, emotional salience, language,
and analytical reasoning.
Although H&B assume the empirical validity of Dawkins’s

selfish gene theory, several authorities in physiology and evol-
utionary biology (Huang 2012; Noble 2011) have considered
such a proposal a simplistic, metaphoric, and untestable hypoth-
esis that presents close similarities with old mythological
interpretations of natural events. In fact, Dawkins himself recog-
nized: “I doubt that there is any experiment that could prove my
claim” (Dawkins 1982). Affirming an “apparent purposiveness of
evolution” or stating that the “psychological and behavioral
phenomena are designed by natural selection for a purpose”
applies exclusive human attributes (such as intentionality) to
purely biological processes. This naive intellectual modus operan-
dus based on anthropomorphic analogies has been considered by
several authors as a classic form of early pre-scientific reasoning
(Agassi 1968; Dundzila 1987; Hordern 1972) in which objective
natural processes are “personalized” and interpreted as function-
ing according to the same human framework that involves analyti-
cal reasoning, emotions, and purpose. Interestingly, Dawkins, as a
neo-Darwinian, is not far from his master, who, although widely
considered an epitome of a scientist also seems to have appreci-
ated the use of anthropomorphic reasoning as illustrated by the
following quote (Darwin 1871, pp. 39–40): “Even insects play
together, as has been described by that excellent observer,
P. Huber, who saw ants chasing and pretending to bite each
other, like so many puppies.”
Additionally, at the present time, the so-called “central dogma

of molecular biology” proposed by Crick (1970) (which consists
of a simplistic paradigm of “DNA→transcription→RNA→transla-
tion→protein”) has been strongly questioned by new research
findings in the emergent field of systems biology (Bor-Sen
et al. 2011; Longo & Tendero 2007). Actually, it has already
been demonstrated that several other mechanisms involving epi-
genetic regulation may play an important role in information
encoding within the cell, such as the three-dimensional tertiary
structure of proteins that can be changed by allosteric transitions
(Shapiro 2009), and multitasking RNA molecules like ribos-
witches, microRNAs, and small interfering RNAs (Mirouze
2012).
Moreover, the human genome is more than 98% noncoding

DNA (Pennisi 2012), which do not operate “selfishly” but serve
as regulators of the transcription/translation process. Following
such discovery, some began advocating an evolutionary theory
focused on whole cellular subsystems, such as the aerobic respir-
atory or the photosynthetic system, because theories focusing on
individual genes cannot account for the emergence and preser-
vation of important portions of genome such as promoters,
enhancers, operators, and transcription factors (Noble 2011).
In the same way, if we adopt an individualistic view of genes
as operating apart from their ultimate effects on cellular func-
tions, as “semi-parasitic” entities whose major goal is to maximize
their propagation into future generations despite the final out-
comes to cellular homeostasis, it is very hard to explain the evol-
utionary emergence of apoptosis, cell-cycle regulation, and
tumor suppressor genes (da Fonseca et al. 2010; Pearson &
Sánchez 2008).
Besides Dawkins’s original selfish gene theory, another major

theoretical pillar of the proposed Selfish Goal model is the
assumption that human decision making processes are the evol-
utionary product of a much older system, in which unconscious
mechanisms directed by different environmental-generated
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goals elicit a psychological competition for the cognitive resources
required to accomplish survival-related tasks. Since early pioneer-
ing studies in psychology (Freud 1915; James 1890; von Schelling
1800), unconscious processes have exerted a significant attraction
to researchers and several contemporary experts have strongly
emphasized the activity of an “unconscious mind” (Kihlstrom
1987; Schacter 1992; Wilson 2002). Nevertheless, in a recent
evaluation about the scientific merit of such claims, Newell and
Shanks (2014) severely criticized the methodology of previous
experimental studies that were considered as evidence for the
decisive role of unconscious factors in human choices. In fact,
according to these authors, unconscious influences in decision
making and behavior have acquired an inflated and erroneous
explanatory power in current psychological theories that is not
supported by experimental evidence.

In the proposed Selfish Goal Theory, consciousness figures pre-
dominantly as an epiphenomenon of the human mind, not provid-
ing any clear evolutionary advantage because H&B argues that
most of the decision making is governed at the unconscious
level. Such a paradigm goes against the basic assumptions of
current neuroscience theories of self-awareness (Morin &
Michaud 2007) and agency (Haggard & Clark 2003; Kühn et al.
2013), which strongly emphasize the evolutionary emergence of
consciousness as a cognitive framework through which multi-
sensory and intertemporal events can be coordinated through a
highly elaborated unitary cognitive faculty (Cabanac et al. 2009;
Donald 1995; Pennartz 2009). According to such a viewpoint, con-
sciousness has emerged as the by-product of the activity of the
multimodal integrative areas of the human brain that receive
inputs from a diffuse neocortical network operating through hier-
archical levels of information analysis. Such neural correlates of
consciousness would be closely connected with the limbic
system and, by providing an estimation of the self-relevancy of
sensory stimuli (as well an overview of their relation to previous
beliefs and future expectations), would lead to emergence of an
unique first-person perspective experience of reality (Vogeley &
Fink 2003) with the ultimate goal of supplying the premotor
areas of the brain with coherent sequential motor plans.

In summary, because H&B’s theory is based on a metaphoric
and, at best, unproven biological paradigm (Dawkins’s selfish
gene theory) and because it puts an excessive emphasis on the
role of unconscious processes in decision making (which is not
warranted by experimental evidence), the proposed Selfish Goal
model, although constituting a major theoretical tour de force
for addressing the major issue of intertemporal inconsistencies
in human behavior, provides a questionable interpretation of
the underlying psychological structure of human agency.

The effects of being conscious: Looking for the
right evidence
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Abstract:Huang & Bargh’s (H&B’s) general picture might underestimate
the role played by conscious self and overestimate the behavioral
inconsistencies at the personal level. This follows from how they delimit
the goals under consideration: Their theses that goals are not consciously
selected and that the conscious self is involved just in post hoc
rationalization should also be tested against concrete and long-term goals.

Because I find that in Huang & Bargh’s (H&B’s) target article
there is much that is agreeable, my point is not whether their

notion of selfish goal is correct and useful but rather to what
extent it is. Another way to put this is to say that their article
attempts to draw distinct conclusions that are not equally sup-
ported. Specifically, it is one thing to say that (1) “goals influence
a person as if the goals themselves were selfish and interested only
in their own completion” (abstract, para. 1), it is another to say that
(2) “a person’s behaviors are indirectly selected at the goal level
but expressed (and comprehended) at the individual level”
(abstract, para. 2), it is yet another to say that (3) the conscious
self “is not so much involved in the guidance of our purposive be-
havior so much as it is in the business of producing rationaliz-
ations” (sect. 5.2, para. 9). The first conclusion is strongly
supported by H&B’s arguments, especially by what the authors
dub the “reconfiguration principle”: the evidence that goals con-
strain “the person’s cognitive and affective machinery for the
purpose of facilitating goal pursuit” (sect. 4.3, para. 1) irrespective
of whether those goals are conscious or not. That conclusion,
however, does not imply that goals are never selected at the indi-
vidual – or, as I would say, the “personal” – level. And the claim
that goals are not selected at the personal level does not imply
that, once selected, conscious goals cannot have a role in
guiding behavior over and beyond mere rationalizations.

The fact that those conclusions are not equally warranted is
somehow concealed by H&B’s choice to limit their considerations
to a specific subset of the goals underlying actions. H&B make it
explicit that they are “more interested in time-limited instrumen-
tal behaviors enacted in the current situation” (sect. 2.2., para. 2)
than in long-term, chronic goals; besides, they are less focussed
“on the very concrete actions that can be described in fully objec-
tive terms (e.g., pressing a button; opening a door)” (sect. 2.2.,
para. 2) than “on higher-level end-states that provide those
actions with meaning” (sect. 2.2., para. 2). A typical example of
the goals they are concerned with is the goal of being either coop-
erative or competitive in a given time-limited task.

Here, the first thing to note is that abstract goals of this sort are
not the ones that are ordinarily expected to fall within the focus of
attention. Any human action involves the representation of a mul-
tiplicity of goals at different levels of abstraction, not all of which
can be consciously attended during processing (Mazzone &
Campisi 2013). Because it is possible that we consciously attend
concrete goals more than higher-level ones (e.g., the goal of per-
forming a task more than the goal of being cooperative or com-
petitive while performing that task), then by restricting
considerations to the latter, H&B may have failed to look in the
right place in order to assess the role of consciousness in
guiding behavior.

To be sure, H&B insist that there are strong similarities
between conscious and unconscious goals (they call it the “simi-
larity principle”). But this can hardly mean that it makes no differ-
ence whether conscious processes are involved in guiding
behavior or not. H&B implicitly acknowledge this point insofar
as they recognize in passing that conscious processes are superior
to unconscious ones “in serving integrative functions” (sect. 5.1,
para. 1) and allow for “metacognitive abilities” and “tighter execu-
tive control over the initial impulses to action” (sect. 3.4, para. 2).
Moreover, the cognitive system for guiding behavior is said to be
“less centralized in the absence of consciousness” (sect. 3.1, para.
4). But then, contrary to the thesis (3) above, it seems not to be the
case that conscious and unconscious goals – though similar in
some respects – have identical functions except for the role that
conscious goals play in post hoc rationalizations. The above quota-
tions suggest a role for consciousness in the assessment of coher-
ence between goals and, therefore, in their integration. This could
have effects that go well beyond mere post hoc rationalizations for
the purpose of social accountability.

Let us note that the notion of selfish goal is said to account for
why there are inconsistencies in human behavior at the personal
level. But again, one would wonder whether the role of conscious
self in preventing inconsistencies is not underestimated as a con-
sequence of how H&B select the goals under consideration. Not
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only, as noted above, abstract motivations, such as being coopera-
tive, are less likely to be consciously attended than concrete goals.
Moreover, abstract motivations of that sort are not the kind of
things that can be selected once and for all. On the contrary, we
expect that there is a balance between cooperation and compe-
tition to be struck on a case-to-case basis: people are not expected
to be either coherently cooperative or coherently competitive
across any possible action. In order to assess whether goals are
coherently pursed or not, we should rather look to more concrete
goals and especially to long-term goals. It is here that we can poss-
ibly find cases of conscious selection and the effects of conscious
adoption of goals.

One case in point is that of addictions. H&B themselves repeat-
edly address this issue, but their emphasis is on automaticity.
However, one might focus instead on how addictions can be
resisted when the conscious self is engaged in a search for rational
coherence. For example, people may decide to give up smoking
because they appreciate the rational relationship with their
larger purpose of pursuing wellness (goal selection). Moreover,
the decision to give up smoking may affect behavior in the long
run in many ways, including the conscious search for appropriate
strategies to that end. Rational coherence has some role to play
here.

In sum, conscious and unconscious goals similarly reconfigure
the person’s cognitive and affective machinery. Besides, goals
can be automatically selected and pursued. But they can also be
consciously selected and pursued, and this may increase coher-
ence at the personal level.

Genes, hosts, goals: Disentangling causal
dependencies
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Abstract: The special sense in which the concept of “selfishness” is
defined in Dawkins’s popularization of basic evolutionary theory is
analyzed with regard to its applicability to the relation between goals
and those who entertain and pursue them. It is concluded that grounds
analogous to those on which independent self-interest vis-á-vis their
hosts is attributed to genes in Dawkins’s sense are lacking in the case of
goals in their relation to those who entertain and pursue them.

In their target article, Huang & Bargh (H&B) introduce and advo-
cate the adoption of a novel explanatory construct in the domain
of cognition and behavior, explicitly conceived by analogy to
Richard Dawkins’s “selfish gene.” H&B support their analogy by
the apparent parallelism between genes using organisms as propa-
gation vehicles “sometimes to the detriment of the host organism’s
life” and human goals that, whether consciously held or not, can
impair the lives of those who pursue them. Analogies have their
uses in science, as do metaphors, provided that – in either
case – they are apt and apposite. To know whether the similarity
between genes and goals just mentioned betokens more than
the commonplace that functional mechanisms have limitations
and sometimes malfunction, we must inquire into the typical func-
tion of genes and goals –which cannot be to impair the lives of
their hosts – and ask whether any grounds analogous to those on
which selfishness is attributed to genes exist for goals as well.

Genes are not only typically, but always “interested” (I will con-
sistently use quotation marks for such metaphorical evolutionary
shorthand) in making the living bodies they grow for their own
“use” as perfect and successful as possible. Anything less impairs
their own progress toward immortality. One of Dawkins’s
central points (following Hamilton 1964) is that from a gene’s

“point of view,” a perfect host is one that in a crisis is capable of
courting and meeting death to save a sufficient number of close
relatives, because they carry that very same gene with known
probability. Far from representing a flaw in the life and “design”
of that host, such an act proves the host’s perfect suitability to
and fulfillment of the “purpose” for which that host was grown,
namely to reproduce the genes that grew it.
If one switches viewpoint to the more limited perspective of

one of these hosts, and explains to them that they had really
been “designed” for their glorious act of self-sacrifice on behalf
of close relatives by the genes that thereby kept their losses to a
minimum in dire circumstances, then that host may feel “used”
by the genes that thus furthered their own “interests” at the
expense of his or her life. This is how the issue of a self-interest
on the part of genes standing in opposition to that of their host
arises. It is squarely predicated on the reality of genes, which
furnish a causal entity to which a host-transcending self-interest
can be attributed, albeit metaphorically. These macromolecular
templates (DNA) slip from generation to generation through fer-
tilized ova, growing from them the bodies they ride to the next
sexual encounter, down the generations over aeons toward
immortality.
In this relation it is the genes that are the enduring entity, cau-

sally efficacious in growing the dependent entity, a host body or
“disposable soma” (Kirkwood 1977; Kirkwood & Rose 1991).
That causal precedence gives them causal and logical priority
over the living bodies they grow, and makes it possible to define
a “self-interest” on their part relative to the hosts they “bud off”
along their way. In the case of goals, on the other hand, there is
no analogous causal nexus: they perish with the individual who
entertains and pursues them. This makes them host-dependent
in a way that genes are not, and leaves no causal continuity or
mechanism analogous to the transmigrating genes on which to
base the conceit of a host-independent self-interest on their part.
With regard to goals, the roles in fact are reversed: here, the

host is the more enduring entity, for whom goals come and go,
some ephemerally, some cyclically, and some others yet more
enduringly, but none with a life expectancy beyond the life of
the host. One might in fact analogize, albeit loosely, the succession
of goals adopted (“grown”) by hosts in furtherance of their pro-
spects during their finite careers on earth to the succession of
host bodies the genes grow as instruments in their far longer
and potentially endless careers. For goals, it is clearly the
striving and erring host that is the causally and logically prior con-
dition, and thus the entity to whom self-interest is to be attributed
in relation to goals, and not the other way around, if we are to
adhere to the Dawkinsian sense in which the self-interest of his
“selfish gene” is defined.
Goals thus lack any causal mechanism such as the transgenera-

tional continuity of genes on which to base host-independence,
and with it a causal basis for defining a self-interest apart from
that of the host. Should one propose a language-based mechanism
of transgenerational transmission of culturally shared goals in this
role, one would have to resign oneself to limit the validity of the
theory to language-competent humans, and even then it would
cover only some of their goals. Excluded would be a vast
domain of goals adopted in response to situational happenstance,
as well as idiosyncratically adopted personal ones (two sources of
evidence cited in the target article), a restriction hardly matching
the intentions of H&B. It goes without saying that some of these
goals indeed qualify as selfish in the ordinary sense of the word
(i.e., pursued at the expense of the self-interest of other hosts),
but that is not the sense in which “selfish” figures in Dawkins’s
title, predicated as it is on the host-transcending nature of
genes, nor in H&B’s attempt to interpret goals in similar terms.
Unless, therefore, we are presented with some other mechan-

ism, as yet unknown, by which the “selfish goal” envisioned by
H&B might acquire a host-independent self-interest, it seems
safe to conclude that when hosts are “done in” by the goals they
pursue, the explanation is not to be sought along Dawkinsian
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lines, but in more mundane circumstances attending those pur-
suits. These range from idiosyncratic caprice to mental disorder
and include a wide range of ways in which our innate propensities,
such as our liking for sugars, can derail when expressed under cir-
cumstances different from those under which they evolved. Such
matters are topics of active study in behavioral and evolutionary
biology and have given birth to the new discipline of evolutionary
medicine, where instructive examples can be found (Nesse &Wil-
liams 1995; Stearns 2012).

The conscious roots of selfless, unconscious
goals
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Abstract: We counter Huang & Bargh’s (H&B’s) metaphoric description
of the unconscious, selfish goal on three points. First, we argue,
unconscious goals are rooted in conscious choices related to well-being.
Second, unconscious goal pursuit occurs through early-stage orienting
mechanisms that promote individuals’ well-being. Third, unconscious
goals work selflessly, resulting in their own demise.

Consciousness is not dispensable. Unconscious goals are not
inherently selfish. We suggest unconscious goal pursuit is rooted
in conscious choice and occurs through means related to promot-
ing well-being.
Unconscious goals from conscious choices.Unconscious goals

are rooted in conscious choices. As Bargh (1990) articulated,
unconscious goals originate from conscious learning, deliberation,
and evaluation that over one’s lifetime can become automatic
responses to eliciting situations or cues. Myriad theories sup-
port that unconscious goals originate in individuals’ conscious
decisions. People choose how, under what conditions, and by
what means they will satisfy needs. These decisions eventually
become routine, automatically and unconsciously activated
under similar circumstances (see Custers & Aarts 2010; Kruglanski
et al. 2002; Moskowitz et al. 2004; Shah & Gardner 2008). Many
unconscious goals are the result of conscious decisions; conscious-
ness is necessary for models of unconscious goal pursuit.
Unconscious means promote the well-being of the individual.

Although we agree with H&B that selective attention and
biased perception serve as early-stage orienting mechanisms to
promote goal pursuit, we take issue with the claim that attention
and perception operate in selfish manners. We instead posit that
early-stage mechanisms actually facilitate outcomes that generally
benefit the individual. For example, people focus visual attention
on (Maner et al. 2007), perceive as closer (Balcetis & Dunning
2010), and see as bigger (Van Koningsbruggen et al. 2011) those
objects in their environment they are motivated to acquire com-
pared with objects they are not. Similarly, people see objects
that pose a threat against which people may need to defend them-
selves as closer than objects that are either nonaffective or that are
disgusting but do not pose a danger that requires immediate
response (Cole et al. 2013; Harber et al. 2011). Importantly,
unconscious goals systematically direct attention and affect per-
ception in ways that serve individuals’ needs (Balcetis &
Dunning 2006). Perceiving desired rewards or dangerous
threats as focal, close, or large readies the perceiver physiologi-
cally and psychologically for goal-related action that ultimately
leads to the satisfaction and termination of the active goal state

(Balcetis & Dunning 2010; Pichon et al. 2012). For example,
people see a bottle of water as bigger and closer, in order to facili-
tate acquisition of it, and ultimately end their need state of thirst
and goal to acquire a drink. Unconscious early-stage orienting
mechanisms emerge in ways that promote individuals’ well-
being, not necessarily the continued activation of the goal.
Selflessness of unconscious goal pursuit. We counter the

metaphoric portrayal of unconscious goals as selfish. First, uncon-
scious goals coordinate within a cooperative goal system through
multiple processes, including goal shielding. At times, a primary
goal inhibits progress on another goal with which it is incompati-
ble. Although dominance of the primary goal may be regarded as
selfish, the circumstances under which inhibition occurs suggest it
is not. Primary goals do not inhibit secondary goals indiscrimi-
nately; instead they often selflessly facilitate compatible secondary
goals (e.g., Shah 2003). Inhibition occurs only when secondary
goals are antagonistic with individuals’ needs and well-being.
For example, weight-loss goals inhibit pleasure-eating goals (Fish-
bach et al. 2003). Egalitarian goals inhibit stereotyping goals (Mos-
kowitz & Li 2011). Studying goals inhibit socializing goals (Aarts
et al. 2007). Inhibition is not an act of a primary goal’s selfish
nature, but an act of shielding an individual from undesired
obstacles and distractions.

Second, unconscious goals coordinate by relying on processes
that are mutually beneficial for pursuit of multiple goals.
Indeed, there are multiple behaviors, choices, or thoughts
people can use to attain a single goal – a quality known as equifin-
ality. For example, individuals who hold the goal to be a good
kisser might frequently apply lip balm, read magazines for tips,
and brush their teeth after every meal. Yet individuals pursue a
given goal in manners that can facilitate the simultaneous
pursuit of more than one goal. The means selected are those
that have compounded value by being able to allow multiple
goals to reach fulfillment – a quality referred to as multifinality.
Individuals may prioritize tooth brushing to meet the goal to
kiss well and maintain dental health. Indeed, goal-directed beha-
viors are valued highly when they can serve multiple goals and are
valued less highly when they serve only a single goal (Chun et al.
2011). Rather than selfishly pursuing the means to one goal at the
expense of others, unconscious processes coordinate in pursuit of
the simultaneous completion of multiple goals.

To be sure, the metaphor of the selfish goal could be sustained
in light of the literature just reviewed. Indeed, selfish motives do
drive other forms of prosocial responding (e.g., Cialdini et al.
1987). It is possible that goals hold parasitic relationships with
one another. One goal might coordinate with a second goal only
to selfishly reap the benefits of the compounded value that such
coordination affords.

Nonetheless, a third literature leads to the conclusion that goals
are not selfish but instead suicidal. Rather than attempting to pre-
serve themselves, goals seek to end themselves. To be sure, goals
are strong; they remain accessible as time passes (Bargh et al.
2001) and do not dissipate if disrupted (e.g., Zeigarnik 1927).
However, goal striving decays quickly after individuals attain
their goals (e.g., Cesario et al. 2006; Förster et al. 2007; Martin
& Tesser 2009; Moskowitz 2002; Moskowitz et al. 2011; Wicklund
& Gollwitzer 1982). That is, goals die once completed. They do
not seek to selfishly propagate their own existence, but instead
seem compelled to work toward self-termination and, in so
doing, deliver well-being and need-fulfillment.
Summary. H&B thoroughly review the principles that underlie

unconscious goal pursuit that have overhauled psychological
characterizations of human motivation. We question, though,
whether it is appropriate to cast aside consciousness and to
brand unconscious goal pursuit as inherently selfish. Unconscious
goals promote well-being through early mechanisms, in coordi-
nation with other goals, at the risk of their own demise. Unlike
genes, goals are inherently unselfish. They are servants of the
higher-order needs of the individual, selflessly working to
promote well-being.
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Winner takes it all: Addiction as an example for
selfish goal dominance
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Abstract:Here we argue that the selfish goal concept may well be suitable
to explain inconsistencies not only in micro-behaviors, but also in the gross
behavioral repertoire of an individual, which is often associated with
psychopathologies, such as addiction. Neurophysiological evidence for
pathological conditions like addiction emerged, and this evidence may
also serve as an explanatory model for normal behaviors.

In their target article, Huang & Bargh (H&B) suggest an interest-
ing comparison between genes and goals. Inspired from the selfish
gene theory, which proposes that genes are in competition for sur-
vival and reproduction and that the phenotypic organism only
serves as a “survival machine” (Dawkins 1976), they inquire in
how far a similar framework might work for behavioral goals.
The starting point for this argument appears in the observation
that humans can pursue different goals. Because we cannot
observe “goals” directly, we have to infer them from observing
goal-directed behaviors. Individual goals develop and try to get
access to behavioral output, which results in a behavioral pheno-
type. Importantly, there is usually only one behavior that can be
emitted at a time, no matter how many goals are established in
the organism. It appears all too obvious that there must be
some sort of competition between distinct goals for access to be-
havioral output, in particular because single goals can be counter-
acting and resulting in behaviors that rule out one another. This
goal competition was now taken to a new level by H&B by assign-
ing every goal an innate “selfishness.” Thus, goals are selfish and
“fight” for their access to behavioral output. H&B argue that
this competition is the reason for often inconsistent behaviors
with highly disadvantageous components for the individual.

Here, we ask whether the selfish goal concept may well be suit-
able not only to explain inconsistencies in micro-behaviors, but
also in the gross behavioral repertoire of an individual. This is
often (but not always) associated with psychopathologies. In a
human being with a “normal” behavioral repertoire, one can
observe a certain number of goals acting with a balanced influence
on behavioral output. This results in a behavioral phenotype that
displays a number of distinct goal-directed behaviors. The fre-
quency of each of them depends on whether they are rewarded
or punished by the environment. Thereby, an increase in the fre-
quency of one behavior usually means a decrease in the frequency
of other behaviors, which may be seen as a behavioral compe-
tition. This competition of behaviors may directly reflect a compe-
tition of the goals at neuronal level in the brain. Although a
majority of humans can maintain a certain amount of rewarded
goal-directed behaviors, for some individuals this balance
becomes unusually polarized. In that case one “very selfish” goal
has taken control over the behavioral repertoire. Likewise, at
neuronal level one goal representation might inhibit all others in
a “collateral inhibition” for access to behavioral output. This
imbalance may occasionally result in a “successful behavioral phe-
notype,” for example, in a professional tennis player, who is
playing tennis all the time wishing to win as many tournaments
as possible, but suppressing most other behavioral alternatives.
Quite often, however, selfish goal dominance may result in psy-
chopathologies, such as drug addiction.

Drug addiction is a syndrome in which the seeking and taking of
psychoactive drugs has gained higher priority than virtually all
other normally important behaviors. In that, drug addiction is a
good example of how mostly unconscious goals, which were

developed in instrumental and classical conditioning processes
(Robbins et al. 2008; White 1996), may dominate conscious
goals of becoming abstinent and spending more time with other
activities. For drug addiction, there is now a fairly good under-
standing of how subconscious goals dominate cognitive ones at
neurophysiological level. This may, in turn, inform theories of
normal goal competition. Addictive drugs can induce a learning-
like neuronal plasticity already after a single administration at
synapses of the mesolimbic reward system (Saal et al. 2003;
Ungless et al. 2001). During repeated drug administration,
classical and instrumental learning processes for goal-directed
behaviors are established. Thus, stimulus (S)-response (R) associ-
ations are formed, which establish the goal of “mental state
change” by means of a drug and further elaborated drug use
mechanisms (Müller & Schumann 2011).
However, conscious goal representations may also be formed

after only a single drug exposition, by establishing an episodic
memory of a desirable drug-induced mental state (Müller 2013).
At physiological level, there is an increase in dendritic branching
and synaptic spine density in neurons of the reward circuitry,
but also in neocortical structures (Robinson & Kolb 2004). Impor-
tantly, this drug-induced neuronal plasticity prevents establish-
ment of neuronal plasticity induced by natural stimuli learning
(Kolb et al. 2003). Here one may speculate whether this may be
one site where drug-goals become “selfish,” that is, by suppressing
establishment of plasticity and learning directed toward alterna-
tive reinforces. Drug addiction requires long-term drug consump-
tion with an escalation of the consumption and a loss of control
over this behavior (American Psychiatric Association 1994). The
loss of control may be seen as a goal conflict or as an imposition
of one goal over the other in which the unconscious goal of
“harm avoidance” and the conscious goal of “abstinence” lose influ-
ence on the unconscious goal of “drug taking” and the conscious
goal of “changing the state of mind” (Müller & Schumann 2011).
Why do these goals lose out? At physiological level, there is evi-

dence that the initially outcome-controlled behavior of drug
taking eventually becomes a cue-controlled habit. It is no longer
dependent on the actual effects of the drugs, but depends
mainly on drug predicting stimuli. This was shown to be mediated
by a neuroanatomical loop projection from the nucleus accum-
bens to the ventral tegmental area and from there to the dorsal
striatum (Belin & Everitt 2008; Haber et al. 2000). Habits are
controlled by the dorsal striatum and are difficult to suppress by
neocortical inhibitory projections (Knowlton et al. 1996). Further-
more, in drug addiction, prefrontal function and behavioral
control decline steadily, possibly by a reduction of its serotonergic
and dopaminergic innervation (Müller et al. 2010; Pelloux et al.
2012). This reduces prefrontal inhibition of striatal circuits and
allows for a more compulsive pursuit of habit-like behaviors. In
other words, cortically represented goals are weakened and lose
their influence on behavioral output while striatally represented
goals become superdominant. Altogether, we suggest that these
pathways (Belin et al. 2009) may serve as one physiological base
for H&B’s conscious and unconscious competition of goals that
appear indeed “selfish” when their impact on behavioral output
is considered.

Unconscious goals: Specific or unspecific?
The potential harm of the goal/gene analogy
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Abstract: Huang & Bargh’s (H&B’s) definition of goals is ambiguous
between “specific goals” – the end-state of a token action I am about to
perform – and “unspecific goals” – the end-state of an action-type
(without specifying how this would be achieved). The analogy with
selfish genes pushes the authors towards the former interpretation, but
the latter would provide a more robust theoretical framework.

The central rhetorical device of the target article is the similarity
between selfish genes that often work against the interests of the
organism that carries them and our selfish goals that often work
against our interests. Although this selfish gene/selfish goal
analogy is supposed to be merely illustrative (and the authors
presumably do not endorse any strong version of evolutionary
epistemology), I will argue that the analogy does more harm
than good. More precisely, I will argue that Huang & Bargh’s
(H&B’s) definition of goals as “mental representations of
desired end-states” (sect. 2.2, para. 2) is ambiguous, and the
selfish gene analogy pushes the authors to resolve this ambiguity
in the less promising direction.

The definition of goals as “mental representations of desired
end-states” is ambiguous between what could be called “specific
goals,” where the represented end-state is the end-state of a
token action I am about to perform, and “unspecific goals,”
where it is the represented end-state of an action-type that
would satisfy my desire (without specifying how that would be
achieved). To use an example, if I am hungry, I can have an
unspecific goal of filling my stomach with something (which is left
unspecified) or a specific goal of eating this particular piece of cho-
colate cake right in front of me. The ambiguity is not just a feature
of the definition H&B give, but they also use examples of these two
different kinds of goals interchangeably throughout the article.

The specific goal interpretation of the Selfish Goal Theory
makes the analogy with selfish genes very straightforward. Goals
in this sense are self-contained entities that strive to be fulfilled,
often at the expense of our interests. And this sounds very
similar to the conception of genes as self-contained entities that
replicate themselves. Leaving the huge debate in evolutionary
biology and philosophy of biology aside about just how self-con-
tained entities genes are and whether they should really be
taken to replicate themselves (but see Godfrey-Smith 2000;
Nanay 2002; 2011), what really matters for the purposes of the
target article is that in only a smallish portion of the examples
do H&B use a specific goal in the sense of being self-contained.
In the majority of the examples, the goal is very much unspecific
and it is specified by mental states that are not part of the goal
itself.

The difference boils down to a difference in what general
picture of motivation one endorses. If we accept the self-sufficient
specific goal picture, then the only mental state that is needed to
motivate us to act is this specific goal. If I have a specific goal of
eating this particular chocolate cake, this motivates me to act.
But here is a more flexible model that H&B often slide into
(and they are right to do so). Two things are needed for motivating
us to act: an unspecific goal (of, say, wanting to eat something) and
a separate representation of something edible in front of us. If this
unspecific goal and this “action-oriented representation” are com-
bined, the action is performed.

Just what these “action-oriented representations” are (for
example, whether they can be perceptual states) I would like to
leave open. They are representations of the objects in the
agent’s environment that could be used to achieve the unspecific
goal. They are not themselves “representations of a desired end-
state” – they are representations of means of achieving this
desired end-state. And they do not themselves motivate us to
act. We are only motivated to act if we have both an unspecific
goal and an “action-oriented representation” (see Jeannerod
1997, who calls these “visuomotor representations” and Nanay
2013 who calls them “pragmatic representations”).

Which picture of motivation should we choose? H&B them-
selves seem to be conflicted about this – they seem to go back
and forth between these two frameworks, depending on the

examples they analyze. But the overall selfish gene analogy
pushes them towards the self-sufficient specific goal picture. I
argue that this is a mistake and the logic of many of their own
examples would demand that they use the more flexible unspecific
goal plus action-oriented representation picture.

Everything H&B say can be formulated in this framework: The
unspecific goal can be unconscious, and the action-oriented rep-
resentation can also be (and most often it is) unconscious
(Dehaene et al. 1998; Goodale 2011; Jeannerod 1997; Nanay
2013). So we get a more nuanced picture about the relation
between the conscious and the unconscious processes that lead
to action. To put it very simply, both the unspecific goal and the
action-oriented representation can be unconscious. And often
both of them are.

Sometimes we have an unspecific goal and this influences the
action-oriented representation we form (say, we are hungry and
look around in the fridge to see what we can eat). Some other
time, the action-oriented representation comes first and this trig-
gers the unspecific goal (say, you walk past a café and see a deli-
cious cake in the window that makes you want to eat). H&B
themselves analyze those very interactions in the target article,
but they can only be made sense of if there are two mental
states that can interact in these two different ways (and not just
one), that is, in the more flexible unspecific goal plus action-
oriented representation framework. They would be better off
using this way of framing their claims instead of the more
catchy but ultimately misleading (and from an evolutionary
biology/philosophy of biology point of view, somewhat suspicious)
analogy with selfish genes.

The selfish goal meets the selfish gene
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Abstract: The connection between selfish genes and selfish goals is not
merely metaphorical. Many goals that shape contemporary cognition
and behavior are psychological products of evolutionarily fundamental
motivational systems and thus are phenotypic manifestations of genes.
An evolutionary perspective can add depth and nuance to our
understanding of “selfish goals” and their implications for human
cognition and behavior.

Huang &Bargh (H&B) draw an analogy between selfish genes and
selfish goals. Just as genes “selfishly” build organisms to promote
their own replication (and not necessarily in the best interests of
the organism within whom these genes reside), goals “selfishly”
shape cognition and behavior to promote their own attainment
(even though this may retard progress toward other goals that
individuals might hold dear). The analogy is both clever and
useful, and underscores important insights such as the reconfi-
guration principle (the idea that an activated goal constrains indi-
vidual’s information processing in predictably goal-centric ways).
But the connection between selfish genes and selfish goals is
not merely metaphorical. An evolutionary perspective on human
motivation implies deep connections between the selfish replica-
tion of genes and the selfish impact of goals on human psychology.
Key principles of goal-directed cognition can be understood more
completely, and their implications predicted more thoroughly,
when located within an evolutionary perspective.
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The human mind has the capacity to generate a nearly unlim-
ited number of goals. Many of these goals have no obvious impli-
cations for, or connection to, genetic reproduction (e.g., the goal
of reading, and indeed writing, this commentary). But a great
many other goals are linked to specific motivational systems that
evolved because, in ancestral populations, they promoted affec-
tive, cognitive, and behavioral outcomes that facilitated replication
of the genes that built these systems. These fundamental motiva-
tional systems –which include motives governing food intake, self-
protection, disease-avoidance, social affiliation, mate seeking,
mate retention, and child-rearing – reflect a relatively small set
of specific fitness-relevant challenges recurrent across our evol-
utionary history (Aunger & Curtis 2013; Bernard et al. 2005;
Kenrick et al. 2010).

These fitness-relevant challenges are qualitatively distinct and
require distinct kinds of behavioral responses in order to be suc-
cessfully met. (As many of us are painfully aware, behavioral strat-
egies that facilitate the initial attraction of a mate may be useless
when it comes to maintaining a long-term relationship with that
mate.) Indeed, behaviors that facilitate progress toward meeting
some fitness-relevant challenges may actually retard progress
toward others. The context-contingent activation of goal states
plays a vital role in promoting adaptive behavior, and it does so
by constraining the perceptual, cognitive, and decision-making
processes that govern behavioral responses. It does this not just
by facilitating specific goal-consistent perceptual attunements
and cognitive biases, but also by inhibiting other attunements
and biases that might otherwise energize behavioral progress
toward other (less immediately pertinent) goals instead. The
reconfiguration principle is rooted in the soil of these evolved
motivational systems.

The evolutionary perspective is useful not merely because it
provides an ultimate rationale for goal-directed constraints on
cognition; it is useful because it provides a deductive framework
within which hypotheses can be generated (and empirical discov-
eries made) about exactly how specific goal states constrain
specific aspects of cognition. There is an enormous body of
empirical literature that documents numerous ways in which the
activation of evolutionary fundamental goal states adaptively con-
strains a wide range of cognitive phenomena, especially in the
realm of social cognition (Neuberg et al. 2013; Neuberg & Schal-
ler, in press).

To illustrate, consider the results of several research projects
that have proceeded from observations about the specific ways
in which specific categories of people have, in ancestral ecologies,
posed threats to individuals’ fitness. For example, male members
of tribal out-groups historically posed a predatory threat to phys-
ical safety. In most contemporary human ecologies, this threat is
small, yet the self-protection motivational system that responds
to predatory threats remains attuned to perceptual cues connoting
out-group status, with consequences for social cognition. For
example, when a self-protection goal becomes active (even if by
incidental events irrelevant to intergroup interactions, such as
watching a frightening movie or being in a darkened room),
non-black perceivers are especially likely to have danger-connot-
ing stereotypes of African Americans implicitly activated into
working memory (Schaller et al. 2003), to misperceive anger in
the objectively neutral facial expressions of black men (Maner
et al. 2005), and to identify racially ambiguous angry male faces
as black (Miller et al. 2010).

These perceptual and cognitive biases are functionally distinct
from the perceptual and cognitive biases that emerge when a
person becomes concerned with disease. For example, when a
disease-avoidant goal is active, individuals are more visually atten-
tive to disfigured faces (Ackerman et al. 2009). They also become
more likely to implicitly associate disease-connoting semantic con-
cepts with categories of people who appear superficially to deviate
from a subjectively “normal” appearance – including people who
are old, physically disabled, or obese (Schaller & Neuberg
2012). There are additional cognitive consequences of a disease-

avoidant goal state, which follow from the fact that, historically,
many cultural norms and traditions served as buffers against
disease transmission (Fabrega 1997). Consequently, when a
disease-avoidance goal is active, individuals are more attracted
to conformists, judge norm violations to be more morally wrong,
and endorse more conservative (i.e., more tradition-preserving)
sociopolitical attitudes (Helzer & Pizarro 2011; Murray & Schaller
2012).
Those last results highlight an important point: active goals

(such as disease-avoidance) can constrain aspects of cognition
that are transparently pertinent to the goal (e.g., attitudinal aver-
sion to people who appear unhealthy), but they can also constrain
aspects of cognition that, at first glance, may not seem so pertinent
(e.g., conformist attitudes) – except when located within an evol-
utionary framework.
It is true that many goals are responsive just to the fleeting

incentives of the here and now, and may have only minimal con-
nection to evolutionary fundamental motives of the sorts we ident-
ified above. But it is also true that many goals are products of these
evolved, fundamental motivational systems. These goals are not
merely analogous to selfish genes. They are, instead, phenotypic
manifestations of motivational systems encoded within and built
by selfish genes. By carefully considering the implications of the
causal connection between selfish genes and selfish goals, we
can more expertly predict the consequences that these goals can
have on human cognition and behavior.

Goals reconfigure cognition by modulating
predictive processes in the brain
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Abstract: I applaud Huang & Bargh’s (H&B’s) theory that places goals at
the center of cognition, and I discuss two ingredients missing from that
theory. First, I argue that the brains of organisms much simpler than
those of humans are already configured for goal achievement in situated
interactions. Second, I propose a mechanistic view of the “reconfiguration
principle” that links the theory with current views in computational
neuroscience.

The brain mechanisms supporting the achievement of human-
level goals are sophistications of the neuronal architectures used
by our evolutionary ancestors for situated interaction. These
simple organisms had to select adaptive action rapidly; and for
this purpose, a brain design based on a staged perception-cogni-
tion-action pipeline was probably too slow. A better design
could be a basic (but robust) control-theoretic loop with several
operations deploying in parallel and influencing each other; for
example, an “affordance competition” architecture that specifies
and selects multiple potential action plans in parallel under the
biasing influence of current goal and motivation contexts (Cisek
& Kalaska 2010).
This embodied view encourages seeing all cognitive processes

through the lens of action and goal achievement. Here, the
main role of perception is signaling opportunities for achieving
valuable goals through action, not providing an objective rep-
resentation of the external environment (Gibson 1979; Proffitt
2006). Memory, too, is in the service of action and goals: it inte-
grates patterns of past interaction with current perception to
provide context for goal selection and achievement (Glenberg
1997; Verschure 2012).
From this perspective, the brains of simple organisms are

already well configured for goal achievement in situated
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interactions. More complex cognitive architectures (including
human) might be elaborations of this initial brain design, but
each would retain the initial design’s essential aspects (Pezzulo
& Castelfranchi 2007; 2009). However, this view leaves unex-
plained how higher animals achieve increasingly more complex
goals (e.g., distal, abstract) and with higher behavioral flexibility.

One hypothesis is that increasingly more complex forms of goal-
directedness might result from the progressive improvement of
predictive abilities, which permitted incorporating future events
in decision and action control (Pezzulo 2011). Here, I elaborate
on that idea and argue that goals “configure” cognitive processing
by controlling the predictive dynamics of the brain.

The notions of prediction and prediction error are ubiquitous in
computational neuroscience theories, including those for percep-
tual processing (e.g., predictive coding), motivation and reward
(e.g., reinforcement learning), and action control (e.g., internal
modeling) and its dysfunctions (Frith et al. 2000). Ultimately,
the brain could be seen as a prediction machine (Bar 2007;
Friston 2010; Pezzulo 2008); still it cannot predict everything.

I propose that the current goals define the relevant dimensions
along which predictions are generated and prediction errors are
monitored and corrected. For example, goals determine which
expectations have value and should be fulfilled, which events
should be predicted and which errors monitored, how prediction
errors should be evaluated (e.g., as good or bad), and what should
be learned from them. In sum, goals can bias all cognitive pro-
cesses by channeling predictions toward goal-relevant events.
Below I discuss representative theories assigning goals a role in
“(re)configuring” cognition and link them within a common pre-
diction-based framework.

In an early cybernetic model of goal-directedness, the TOTE,
the discrepancy between desired (goal) and actual (sensed) state
triggers a goal-directed action (Miller et al. 1960; Pezzulo et al.
2007). Thus, goals determine what errors are monitored and
what actions minimize them; but they do not directly modulate
predictive and perceptual processes.

Ideomotor theories recognize those links and argue that actions
are controlled by goals, which are coded as distal action effects
(Hommel et al. 2001). When a goal is selected, goal-related
feature dimensions are “intentionally weighted” and have a stron-
ger impact on perceptual processing and response selection
(Memelink & Hommel 2013). “Reconfiguration” happens
because goal selection enhances the salience of effect-related
(goal-related) sensory events and modulates attention to these
events. Similar hypothesis are advanced in theories of selective
attention and top-down control (Desimone & Duncan 1995;
Miller & Cohen 2001).

Goals have also motivational aspects that influence perception
and action. A recent theory emphasizes that perception can
combine external (sensory) and interoceptive (drive- and goal-
related) signals, so that a mismatch between an internal need
(e.g., hunger) and sensory stimuli (e.g., no food) modulates the
importance of the visual signals (Montague & King-Casas 2007;
Pezzulo 2013), and attention can be deployed to goal-relevant
events (Mysore & Knudsen 2011). Motivational factors influence
action selection, too, using a mechanism that minimizes reward
prediction errors through reinforcement learning (Dayan &
Balleine 2002) and during planning (Pezzulo et al. 2013; Solway
& Botvinick 2012).

All of those seemingly disconnected ideas can be reconciled
within the prediction-based framework of active inference
(Friston 2005; 2010). In this framework, goals correspond to prob-
abilistic (Bayesian) priors at high hierarchical layers of the brain
and are achieved by steering actions that minimize prediction
errors between the priors (goals) and the current state. Brain hier-
archies encode internal models at multiple timescales that give
flexibility and context for goal achievement. Perception compares
competing perceptual hypotheses by generating predictions at
higher hierarchical levels, comparing the predictions with
sensory stimuli, and using the prediction errors for hypothesis

selection. Doing so permits reducing uncertainty in the sensor-
ium, which is necessary for accurate action. Performing a com-
plete perceptual processing is too costly; however, it can also be
unnecessary as only few perceptual hypotheses correspond to
highly valued goals. Thus, during perceptual inference, goals
control which aspects of the sensorium should be made less
uncertain and bias perception toward the states of affairs that
realize the agent goals with higher probability (and as a side
effect, they produce an “optimism bias”, Sharot et al. 2011). In
other words, goals can modulate perception and behavior by reg-
ulating attention and affordance selection; in the active inference
framework, this corresponds to optimizing the precision (inverse
variance) of the relevant parts of the sensory and proprioceptive
data (Feldman & Friston 2010). From this perspective, percep-
tion signals where value (i.e., the opportunity to achieve a goal)
is and permits picking up affordances and achieving goals.

A challenge for this framework is explaining increasingly more
complex, human-level forms of goal-directedness, often linked to
prefrontal function and cognitive control. An initial hypothesis is
that cognitive control might essentially replicate the active infer-
ence scheme, but in a “covert” (simulated) form (Pezzulo 2012).
The covert process allows generating goals that need not be
achieved immediately but are retained in prospective memory
until there is an opportunity to achieve them. The goals generated
through this process might use the aforementioned precision-
weighting mechanisms to influence cognitive processing over
the long timescales required to achieve distal objectives; at least,
unless another “selfish” goal takes control.
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Cui bono? Selfish goals need to pay their way
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Abstract: The target article falls short of explaining the phenomena,
including motivational conflict, that it sets out to. The two main reasons
for this are: (1) It is unclear in what sense goals are “selfish”; (2) We
need an account of how selfish goals motivate people. If selfish goals are
not in the replication business, then what is in it for them? And if they
do not offer people something that they want, how do they ever
influence what people do?

The proposal in the target article risks not explaining the phenom-
ena, including motivational conflict, that it claims to. There are
two related reasons for this. First, it is not clear enough in what
sense goals might be “selfish,” or what incentives they respond
to. Secondly, the proposal lacks an account of how selfish goals
motivate individual people, including how they compete with
other incentives to which people respond.

Goals are apparently selfish in a way “analogous” to Dawkins’s
(1976) use with reference to genes. Dawkins argued that to under-
stand much of biology, it was necessary to take the perspective of
the units of heredity. These are “selfish” in the sense that their
only interest is in being replicated. Serving this interest sometimes
makes demands that oppose the well-being of the individual car-
rying them. Dawkins focuses mostly on units of biological inheri-
tance – genes – but also speculates that there may be analogously
selfish cultural replicators or “memes.” In the case of memes, as
with genes, selection processes favour efficient replicators, irre-
spective of whether this serves the interest of the “host.” In
both cases it is clear in what sense the replicators are selfish and
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what is “in it for them.” The game of life pays replicators with
copies of themselves, and the various individuals in which they
occur are means to that end. The interests of these replicators
are not appreciated by the replicators themselves, but are well
defined in evolutionary game theory where payoffs are numbers
of descendants (Maynard-Smith 1982).

The target article carefully avoids using the term “meme” and
makes almost no reference to replication (except in the context
of glossing Dawkins’s popularization of gene-centric selection).
This suggests that the sense in which goals are selfish analogously
with genes is not the same as Dawkins’ existing meme analogy. But
if selfish goals do not have a primary interest in replication, what
are their interests? Goals, we are told, represent “end-states” and
succeed by being pursued and/or by being completed.

This proposal needs to answer two crucial questions. First, what
is “in it” for goals such that pursuit and completion constitute an
incentive? Second, how might selfish goals compete for control
of an individual?

It is difficult to discern an answer to the first question, or even
clues as to what it might be, in the target article. If selfish goals
are not replicators and are furthermore in some sense separate
from the person they occupy, then they can be rewarded neither
with copies of themselves nor in whatever subjective utility the
person responds to. (In any event, in the latter case they would
not be selfish at all – they would simply be the person’s preferences.)

The second question is, if anything, even more important. The
various (finite) degrees of freedom of any human represent a
scarce resource that has alternative uses. That is to say the
problem of behavior allocation is essentially economic (Shizgal
2012). Some of the processes that implement allocation are per-
ipheral and relatively encapsulated, but most are not. The behav-
ior allocations of people are undoubtedly sensitive to costs and
payoffs, even if it is a matter of controversy what specific economic
model humans instantiate. In addition, there is mounting evi-
dence that contemplating or selecting both desirable and aversive
options in a wide range of modalities (including money, delayed
money, risky money, food, drink, pain, looking at attractive
faces, and social reputation) is consistently associated with activity
proportional to behaviorally inferred desirability in a single brain
region (for a recent review, see Levy & Glimcher 2012). Indepen-
dent of this specific evidence, the motor areas of the brain consti-
tute a final common path for control processes, plausibly requiring
any candidate deployment of the agent’s capacities to compete on
the same terms as the others.

These considerations apply to selfish goals. The options avail-
able to a person (including end-states of goals) are often com-
posed of complex mixtures of components (money, food, sex,
status, etc.) and in different modalities. Their availability could
be immediate or delayed, and they can be subject to risk. The
costs of options also vary in magnitude and type (effort, money,
pain, delay, etc.) and may themselves be multimodal (e.g., includ-
ing both monetary cost and delay). Making choices in even an
approximately efficient way requires trading off these multimodal
options by reference to their net costs and benefits. Arguably,
solving that problem is a significant part of what brains are for.
Unless selfish goals are to be epiphenomenal, therefore, they
need to compete along with the already recognized sources of
subjective utility (or reward, or reinforcement), and they need
to do so somewhere along the recognized pathways for behavioral
control.

These factors appear to make almost no impact on the argu-
ment in the target article, where there is no mention whatsoever
of utility, incentive, consumption, pleasure, or risk, and merely
solitary and passing references to pain, reinforcement, and
reward. But selfish goals need to motivate the agents that they
occupy, and to do so they need to pay their way in some kind of
incentive to which those agents are responsive.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that even non-selfish goals can
come into conflict and that people motivated purely by their own
incentives can exhibit inconsistency over time. The most banal of

objectives can be mutually exclusive (resting and working, specia-
lizing and generalizing). All that is needed to explain some conflict,
that is, is that not all desires (even those of a self) can be satisfied.
In addition, the ways we price the costs of various ways of being
separated from a reward (by delay, risk, effort, etc.) can them-
selves be a source of inconsistency. This has been most extensively
studied in the case of delayed rewards, where there is consider-
able evidence that humans discount rewards that will be received
later (Ainslie 1992; Kable & Glimcher 2007) in a manner that cor-
responds more closely to a hyperbolic than exponential function.
The mere passage of time, that is, can change the ranking of pre-
ferences within a single person.
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Abstract: The Selfish Goal model challenges traditional agentic models
that place conscious systems at the helm of motivation. We highlight the
need for ongoing supervision and intervention of automatic goals by
higher-order conscious systems with examples from social cognitive
affective neuroscience. We contend that interplay between automatic
and supervisory systems is required for adaptive human behavior.

Huang & Bargh (H&B) challenge traditional agentic models that
place conscious systems at the helm of motivation. Their Selfish
Goal Theory sees an agent as a decentralized population of
goals –mental representations of desired end-states that are auto-
matically cued by environmental contexts. Importantly, on this
picture, most motivated behavior arises from complex interactions
between multitudes of goals that are constantly being activated
and executed according to situation and context. Conscious
systems by contrast are claimed to play a limited and peripheral
role in our agentic lives.
We propose that automatic goals and conscious systems are

more closely interlinked than Selfish Goal Theory portrays.
Unconscious goals may very well be the proximate driver of be-
havior in most situations. But, in ways that we elaborate below,
maladaptive goal pursuit is often avoided because of ongoing
monitoring by higher-order systems and availability of conscious
intervention for regulation of inappropriate motives.
The relationship between automatic goals and conscious super-

visory control is vividly illustrated in cases of temptation. H&B
discuss cases in which a person’s goals are in conflict. For
example, a person has the goal of losing weight, as well as the
goal of eating an appealing dessert. More extreme instances are
found in addiction, where a person has the long-standing and
central goal of never again consuming the drug, as well as the
suddenly active goal of getting high. H&B note that goal conflict
of this kind can lead to regulation that occurs unconsciously,
i.e., automatically and without conscious awareness. Although
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unconscious or other forms of automatic regulation are certainly
real phenomena (Gross 2002; Phan & Sripada 2013), a common
feature of temptation-involving situations are hardly discussed
by H&B: Conscious, volitional self-regulation strategies are mobi-
lized to inhibit the temptation-directed motives. More broadly,
effortful top-down regulation of prepotent, automatic, or situ-
ation-cued motives is a ubiquitous phenomenon, and Selfish
Goal Theory ought to make a place for it.

We propose a dual picture of motivation that recognizes
dynamic interplay between automatic goal structures and supervi-
sory conscious systems (Chaiken & Trope 1999; Hofmann et al.
2009; Sripada 2014). Monitoring systems play a critical role in
adaptively linking the two systems. An example is the conflict
detection system implemented in the anterior cingulate cortex
(Botvinick et al. 2004). This brain regions fires in the presence
of discrepant prepotent responses (Barch et al. 2001), perform-
ance errors (Carter et al. 1998), or competing goals or judgments
(Greene et al. 2004; Seymour &McClure 2008). Activation of this
region is thought to bring online supervisory systems, typically
conscious, that bring additional cognitive resources to bear in con-
flict resolution (Botvinick et al. 2001).

Indeed, conscious supervisory systems are implicated in a range
of regulatory control processes (Gross 2002). For example,
roughly 50 neuroimaging studies have examined the phenomenon
of volitional emotion regulation (Ochsner & Gross 2005; Ochsner
et al. 2012; Phan & Sripada 2013; Swain 2011). In these studies,
participants view or hear aversive stimuli while undertaking regu-
lation strategies such as reappraisal and distancing in order to
inhibit spontaneous negative responses. These studies confirm cir-
cuits linking prefrontal and superior parietal regions, responsible
for planning and higher-order thought, with amygdala and stria-
tum, which are responsible for producing spontaneous aversive
and appetitive responses (Phan & Sripada 2013). In another
specific example, new mothers exercise regulation in responding
to the aversive stimulus of baby-cry, which is correlated with the
behavioral construct, parental sensitivity construct (Kim et al.
2011), which in turn – based on key parental brain circuits and
hormones that are activated by baby stimuli – facilitates the devel-
opment of key social brain systems in the child (Mayes et al. 2005;
Swain et al. 2004; 2011; Feldman et al. 2013).

Although H&B emphasize the automaticity of goals and uncon-
scious regulation, we believe that conscious, volitional regulation
processes such as these emotion regulation processes contribute
importantly to resolution of goal competition, especially in the
context of temptation-involving situations such as dieting and
addiction (sect. 4., paras. 1 and 2).

These observations suggests an alternative picture in which
automatic goal systems and conscious supervisory systems might
be more interlinked more tightly than H&B suggest. Selfish
Goal Theory might well be right that the preponderance of behav-
ior emerges from automatic goal processes. But these processes
are themselves at all times under constant monitoring by
higher-order systems. In key contexts – goals are in serious con-
flict; goals of substantial significance are being undertaken; goals
are pursued in contexts where error could lead to significant nega-
tive consequences – conscious supervisory systems are brought
online for additional in-depth evaluation of priorities and for
real-time adjustment and control in order to fix errors and
increase survival potential. The coordinated operation of both
systems is required for an agent to produce adaptive behavior.
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Goals are not selfish
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Abstract: The metaphor of selfish goals is misguided. Organisms can be
considered vessels that further the interests of their genes, but not
vessels that further the interests of their goals. Although goals can act at
cross-purposes to each other and to longevity, such trade-offs are
predicted by evolutionary theory. The metaphor of selfish goals provides
no purchase on this problem.

Huang & Bargh (H&B) argue that goals are “selfish” in the sense
that Dawkins (1976) proposed that genes are selfish. Although
organisms can reasonably be considered vessels that further the
interests of their genes, they cannot be considered vessels that
further the interests of their goals. Goals serve the organism –
not vice versa – and goals have no life beyond the organism (i.e.,
they have no informational component that is transmitted across
generations). Organisms evolved to have goals with survival or
reproductive value because such goals improve the organism’s
fitness, but unlike genes, goals cannot serve themselves.

The problem with the selfish goal metaphor becomes apparent
when H&B use it to guide their interpretation of research on
goals. For example, H&Bwrite, “the tension between the behavior-
al imperatives issued by the currently active goal and the other pri-
orities of the person pursuing that goal (over time and across
situations) can produce trade-offs between what is ‘good’ for the
goal being pursued versus what is ‘good’ for the individual” (sect.
4, para. 2). Such statements do not bring us any closer to under-
standing goals and their interactions because nothing is “good for
a goal.” Rather, some goals are achieved and others are not, and
achievement of some goals (e.g., satisfying a desire for sweets)
will lead to failure of others (e.g., satisfying a desire to lose weight).

This problem of how to interpret mutually incompatible goals is
compounded by H&B’s tacit assumption that an individual’s para-
mount goal is to enhance survival. For example, H&B note that
young women with a mating goal are more likely to enhance
their attractiveness through diet pills and tanning booths,
despite the fact that such activities “operate to the long-term det-
riment of the individual” (sect. 4, para. 3). H&B interpret the fact
that mating goals can undermine longevity as evidence that such
goals are acting selfishly.

The confusion here lies in H&B’s assumption that survival goals
act in the best interest of the individual and mating goals do not.
From an evolutionary perspective, however, survival is only
important to the degree that it facilitates reproduction – repro-
ductive success, not survival, is the currency of natural selection.
Indeed, this is a clear implication of Dawkins’s selfish gene argu-
ment (and later arguments about selfish genetic elements; Burt &
Trivers 2006). Thus, both survival and reproduction are in the
interest of the individual, but because the factors that enhance
one are not always the same as those that enhance the other,
there will be times when the two goals are in tension. When repro-
duction goals can be enacted well before there is any cost to sur-
vival goals – as in the case of tanning and excessive dieting – the
individual can be counted on to sacrifice long-term survival in
pursuit of reproductive opportunities.

This effect can be seen in a wide variety of biological trade-offs,
including senescence itself. Organisms age and die in part because
selection favors the allocation of resources to reproduction
over tissue maintenance and repair. Because selection pressures
diminish with age (Medawar 1952), traits that are deleterious
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for long-term survival can flourish if they have a positive effect on
reproduction. An intriguing example of such an effect can be
found in the ε4 allele of the ApoE gene. This allele leads to a
greater likelihood of developing Alzheimer’s disease late in life
(Corder et al. 1993) but, ironically, is associated with better atten-
tion and memory early in life (Han et al. 2007). As such examples
demonstrate, the goal of maximizing reproduction typically wins
out over the goal of maximizing longevity, thereby causing
genetic variants such as ApoE-ε4 to be relatively common.

Indeed, because reproduction goals are paramount, the individ-
ual will often risk immediate survival in pursuit of reproductive
opportunities. For example, men take greater physical risks
when in the presence of attractive women, and this rise in risk-
taking is mediated by increases in testosterone (Ronay & von
Hippel 2010). Similar effects can be seen in many other
animals. Because men have much greater reproductive variability
than women, and because they are much more likely than women
to leave behind no offspring at all, selection favors men who will
risk their survival in service of the goal to reproduce. Such findings
are not evidence that goals are acting selfishly at cross-purposes to
the individual who holds the goal. Rather, they are evidence for
sexual selection; genes that cause the organism to behave in a
manner that facilitates reproduction are more likely to increase
in frequency over generations. This includes genes that result in
more offspring at the expense of longevity.

If goals are not selfish, then how are we to understand the goal
conflict that H&B highlight? We suggest that the research
reviewed by H&B is better understood as individuals choosing
between competing opportunities than as the goals competing
themselves. Perhaps the most common source of goal conflict
occurs when short-term and long-term goals collide. When
people choose between short-term gains and long-term costs,
they often seem to be acting against their own self-interest in a
manner that suggests selfishness on the part of short-term goals.
But economists and evolutionary theorists agree that future
opportunities must be discounted because of their inherent
uncertainty, and thus there is strong and recurrent selection
pressure to weight the present more heavily than the future.
Such selection pressures are misapplied in cases like drug use,
when the good feelings that are produced by drugs hijack a moti-
vational system that evolved to induce organisms to pursue their
basic needs (e.g., for social status; Morgan et al. 2002). Neverthe-
less, none of these effects require that we hypothesize that the
goals themselves are selfish, and indeed such an analogy is more
likely to lead researchers astray than to serve as a useful metaphor
for evolutionary research on goal pursuit.

Should an individual composed of selfish
goals be held responsible for her actions?
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Abstract:We discuss the implications of the Selfish Goal model for moral
responsibility, arguing it suggests a form of skepticism we call the “locus
problem.” In denying that individuals contain any genuine psychological
core of information processing, the Selfish Goal model denies the
kind of locus of control intuitively presupposed by ascriptions of
responsibility. We briefly consider ways the problem might be overcome.

Recent work has sparked various forms of the worry that the facts
of human cognitive makeup lead to skepticism about free will,
moral responsibility, and whether reflective deliberation and con-
scious decisions actually influence behavior (Doris, in press; Levy

2012; Nahmias 2010; Roskies 2006; Saul 2013). Rather than
contest the substance or details of the target article, we assume
for discussion that it is on the right track and draw out one impli-
cation for common practices of holding ourselves and each other
responsible for our behaviors. We argue that the picture of an
individual person as fragmented into a cluster of autonomously
operating selfish goals competing for psychological resources
suggests an interesting kind of problem for responsibility
ascriptions.
Huang & Bargh (H&B) marshal an impressive amount of

empirical evidence in support of their Selfish Goal model, which
they articulate in terms of four principles (autonomy, reconfigura-
tion, similarity, and inconsistency). For our purposes, two features
are most important, and both focus on control and behavior. First,
although the model depicts an individual person as psychologically
fragmented (rather than integrated or unified), it does not suggest
that the individual’s actions will be utterly random or under no
control whatsoever. Nor does it suggest that those actions will
be completely detached from internal psychological processes.
Rather, a specific episode of behavior will ultimately be under
the control of a specific goal, namely, whatever goal has become
active and won the competition for access to the lower-level
machinery closer to the behavioral periphery. Importantly,
goals, in H&B’s view, are where the buck stops; they are the
highest level, most sophisticated psychological states that enter
into the production of overt behavior. There is no higher court
to appeal to, no further, more global mental entity that selects
among the goals, unifies the individual psychologically, or serves
as a more constant source of control over different goal-driven
episodes of behavior (hence, the propensity for inconsistency
that they stress). Second, althoughH&B do not deny the existence
of a self, they allow it only a severely limited function, relegating it
to the politician or public relations role of constructing rationaliz-
ations for actions that the self has no hand in selecting, producing,
or controlling. With the exception of linguistic behavior, the self is
behaviorally epiphenomenal.
This picture appears to be at odds with much everyday thought,

including the thinking about and practices surrounding moral
responsibility. According to common practices, an individual is
responsible only for those behaviors over which she has proper
control (as opposed to behaviors that are coerced, accidental, or
brutishly reflex-like). When she successfully wields such control,
the resulting behavior is an appropriate target for responsibility
ascriptions. Although there is not yet any clear consensus on the
exact form of control required, a recognizable theme is that indi-
viduals contain a stable, continuous psychological core that is the
source of this control when it is properly exercised. That is, control
is a two-part relation, with one relata being the behavior, and the
other what we will call the individual’s psychological locus. With
the term “locus,” we are trying to remain neutral on whether
one thinks of this psychological feature in terms of an individual’s
self, character, identity, Cartesian mental substance, immortal
soul, or whatever. However the notion of a locus is cashed out,
typical responsibility ascriptions presuppose that individuals
have this kind of central psychological feature. In other words,
in ascribing responsibility for an action, there is something we
are ascribing responsibility to – some central element of the indi-
vidual that is the ultimate source of the behavior and to which
responsibility attaches.
This then is the worry: the Selfish Goal Theory suggests that

individuals contain no such psychological locus, because our beha-
viors are ultimately determined by a loose collection of autono-
mously operating goals, each with its own agenda. From the
perspective of moral responsibility, neither praise nor blame for
behavior will be justified because psychologically there’s no
there there.
We do not think the locus problem is insurmountable. Even if

the Selfish Goal model is correct in denying the existence of a tra-
ditional psychological locus, there are reasons to think individuals
do have the tools to act as responsible agents. An increasingly
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prominent movement in philosophy of mind emphasizes the
embodied, distributed, social, and externalized character of
much cognition. Thinkers like Dennett (2003) and Clark (2008)
stress that even sophisticated human behaviors can be guided
by decentralized control systems that lack a stable or continuous
core (see also, Shapiro 2007). Two recent elaborations on these
themes deal more directly with moral responsibility and agency.

Doris’s (in press) dialogic conception of agency recasts the post
hoc and socially mediated rationalizations that are the domain of
H&B’s “conscious self” as in part constitutive of human agency.
For an individual to participate in this kind of moral reasoning
allows that individual’s behaviors to become self-directed, or
guided by those goals relevant to her most important values.
Thus, an individual can justifiably be held responsible for a behav-
ior even if that behavior is not under the control of, say, her
internal locus of reflective deliberation.

Ismael (2007; 2011) argues that selves should be thought of in
terms of self-governing systems. For her, the conscious self is not
merely epiphenomenal, but part of a feedback loop that evolved to
help organize and guide sophisticated behaviors. Here, the self is
not a centralized controller; rather, it is a distributed but higher-
level subsystem of the mind “perfectly compatible with a fully
decentralized understanding of lower-level processing” (Ismael
2007, p. 87).

Both projects point to conceptions of agency and behavior
control that do not rely on the existence of a traditional, stable,
centralized psychological core. If there is such thing as a “real
self” on these views, it is a dynamic, distributed sort of thing.
Although it does not guarantee complete consistency in our be-
havior, it may get us what responsibility ascriptions seem to
require. By our lights, both look well suited to accommodate
both our everyday practices of holding individuals responsible
and the Selfish Goal’s denial of a psychological locus.

Authors’ Response
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Abstract: In our response, we address commentators’ feedback
regarding the contributions and limitations of the Selfish Goal
model. We first clarify potential misunderstandings regarding
the model’s contributions and the role of consciousness.
Second, we situate evaluations of the selfish metaphor within
the similarities and differences inherent to the goal-gene
comparison. We then respond to commentators’ insights
regarding future directions and implications of our model,
particularly with respect to the broader organizational systems
in which goals may operate. Finally, we reiterate important
considerations for goal research moving forward.

If we presented one voice in the target article to describe a
goal-based model of behavior, then it seems the article

elicited (following Whitman) multitudes of perspectives.
Taken together, the twenty-six expert commentaries are a
mirror that reflects back to us important complexities and
debates inherent to the study of goals. We thank all the
commentators for their expert feedback; we have learned
tremendously from them.
In our response, we emphasize how the commentaries’

diverse viewpoints complement each other, and the
target article, more than they conflict. We clarify what
the Selfish Goal model addresses (common goal structure)
and what it does not evaluate (specific functions of con-
sciousness). Critiques of the “selfish” metaphor are
addressed by describing how both the similarities and the
incongruities offered by the goal-to-gene analogy have
the potential to inform future goal research.
With help from the commentaries, we then situate the

model’s contributions within motivational science and elab-
orate on additional mechanisms that may drive selfish goal
behavior. We also respond to the theme of goal dynamics,
which emerged in the commentaries, and make the pre-
liminary observation that control systems theory may
prove particularly instrumental when incorporating lateral
and hierarchical goal relationships into our model of
selfish goals. To conclude our response, we discuss the
implications of the present framework as it applies to indi-
viduals within social institutions and environments.

R1. Clarifications about the role of conscious
and unconscious processes

In the target article, we argue that goals are mental rep-
resentations that operate in ways that can be described as
selfish; consequently, the exact functions of consciousness
fall outside this argument. Some commentators (e.g.,Mos-
kowitz & Balcetis) appear to have misinterpreted the
article as making the claim that conscious processes are
“dispensable”; to the contrary, we proposed a model that
assumes a key role for the integrative functions of conscious
states (sect. 2.1).
Part of the misunderstanding may have arisen from our

closing remarks regarding the key role of conscious
thought in creating rationalizations and managing inconsis-
tencies (sect. 5.2), and we take this opportunity to clarify
our intent. We wanted to (1) refer readers to one promi-
nent idea about the function of consciousness (i.e., Gazza-
niga 2005) and (2) highlight that conscious understanding
of unconsciously rooted behaviors can be mistaken, with
the behavior interpreted in terms of plausibility rather
than insight (our use of the word “rationalization” empha-
sized that accuracy is not a guaranteed part of this
process; see Bar-Anan et al. 2010).
It is also possible that misreadings of our intent may

reflect the influence of another related and topical research
tradition that questions the extent to which certain psycho-
logical phenomena are conscious or unconscious (e.g.,
Newell & Shanks 2014). However, we highlighted evidence
for the existence of unconscious processes (sect. 3.2) and
similarities between conscious and unconscious goals
(sect. 3.4) to underscore a different argument – namely,
that many interesting and theory-relevant similarities exist
between the two forms of pursuit, and this knowledge
should be brought to bear on current views in motivational
science. With this clarification, we hope to minimize
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potential future misreadings of our model and refocus the
conversation toward the structure and interaction of goals
(both conscious and unconscious) as they organize a
person’s behavior.

R2. Does selfish = useful?

We especially appreciate the opportunity to discuss the
“selfish” metaphor we borrowed from Dawkins (1976) to
describe the relationship of goals to the person pursuing
them. The analogy struck a chord with reviewers, whose
responses ranged from enthusiastic support to strong reser-
vations. At the early stages of model development, we
believe a metaphor’s usefulness in behavioral science
might be judged by how it calls attention to key similarities
and differences that guide further theorizing and study, and
casts fresh eyes within an area of research (Gentner &
Grudin 1985; Hoffman et al. 1990). The analogy employed
in the target article helps accomplish both tasks, and it also
addresses other concerns voiced by the commentaries.
Specifically, the selfish metaphor conveys a number of key

similarities between goals and genes, including notions of
independence, the existence of a smaller “selectable” unit
of analysis, multiple autonomous units co-existing within a
single entity, and competition and cooperation between
units. Many commentaries responded positively to these
concepts and the model inspired by the analogy (e.g.,
Becker & Kenrick; Conroy-Beam & Buss; Cuzen,
Fineberg, & Stein [Cuzen et al.]; Eitam & Higgins;
Hirsh; Kay & Jost; Mazzone; and Neuberg & Schaller).
Their insights, and the promising directions they offer for
future research, are discussed in sections below.
Interestingly, clinically oriented commentators were

especially likely to endorse the analogy and/or the model
it inspired. This may be – at least partially – because mul-
tiple clinical interventions employ a similar focus on the
mechanistic underpinnings of behavior when trying to
effect change in the patient him or herself. For example,
the disease model of addiction de-emphasizes the extent
to which patients’ destructive behavioral patterns (e.g.,
gambling) are framed as issues of personal responsibility
or shame. Therapeutic interventions highlight the specific
steps that a patient must follow to fix his or her current
state (regardless of how that patient got there). Other clini-
cal approaches, such as motivational interviewing, similarly
shift focus away from substance use as a fundamental issue
of willpower (or lack thereof), and instead encourage
patients to understand the costs and benefits associated
with using, and those involved in quitting. Consequently,
our model may have especially appealed to researchers
who regularly develop interventions based on the nuts
and bolts of behavior.
It is less clear to us, however, why the utility of the selfish

metaphor should hinge on questions of evolutionary
biology. Mattei criticized our model for relying on the
empirical validity of Dawkins’s original selfish gene
theory, which is “at best, [an] unproven biological para-
digm.” In our target article we specified that the compari-
son between goals and genes was an analogy and that
questions regarding specific mechanisms of evolution fall
outside the scope of our argument.
A number of commentators voiced more serious

concerns that the metaphor was misleading because

discrepancies exist between a gene’s interests (vis-à-vis
the individual) and a goal’s interests (e.g., Fedyk &
Kushnir; and Merker). For example, Merker noted that
goals cannot be selfish exactly as genes are said to be
selfish, because genetic self-interest is defined by its host-
independence (ability to exist independent of the individual
organism), whereas a goal cannot exist outside of the
person who pursues it. Spurrett additionally questioned
how goals are to be “rewarded” as genes are rewarded
through replication along a similar vein.
It is important to note that even imperfect analogies can

prove useful if the dissimilarities help generate new ideas
for research (e.g., Cornelissen 2004; Hoffman et al.
1990). Social science provides examples where both simi-
larities and dissimilarities between compared domains
lead to productive lines of research. For example, natural
selection within population ecology has provided a useful
platform to conceptualize organizational behavior (Ambur-
gey & Rao 1996; Hannan & Freeman 1977). Understand-
ing that organizations succeed or fail as if they were living
beings highlights key similarities between the domains
such as dependence on the environment, competition for
limited resources, and stages of existence which relate to
health and age. Of course, organizations are not exactly
like species; species adapt through genetic mechanisms,
whereas organizations change through learning processes.
Knowing the mismatch exists, however, inspired the event-
ual identification of “active” and “passive” learning pro-
cesses unique to organizational adaptation (e.g., Stopford
2003).
The strength model of self-control (Baumeister et al.

1998) also provides examples in which evoked similarities
and dissimilarities serve as foundations for productive
research lines on willpower (Baumeister et al. 2007;
Hagger et al. 2010). Conceptualizing self-control as a
muscle nicely captures similarities between the two
domains, including dependence on a limited resource, pos-
sibilities for short-term impairment, vulnerability to
extreme usage, and potential improvement given long-
term training. Moreover, the dissimilarities between will-
power and muscle-power are also interesting. Biological
resources do not explain self-regulatory abilities exactly as
they do physical acts, leading Job and colleagues (2010;
see also Molden et al. 2012) to discover that participants’
lay theories about willpower have the unique potential to
predict whether they will be successful at self-regulatory
tasks. Importantly, the authors themselves saw these
results as offering promising lines of future research,
rather than necessarily challenging the overall utility of
the muscle metaphor.
Just as organizations adapt in a different manner than

species-related change, and willpower is distinct from
muscle strength, a goal’s selfishness will differ from the
exact definition of self-interest as applied to genes
(Dawkins 1976). Consequently, although we acknowledge
Merker’s point that a goal cannot be self-interested
exactly as Dawkins defined it within the gene-individual
relationship, we nevertheless maintain that an appropri-
ately contextualized concept of goal-selfishness provides
directions for insights into motivational science.
Specifically, key comparisons should be made between

genes and the (physical) individual organism, and goals
and an individual’s corpus of behavior. Appreciating that
any selfishness of goals must occur within an individual’s
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corpus of behavior (as opposed to across generations of
individual organisms) focuses our inquiry on observable
replication-like effects within a person’s lifetime. Indeed,
research suggests that a long-term consequence of achiev-
ing a goal is that one typically becomes more strongly
motivated to pursue that goal in the future (as held
by self-efficacy and other theories; e.g., Bandura 1977).
A combination of effects associated with success at goal
pursuit can theoretically produce a goal-perpetuation
effect, or literally a replication of the goal into the future,
in which goals that are successful become stronger,
whereas those not as successful became weaker based on
performance feedback from the environments frequented
by the person. Put another way, what is “in it” for goals is
to be pursued more often; and the prediction that
success at a given goal pursuit begets future successful iter-
ations is in harmony with other motivational models. As
held by self-efficacy theory and supported by more recent
research using affective conditioning by Custers and
Aarts (2005), the positive affect associated with goal attain-
ment increases the incentive value of that goal in the future
for the individual. Meanwhile, the subsequent formation of
situational cue-goal associative linkages simultaneously
increases the relative likelihood of pursuit (e.g., Bargh
1990; Gollwitzer 1999; Veltkamp et al. 2008) and enables
readiness in precisely those situations in which the individ-
ual has historically encountered success at pursuit.

More generally, the selfish metaphor provides a newer
perspective on current goal research, refocusing attention
from possibly unresolvable debates regarding the relative
strength of one goal compared to another (Kay & Jost).
The analogy also links areas of research that are less
easily incorporated into commentators’ alternative models.
Whereas Moskowitz & Balcetis suggested that uncon-
scious goals are all originally conscious and become uncon-
scious only from extensive experience (to then ultimately
promote an individual’s well-being), that alternative runs
counter to the considerable evidence and theory regarding
innate, evolutionarily acquired adaptive goals (Becker &
Kenrick; Conroy-Beam & Buss; and Neuberg & Schal-
ler), infant motivations acquired prior to any experience
(e.g., Baillargeon et al. 2013), and extremely negative out-
comes of addiction-related disorders (e.g., Cuzen et al.;
Müller & Amato). Moreover, interpreting the goal litera-
ture from this “conscious first” perspective, or one which
sees “individuals choosing between competing opportu-
nities” (as suggested by von Hippel & von Hippel)
faces the additional hurdle of explaining how a person
chooses and actively pursues opportunities that promote
well-being when he or she is unaware of having, or actively
pursuing, the goal.

In contrast, conceiving of goal influences as operating
selfishly offers a reliable way to describe how a person insti-
gates, guides, and stops processes of which he or she might
not be aware (because these processes do not require indi-
vidual awareness for their operation). Moreover, a goal-
driven perspective helps account for research that suggests
even when people consciously instigate goals, they are not
necessarily in control of all operational features of pursuit,
such as which environmental stimuli will be affected by
pursuit and when the end-state is attained (Bargh et al.
2008).

Animate-being metaphors (where “ideas or aspects of
the mind are likened to creatures,” as when goals are

described as selfish; Gentner & Grudin 1985, p.184) were
frequently employed in psychological discourse during
the turn of the century, but they disappeared with
increased popularity of other types of metaphor (e.g., com-
puter systems metaphors; Gentner & Grudin 1985). We
concede that the relative novelty of an animate-being meta-
phor highlights the need for interpretive caution, but we
are far less convinced of Mattei’s argument that it
represents a return to the “naïve intellectual modus operan-
dus” that earlier plagued prescientific reasoning. Although
we are indeed in early stages, the merits of our model
should be judged according to how it helps conceptualize
findings in recent research and points to areas that need
further theorizing and study.

R2.1. Goals as critical pieces of the whole

Von Hippel & von Hippel (with similar points raised by
Mattei and Merker) questioned the theoretical novelty
of the Selfish Goal model, observing redundancies
between examples of selfish goal behavior and evolutionary
trade-offs. Those commentaries correctly point out that
some research cited in support of our model (e.g., studies
that find an active mating goal changes how an individual
prioritizes physical self-protection) are already understood
as cases of sexual selection favoring suboptimal individ-
ual-level outcomes.
If the target article had sought to inform evolutionary

theory, that critique would be fair; however, it did not.
The selfish goal framework is less concerned with isolating
when goal conflicts are likely to result in evolutionary trade-
offs, or identifying which goals are ultimately best for the
individual in those conflicts, than it is with examining the
structural commonalities that span the pursuit of all goals
(including, but not limited to, those involved in sexual
selection). Toward those ends, evolutionarily adaptive
goals simply provide powerful demonstrations of the recon-
figuration principle. We cited experimental demonstrations
of mating imperatives conflicting with self-protection goals
to illustrate how people’s attitudes can shift based on the
temporary goal they are pursuing – even in cases where
pursuit of that goal results in arguably negative health
consequences.
Consequently, we agree with Merker that our target

article concerns the “more mundane circumstances attend-
ing those [goal] pursuits” – although we might have used
the adjective “diverse” instead to emphasize the impor-
tance of context in the study of goal structure. Charting
how goal operation unfolds across multiple, everyday cir-
cumstances helps reveal fundamental patterns to its influ-
ence over individual human perception and behavior. To
take as an example: the self-protection goal is associated
with functional changes to perception and behavior that,
in ancestral environments, increased the likelihood that a
person would avoid potential threats (e.g., being quicker
to notice and sidestep a snake in one’s path; Kenrick
et al. 2010; Neuberg et al. 2004). In current-day circum-
stances, people react in similar goal-functional ways
toward stimuli that are far removed from actual harm
(e.g., being quicker to pull a joystick away as the word
“snake” is flashed across a computer screen). The wide
breadth of goal pursuit, as it spans contexts of varying eco-
logical validity, indicates the presence of general oper-
ational patterns. The Selfish Goal model predicts similar
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outcomes for evolved goals in past and current contexts, as
well as for nonevolved goals in the current context –
because, as noted by Neuberg & Schaller, goals today
operate through the reconfiguration principle, just as they
did in the evolutionary past.
Goal conflict is mentioned often in the target article,

which may have led Ainslie to conclude that examples of
selfish goals conflicting (e.g., eating a cake versus exercis-
ing) are already understood under the framework of inter-
temporal choice theory. It may be the case that many of our
examples involve temporal conflict, such that short-term
benefits are weighed more heavily as compared to long-
term benefits; however, in everyday life, a person may
feel conflict over goals of equivalent temporal qualities –
as when one chooses between different hedonic experi-
ences, different future courses of action, or goods associ-
ated with different motivations. Moreover, the Selfish
Goal model offers additional predictions regarding how
the chooser will see the world and act before the choice
(becoming quicker to perceive and physically approach
stimuli related to the most incentivized goal regardless of
when specific benefits associated with goal pursuit can be
realized) and immediately afterward (inhibition of mental
constructs associated with pursuit).

R2.2. Pathways to selfishness

We are especially grateful to the commentators who were
able to anticipate others’ concerns regarding the limited
treatment of neurophysiological mechanisms in our target
article. Bliss-Moreau & Williams, Cuzen et al.,
Müller & Amato, and Pezzulo elaborate on the affective,
neuropsychological, and computational mechanisms that
contribute to the selfish pattern of pursuit. In so doing,
they provide welcome contributions to the open task of
incorporating the Selfish Goal model “along the recognized
pathways for behavioural control” (Spurrett).
In the target article, we described a sequence of events

whereby the more frequently a goal is pursued, the more
likely it is to be incentivized for future pursuit (sect.
3.2.1); Bliss-Moreau & Williams nicely expanded on
this topic. Their commentary addresses how positive
affect (incentive) becomes associated with the end-state
of that goal, which consequently deprioritizes other goals
within the person’s repertoire, in accordance with views
in many motivational models that affect serves key func-
tions across specific stages of pursuit including goal for-
mation, phenomenal experiences of failure and success
(e.g., Kruglanski et al. 2002), and goal switching (Carver
& Scheier 1998).
Müller & Amato home in on the striatal circuits and

physiological processes in which the consequences of goal
conflict can be observed. In extreme cases such as with
addicts, drug consumption increases learning-like neuronal
plasticity (e.g., increased dendritic branching in the brain’s
reward systems) for that pursuit. The mechanisms that typi-
cally reinforce the pursuit of other goals (e.g., establish-
ment of plasticity and learning in the reward circuits) are
prevented, thus leaving the more incentivized addiction
goal to dominate. We concur with Müller & Amato’s specu-
lation that this chemical process may occur to a lesser
degree even for the goals that are not as “unusually
polarized” as those in substance addiction, and provide
an example of “selfishness.” Some selfish goals may be

strong enough to block physiological mechanisms that typi-
cally reinforce the operation of other goals.
Cuzen et al. forge a similar connection to the literature

on impulsive and compulsive disorders. They observe that
predictions derived from the Selfish Goal model are very
similar to the outcomes observed in clinical populations
when the habit system dominates behavior. Individuals
with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) bear out the
inconsistency principle by acknowledging that their com-
pulsions are unreasonable or harmful even as they continue
engaging in those behaviors. Repetitive behaviors can be
precipitated by exposure to an environmental cue and,
once triggered, are difficult to control, consistent with the
automaticity and reconfiguration principles.
Pezzulo translates the reconfiguration principle into

the language of computational neuroscience. Specifically,
during a phenomenon known as active interference,
priors (or goals) have a similar “selfish” influence upon an
individual by directing which potential future events have
value (as in Ferguson 2008), which prediction errors
should be monitored and evaluated, and the lessons that
should be taken from events related to successful and
unsuccessful prediction of the future.
Whereas the above commentators elaborated on how a

goal might demonstrate selfishness, Huebner & Rupert
suggest avoiding such terms altogether. To those authors,
constructs such as goals, selfishness, and conscious versus
unconscious processes are perhaps too deeply rooted in
“traditional folk-taxonomies” because various forms of rep-
resentation have motivational force. We see conceptual
similarities between this view and other commentaries
that address expanding the goal construct. For example,
Nanaymakes the distinction between specific and nonspe-
cific behavioral tendencies; whereas Eitam & Higgins’s
ROAR framework charts the ways in which a primed or
activated latent tendency emerges into action only when
a specific second condition is satisfied.
We disagree with Huebner & Rupert that building our

model around the goal construct is “likely to inhibit pro-
gress in cognitive science.” The goal construct may have
roots in folk taxonomy, but it also has a deep and meaning-
ful tradition in psychology (for reviews, see Austin &
Vancouver 1996; Gollwitzer & Moskowitz 1996); the exist-
ence of this literature helps clarify specific mechanisms of
goal selfishness and points to future directions of research.
For example, the goal literature is intimately connected to
concepts of reward, reinforcement, incentive, and affect
not typically associated with cognitive representations
(Kruglanski et al. 2002). (Indeed, as previously mentioned,
many of the commentators rightly noted our relative
neglect of affect as a variable that helps explain “why”
people pursue certain end-states over others.)
Moreover, the goal construct also implicates notions of

reference values, discrepancy reduction, and hierarchical
feedback loops, which are central concepts within the
control theory literature (Carver & Scheier 1982) and are
likely to guide future ideas about pursuit. Consequently,
we share Pezzulo’s belief that hierarchical control
systems provide one of the most promising directions for
future research in goal pursuit. For example, a model in
which action becomes goal-directed because behaviors
are steered in ways that minimize prediction errors
between the goal (desired end-state) and the present
(current state) is very much in harmony with Carver and
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Scheier’s (1982) seminal homeostatic model of goal pursuit
via continual discrepancy reduction, and we elaborate upon
this below.

R3. Goals in vivo

In the target article we argued that a single active goal can
be considered “selfish” in reference to the person expres-
sing it. Because that relation was our main focus, we
included only a limited discussion of how goal conflict is
resolved between goals, suggesting that a “winner take
all” mechanism leads a single goal to dominate (sect.
3.2.3; similar to the “full-system” orientation mentioned
in commentaries by Becker & Kenrick, Müller &
Amato, and Neuberg & Schaller). Admittedly, the pro-
posed mechanism may be most relevant for some goals
(particularly powerful ones, such as evolutionarily adaptive
motives, or addictions) as a result, we extend discussion of
this topic here.

As the commentators recognized, there are many issues
to ponder when considering mechanisms of goal conflict
resolution, even in the initial stages of the task. To begin
with, one should consider the broader body of research
on motivational hierarchies and the specific instances
where goals can be said to cooperate. Both topics were of
particular emphasis in the commentaries, and here we
suggest that cybernetic models of control (e.g., Perceptual
Control Theory; Powers 1973) may help address these
issues, as well as the open questions regarding goal
dynamics.

Although the literature on control systems is vast and
encompasses a variety of paradigms, it may help explain
how relatively autonomous units (goals) give rise to
complex systems capable of accommodating environmental
variability (individual behavior). (For more comprehensive
treatments of control systems within psychology, see
Carver & Scheier [1998] and Powers [1973].)

R3.1. Control systems

Broadly stated, control-systems models explain how a com-
paratively simple system can produce reliable patterns of
behavior (i.e., attain goals) in the seemingly infinitely
variable environment of the real world. The basic control-
system unit of behavioral organization has four main com-
ponents: (1) an input function (also called a “perception”);
(2) a standard (or “reference signal”) against which the
current state is compared; (3) comparison of the input
against the standard that leads to action given sensed dis-
crepancies; and (4) a feedback effect whereby the action
changes the environment, thus updating the original per-
ceptual signal (because actions make an aspect of the
world come to a new state; Powers 1973). These com-
ponents stand in relation to one another, and together
they form a “loop” whereby organisms act to control how
the environment is affecting them (in both positive and
negative ways; also called “negative” or “discrepancy-redu-
cing” feedback loops; Carver & Scheier 2002). Over time, it
has the effect of reinforcing (if the environmental feedback
is positive) or diminishing (if the environmental feedback is
negative) certain behaviors.

Along with others (Carver & Scheier 2002, p. 305), we
find this framework congenial for developing more

systems-based understandings of individual behavior
because people can be viewed as organizations of self-reg-
ulating feedback systems. Input functions represent the
current state of the individual (within the environment,
and vis-à-vis other goals and inputs from other systems
levels). Desired end-states are the standard against which
a person’s current experienced state is compared. If the
input function indicates discrepancies between actual and
desired behavior (i.e., the goal has not yet been fulfilled),
the individual executes behaviors to try to minimize the
detected discrepancy until it is eliminated. A person’s
streamlined actions can be interpreted as the result of
control systems making continual adjustments based upon
the feedback (perceptions) these actions produce from
the environment.

R3.2. (Self-) organization in goal systems

Within a control system, feedback loops can be linked hier-
archically, with higher levels of control broadly correlating
with the abstraction of the input (the input itself can span
concrete events such as whether specific sensory nerve
endings are stimulated or whether sequences of action
can be understood according to an abstract standard such
as honesty). Indeed, many commentators (e.g., Mazzone;
Pezzulo; and Sripada, Swain, Ho, & Swain [Sripada
et al.]) steered our attention to how factors at higher
levels of processing influence pursuit of a focal goal.
A hierarchical organization of control has the potential to

accommodate many of the abstract variables mentioned in
the commentaries, including a motivational self (Baumeis-
ter & Winegard, Fishbach, and Hirsh) and the motiva-
tional relevance of representations (Eitam & Higgins).
That also recalls Nanay’s distinction between specific
versus unspecific goals, insofar as goals at multiple levels
of abstraction also have significantly different means and
contexts in which they can be successfully pursued (an
intuition echoed by Mazzone). We add that higher- and
lower-level goals may have different relationships to their
goal-means. For example, one can avoid physical harm
from a predator through a limited number of ways, includ-
ing fighting, fleeing, or freezing. A higher-level goal,
however, has the potential to be satisfied in a variety of
more abstract ways and may implicate a wider breadth of
processes to reconfigure. One can cooperate both by volun-
teering one’s time on a survey or by picking up pens
dropped by an experimenter. At an even higher level of
abstraction, one can make one’s parent proud by achieving
in school, becoming rich, doing good deeds, or winning ath-
letic competitions.
If they agreed on the importance of goal integration, the

commentators disagreed about which goals are most
central and how they assemble together. Many commen-
taries focused on the importance of conscious processes
for the integration of constituent goals. For example, Bau-
meister & Winegard (see also Fishbach) proposed that
traditional notions of a “conscious self” can be seen as con-
sisting partly of processes that favor some goals over others.
Eitam&Higgins’s commentary reviews how broader con-
textual factors related to control, relevance, and value simi-
larly sway the relative goal priority. Hirsh’s commentary
describes how effort and self-reflection are critical pro-
cesses to the creation of a more coherent “self-system,”
whereas Sripada et al. provided thematically similar
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evidence from neuroscience, pointing out that the neuror-
egions traditionally involved with the resolution of goal
competition are also implicated in higher-order processing
and conscious self-regulation.
Conversely, Becker & Kenrick (as well as Conroy-

Beam & Buss and Neuberg & Schaller) endorsed
bottom-up processes that eventually create a hierarchical
goal structure. Earlier-developing pursuits that are directly
linked to adaptive outcomes (e.g., self-protection) serve as
the foundation of a pyramid of universal human needs; they
assume greatest priority for goal selection in proximal con-
texts. Goals that are higher up in the hierarchy (e.g., mate
acquisition) develop later in life and are pursued only after
successful pursuit of other, more foundational goals.
Carver and Scheier (2002) note that within control

systems, integration can occur through relatively auton-
omous, bottom-up processes (endemic to the self-organiz-
ation capabilities of dynamic computer systems), as well as
through top-down influences (traditionally associated with
the term self-regulation). That leads to the interesting pre-
diction that the ways in which goal hierarchies are formed
may result in different dynamics between the goals orga-
nized within that system. Below, we review evidence that
various forms of relationships exist between goals in a
system, and predict how these patterns might vary accord-
ing to their place in the hierarchical structure.

R3.3. Selfish goals cooperate

The idea that goals exert reliably selfish influences on the
individual should not imply that they are always in compe-
tition with each other and never surrender the steering
wheel (with pathological and physiologically powerful
cases such as addictions being a potential exception; see
Müller & Amato). That point was not sufficiently high-
lighted in our target article, and because leaving this
point unclarified would underestimate the scope of behav-
ior that could be incorporated into our model, we spend
some time discussing it here.
Thankfully, the commentators had similar intuitions

about the relevance of the body of research on goal
cooperation; their responses helped correct for its
absence in the target article. We outline these below, but
we also direct readers to Kopetz, Hofmann, & Wiers
(Kopetz et al.), Fishbach, and Carruthers for better
descriptions of the empirical evidence than have space
for in this reply.
The Selfish Goal model holds that “goals often can and

do encourage behaviors that are consistent with (or at
least not opposed to) other goals’ end-states” (sect. 4,
para.1). Indeed, recent social cognitive findings support
the notion that goal activation can result not only in
selfish effects on the person, but also in cooperative
effects that aid in the pursuit of other goals. As mentioned
by Kopetz et al., when a currently active goal and an alter-
nate goal are perceived as unrelated to each other, priming
the alternate goal undermines persistence and perform-
ance on the active goal (which can be seen as evidence
for goals competing for the individual’s limited cognitive
resources). However, when goals are perceived to facilitate
each other, priming the alternate goal actually increases
persistence and performance on the focal goal (Shah
et al. 2002) – a phenomenon that is simultaneously coop-
erative and self-interested.

Goals can also collaborate through more explicit forms of
collusion, as when a person’s expressed behaviors represent
two different end-states (here parallel constraint satisfac-
tion models are particularly relevant; see Kunda &
Thagard 1996). Carruthers describes a notable example
of goal collusion in a series of studies. When people are
induced to write opinion essays (as in classic cognitive dis-
sonance paradigms), the expression of the goal to say what
one believes is constrained by the requirements of the goal
of positive self-presentation. The outcome of the goal con-
flict is an expressed attitude that falls midway between the
attitudes associated with pursuing each goal independently.
Another instance of cooperative goal behavior (or at least

behavior that is interpretable in that light) occurs when a
goal representation becomes inhibited following com-
pletion of the goal pursuit attempt (Förster et al. 2005).
As Atkinson and Birch (1970) first argued, the function of
the goal turn-off effect is to give other important goals
their chances at attainment. Fishbach and Kopetz et al.
significantly expand upon this idea, identifying cooperative
behaviors in cases where goals are pursued in serial fashion
and hence can be seen as cooperative. For example, the ful-
fillment of one goal may lead to the activation another, as
when a person indulges in a chocolate dessert only if he
or she has exercised earlier in the day, thereby “justifying”
the current pursuit (i.e., changing its incentive value from
negative to positive) through prior attainment of another
goal.
If selfish goals can compete, operate simultaneously with

another goal, or drive pursuit contingent on the completion
of another goal, it remains to be seen what factors predict
when these relational dynamics will occur. Future research
may uncover different forms of goal cooperation and
balancing depending on how (or when, in evolution or in
development; see Fedyk & Kushnir) they were incorpor-
ated into higher-level structures. For example, the goal
balancing phenomenon attributed to the operation of
Fishbach’s motivational self may not characterize the be-
havior of lateral goals that are linked, bottom-up fashion,
in Becker & Kenrick’s oligarchy. Exercising may release
a person to eat junk food, but successfully avoiding
disease may not induce a person to become more amenable
to other forms of physical danger.
Developmental stage may also offer insight into when

these relational dynamics will occur (Fedyk & Kushnir
and Hirsh). Goals that were integrated early in the pur-
suer’s developmental stage may be systematically different
than those incorporated in relatively later stages of adult-
hood, when conscious capabilities can assist with the task.
One might expect, for example, that the goal facilitation
as described by Shah et al. (2002) (also reviewed by Fish-
bach and Kopetz et al.) may be particularly likely to
characterize goals that are integrated relatively late in
development. One might additionally expect that the
ability to use one means to fulfill two goals (as described
in Carruthers’s commentary) becomes more effective
with age and experience, as pursuers develop sophisticated
ways to perceive how a single behavioral sequence can rep-
resent or satisfy two different end-states.

R3.4. The goal standards of society

Some commentators highlighted the societal implications
that ought to be considered in light of the target article.
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People’s actions are significantly constrained by social
norms and sanctions that in large measure determine the
incentive and disincentive value of the various goal pur-
suits. Behaviors are observed and reconciled within the
context of a greater society of individuals, and as described
in Washington & Kelly’s commentary, the issues raised
have implications for the moral institutions that uphold
society. The commentary argues that if individuals engage
in post hoc rationalizations (and the fact that the infor-
mation can be used to inform future behavior) or use feed-
back from behaviors to guide future behavior, these acts
suggest that at least some guidance-related subsystem of
processes exists within a person that can be held accoun-
table. Thus, even if people lack traditional, centralized
psychological cores that can be held “blameable” for
their actions, actors can nevertheless be held morally
responsible.

Indeed, people have important social-identity relation-
ships with the larger institutions to which they belong,
and how they measure and maintain these self-defining
relationships is affected by their temporary goals (e.g.,
threat avoidance, system justification; impression-manage-
ment). Consequently, understanding the mechanisms of
human goal pursuit offers additional insight regarding
how people relate to other social institutions. Particularly
strong cases of selfish goal influence, such as with drug
addictions, may challenge individuals’ standing as norma-
tive members of society (e.g., Cuzen et al. and Müller
& Amato).

Research suggests that goals can affect how a person per-
ceives his or her own place within those institutions, even in
cases where the perceptions are self-defeating at the level
of the individual person.

One particularly intriguing example of this counterintui-
tive goal influence is driven by people’s need to believe that
the institutional system they operate under is fair to them
(Kay & Jost). Specifically, people have important goals to
imbue their social, economic, and political systems with
legitimacy, but often the unconscious pursuit of this goal
ironically upholds the very institutional systems that may
operate against their individual self-interests and thus
oppress them. This dynamic results in a somewhat paradox-
ical effect in which the most socially disadvantaged
members of society are the most likely to support the exist-
ing social system (e.g., people of low-income status are
more likely to endorse the statement that economic
inequality is legitimate and necessary, as compared to
those of high-income status; Jost et al. 2003).

As Kay & Jost note, examining the general structure of
goals (for example, their contextual dependence or their
reconfiguring abilities over a person’s perceptions and
behaviors) offers advantages over a focus on goal content
(i.e., comparing which of two goals is more primary) for
practical reasons as well as theoretical reasons. Knowledge
of goal structure can be applied to interventions that alter
features of the environment to effect change (which can
be a particularly effective intervention; e.g., Johnson &
Goldstein 2003). We would only add that it is possible
that environmental changes spur behavioral change in
part because the intervention leverages the environmen-
tally dependent and selfish quality of goals.

Goal operation can reconfigure one’s very experience of
the world – as, for example, altering how irresistible des-
serts appear to the would-be dieters who wish to avoid

them, or emphasizing the proximity and instrumentality
of some means for one’s ends (even if those means are gen-
erally socially undesirable and the goal is temporary, as
when violence is seen as a means for the status-mainten-
ance goal; Griskevicius et al. 2009). Consequently, elimi-
nating the presence of opportunity conditions for
unwanted goals decreases the likelihood that those pursuits
will be activated or successfully pursued because it impedes
the chain of processes that might otherwise perpetuate the
unwanted pursuit in a person’s corpus of behavior (see
above in sect. R3.1).
More important, an environmental change allows for the

possibility that another goal may be activated or pursued in
that situation; and if we have argued for one thing, it is that
goals, when activated, will influence a person in a manner
which can be meaningfully understood as selfish. Conse-
quently, once an alternate, equally selfish yet socially
valued goal is activated, given successful attainment of
the end-state and appropriate circumstances, that goal
will become stronger (i.e., its influence over how the indi-
vidual may become more automatic and reliable).

R4. Conclusions

In closing, we return to some particular themes of the
target article. In it we argued for the primacy of the cur-
rently active goal as an important influence over human
social behavior. Importantly, we suggested that this was
the case whether that goal was selected and put into
motion by conscious, intentional means or unconsciously
by features of the environment, thereby reserving any
stance on the specific function of consciousness within
goal pursuit.
Extensive recent research and theory on evolutionary

social cognition, as well as on infantile motivations and
innate social expectations and preferences (e.g., for fairness
and equity, as well as in-group favoritism; see Baillargeon
et al. 2013), has expanded the domain of unconscious pro-
cesses. Importantly, this emerging research also points to
new insights regarding how goals come to be capable of
unconscious operation in the first place. The evolutionary
social psychologists certainly appreciated this point, but
other commentaries gave us the impression that an out-
dated impression of unconscious processes may linger, car-
rying with it the notion that all goal pursuits start out as
conscious and intentional and only become unconscious
after considerable experience (i.e., the skill acquisition
model of nonconscious processes). A quarter century ago
the process of skill acquisition, or sublimation with frequent
and consistent experience, was the only way one of us saw
clear to the possibility of unconscious goal pursuit (Bargh
1990). Since then, however, the considerable and signifi-
cant advances regarding evolutionary and early childhood
social cognition and motivation call for an updating of any
remaining anachronistic, exclusively “conscious first”
notions of automaticity and unconscious processes, across
psychology.
Finally, in addition to the autonomy of active goal

pursuit, we would like to highlight the remarkable plasticity
of the cognitive and evaluative apparatus shown by the
power of the active goal to reconfigure the mental system
to facilitate goal attainment. Other social psychologists
have recently remarked on this plasticity (e.g., Cunningham
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et al. 2008; Fiske 2013). It is shown, for example, in the
research on alliance formation and how it changes stereoty-
pic evaluations of an out-group member (which was long
believed to be a chronic and intransigent tendency) from
negative to positive if that out-group member suddenly
becomes a teammate (Sherif et al. 1961). Alliances shift
and friends become foes and vice versa. For the sake of
adaptability to the shifting and changing social landscape,
our goal pursuits can be most successful if the subprocesses
they invoke are not slaves to our pasts. We believe such
plasticity is an important component of autonomous goal
operation, one that is also consistent with emerging
research findings on epigenetics, the “affective forecasting”
research showing how quickly we adapt to dramatic
changes in our life situation, as well as continuing advances
in knowledge on the adaptability of the human infant to the
particulars of the social and physical environment in which
it happened to be born.
In closing, we again express our appreciation for the

opportunity to argue for the selfishness of goal pursuit,
both in the target article and here in this response. The
commentators’ contributions challenged and helped us to
engage with our model in new ways. Regardless of
whether readers are ultimately convinced of our central
argument, as long as they have considered existing research
in social psychology from this new perspective, we will have
attained our own (selfish) goals.
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